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MEMORANDUM

July 13, 1993

To: CIJE Board

From: Dr. Barry W. Holtz

Re: Update - The Best Practices Project

The Best Practices Project has many long-range implications. Documenting "the 
success stories o f Jewish education" is something that has never been done in a 
systematic way and it is a project that cannot be completed within a short range of 
time. This memo outlines the way that the Best Practices Project should unfold 
over the next 1 to 2 years.

Documentation and Work in the Field

The easiest way to think about the Best Practices Project—and probably the most 
useful—is to see it as one large project which seeks to examine eight or nine areas 
(what we have called "divisions"). The project involves two phases o f work. First 
is the documentation stage. Here examples of best practice are located and reports 
are written. The second phase consists o f "work in the field," the attempt to use 
these examples o f best practice as models of change in the three Lead Communities.

The two phases of the Best Practices Project are only partially sequential. 
Aldiough it is necessary to have the work of documentation available in order to 
move toward implementation in die communities, we have also pointed out 
previously that our long-range goal has always been to see continuing expansion 
of die documentation in successive "iterations." Thus, die fact tiiat we have 
published our first best practice publication (on Supplementary Schools) does not 
mean that we are done with work in that area. We hope in die future to expand 
upon and enrich diat work witii more analysis and greater detail.

In the short run, however, we are looking at the plan below as a means of putting 
out a best practices publication, similar to what we’ve done for die Supplementary 
School division, in each of the other areas. What we have learned so far in die 
project is the process involved in getting to that point. Thus it appears to be 
necessary to go dirough die following stages in each of die divisions.
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The Steps in Documentation: First Iteration

To determine with whom I should be meeting
Meeting (or multiple meetings) with experts
Refining of that meeting, leading to a guide for writing up

Preliminary explorations: 
Stage one:
Stage two:

the reports
Visiting the possible best practices sites by report writers
Writing up reports by expert report writers
Editing those reports
Printing the edited version
Distributing the edited version

Stage six: 
Stage seven:

Stage three: 
Stage four: 
Stage five:

Next Steps

For this memo, I’ve taken each “division” and each stage and tried to analyze where we 
currently are headed:

1) Supplementary schools: Mostly done in “iteration # 1 ”. There may be two more reports 
coming in which were originally promised.

3) JCCs: Here we are at stage three. This will require visits, report writing, etc. The JCCA 
is our partner in implementing the documentation.

4) Day schools: Here we are at stage one, two or three, depending on the religious 
denomination. Because this involves all the denominations, plus the unaffiliated schools, 
this will be the most complicated of the projects for the year.

5) College campus programming: H ere we are at stage three, with the national Hillel 
organization as a partner. One question to deal with is non-Hillel campus activities and 
how to move forward with that. As to Hillel programs, we need to choose report writers,

6) Camping/youth programs: Here we are at the preliminary stage. We should be able to 
have a stage one meeting this year. It’s probably fairly easy to identify the right 
participants via the denominations and the JCCA.

2) Early childhood programs: H ere we are at stage six. The volume is in print.

visit sites, etc.

7) Adult education: Here we are at the preliminary stage. We should be able to have a stage 
one meeting this year. Here gathering the right participants is probably more complex.
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8) The Israel experience: We hope to move this project forward with consultation from the 
staff of the CRB Foundation. As they are moving forward with their own initiative, we 
hope to be able to work jointly on the “best practice issues” involved with the successful 
trip to Israel.

9) Community-wide initiatives: Finally, I have recommended that we add a ninth 
area —Community-wide initiatives using JESNA’s help. This refers to Jewish education 
improvement projects at the Federation or BJE level, particularly in the personnel or lay 
development area. Examples: The Providence BJE program for teacher accreditation; 
the Cleveland Fellows; projects with lay boards of synagogue schools run by a BJE; 
salary/benefits enhancement projects. This project would use JESNA’s assistance and 
could probably be launched rather quickly.

Lead Communities: Implem entation— and How to Do It

In previous reports I have quoted Seymour Fox’s statement that the Best Practice Project is 
creating the “curriculum” for change in the Lead Communities. This applies in particular to 
the “enabling options” of building community support for Jewish education and improving 
the quantity and quality of professional educators. It is obvious from the best practice 
reports that these two elements will appear and reappear in each of the divisions under 
study.

The challenge is to develop the method by which the Lead Community planners and 
educators can learn from the best practices that we have documented and begin to introduce 
adaptations of those ideas into their own communities. This can occur through a wide range 
of activities, including: presentations to the local Lead Communities’ commissions about the 
results of the Best Practices Project, site visits by Lead Community lay leaders and planners 
to observe best practices in action; visits by best practices practitioners to the Lead 
Communities; workshops with educators in the Lead Communities, etc. The Best Practices 
Project will be involved in developing this process of implementation in consultation with 
the Lead Communities and with other members of the CIJE staff. We have already 
discussed possible modes of dissemination of information in our conversations with the 
three communities.

How Can We Spread the Word?

The first report on supplementary schools has engendered a good deal of interest in the 
larger Jewish educational community. One issue that the CUE needs to address is the best 
way to make the results of the Best Practices Project available. How should the 
dissemination of materials take place? How should the findings of this project have an
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impact on communities outside of the Lead Communities? Certainly we should find ways to 
distribute the materials as they are produced. Perhaps we should also begin to consider a 
series of meetings or conferences open to other communities or interested parties, as the 
project moves forward.
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CUE Project on Monitoring, Evaluation, and Feedback in Lead Communities
Progress Report —  August 1993

D rAdam  Gamoran and Dr. Ellen Goldring

How will we know whether the Lead Communities have succeeded in creating better 
structures and processes for Jewish education?

On what basis will CUE encourage other cities to emulate the programs developed in Lead 
Communities? Like any innovation, the Lead Communities Project requires a monitoring, 
evaluation, and feedback (MEF) component to document its efforts and gauge its success.

By monitoring we mean observing and documenting the planning and implementation of 
changes. Evaluation entails interpreting information in a way that strengthens and assists 
each community’s efforts to improve Jewish education. Feedback consists of oral and 
written responses to community members and to the CIJE.

This progress report describes the activities in which the project has been engaged during 
1992-93 and the products it has yielded. The main activities include: (1) Ongoing monitoring 
and documenting of community planning and institution-building; (2) Development of 
data-collection instruments; (3) Preparation of reports for CUE and for community 
members.

I. Ongoing Monitoring and Feedback

To carry out on-site monitoring, we hired three full-time field researchers, one for each 
community. The field researchers’ mandate for 1992-93 centered on three questions:

(1) What is the nature and extent of mobilization of human and financial resources to 
carry out the reform of Jewish education in the Lead Communities?

(2) What characterizes the professional lives of educators in the Lead Communities?

(3) What are the visions for improving Jewish education in the communities?

The first two questions address the “building blocks” of mobilization and personnel, 
described in A  Time to Act as the essential elements for Lead Communities. The third
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question raises the issue of goals, to elicit community thinking and to stimulate dialogue 
about this crucial facet of the reform process.

Monitoring activities involved observations at virtually all project-related meetings within 
the Lead Communities; analysis of past and current documents related to the structure of 
Jewish education in the communities; and, especially, numerous interviews with federation 
professionals, lay leaders, rabbis, and educators in the communities.

Each field researcher worked to establish a “feedback loop” within her own community, 
whereby pertinent information gathered through observations and interviews could be 
presented and interpreted for the central actors in the local lead community process. We are 
providing feedback at regular intervals (generally monthly) and in both oral and written 
forms, as appropriate to the occasion. An important part of our mission is to try to help 
community members to view their activities in light of CIJE’s design for Lead Communities. 
For example, we ask questions and provide feedback about the place of personnel 
development in new and ongoing programs.

We are also providing monthly updates to CIJE, in which we offer fresh perspectives on the 
process of change in Lead Communities, and on the evolving relationship between CIJE and 
the communities. For instance, in July 1993 we presented views from the communities on 
key concepts for CIJE implementation, such as Lead Community Projects, Best Practices, 
and community mobilization. This feedback helps CIJE staff prepare to address community 
needs.

II. Instrumentation

A. Interview Protocols

The MEF team developed a series of interview protocols for use with diverse 
participants in the communities. These were field tested and then used beginning in 
late fall, 1992, and over the course of the year. The interview schema for educators 
were further refined and used more extensively in spring, 1993.

B. Survey of Educators

We also played a central role in developing an instrument for a survey of educators in 
Lead Communities. The M EF team worked with members of Lead Communities, 
and drew on past surveys of Jewish educators used elsewhere. The survey was 
conducted in Milwaukee in May and June, 1993, and it is scheduled to be 
implemented in Atlanta and Baltimore in the fall of 1993.
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The purpose of the educator survey is to establish baseline information about the 
characteristics of Jewish educators in each communty. The results of the survey will 
be used for planning in such areas as in-service training needs and recruitment 
priorities. The survey will be administered (was administered in Milwaukee’s case 
with a response rate of 86%) to all teachers in the Lead Communities. Topics 
covered in the survey include a profile of past work experience in Jewish and general 
education, future career plans, perceptions of Jewish education as a career, support 
and guidance provided to teachers, assessment of staff development opportunities, 
areas of need for staff development, benefits provided, and so on.

III. Reports '   -׳׳'

A. Reports on the Professional Lives of Jewish Educators

Each community is to receive three types of reports on educators: A qualitative 
component, describing the interview results; a quantitive component, presenting the 
survey results; and an integrative component, which draws on both the qualitative 
and quantitative results to focus on policy issues. The schedule for delivering these 
products is dictated by the specific agendas of each community.

The qualitative reports elaborate on elements of personnel described in A Time to 
Act, such as recruitment, training, rewards, career tracks, and empowerment. 
Examples of key findings in reports written so far are the extent of multiple roles 
played by Jewish educators (e.g., principal and teacher; teacher in two or three 
different schools), and the tensions inherent in these arrangements; the importance 
of fortuitous entry into the field of Jewish education, as opposed to pre- planned 
entry, and the challenges this brings to in-service training; and the diversity of 
resources available to professional development of Jewish educators, along with the 
haphazard way these resources are utilized in many institutions.

B. R e p o r ts  on M obiliza tion  and Visions

Information about mobilization and visions has been provided and interpreted for 
both CIJE staff and members of Lead Communities at regular intervals. In 
September, we are scheduled to provide a cumulative Year-1 report for each 
community which will pull together the feedback which was disseminated over the 
course of the year. These reports will also describe the changes and developments we 
observed as we monitored the communities over time. '
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IV. Plans for 1993-94

A. Ongoing Monitoring and Feedback

A central goal for 1993-94 will be the continued monitoring and documenting of 
changes that occur in the areas of educational personnel, mobilization, and visions. 
In addition, we are proposing to play a larger role than we initially anticipated in the 
community self-studies, just as we did with the educators survey. (The educators 
survey is in fact the first element of the self-study, as described in the Planning 
Guide.)

In the spring, our field reseacher for Atlanta notified us that she would be resiging 
her position, effective July 31. Although we regret her resignation, we are trying to 
use it to our advantage by hiring a replacement whose skills fit with the evolving 
responsibilities of the MEF project. The new field researcher in Atlanta will have 
expertise in survey research, and will play a lead role in working with the 
communities to carry out the self-studies.

B. Outcomes Assessment

Although specific goals for education in lead communities have yet to be defined, it 
is essential to make the best possible effort to collect preliminary quantitative data to 
use as a baseline upon which to build. We are proposing to introduce the diagnostic 
Hebrew assessment for day schools, created by Professor Elana Shohamy of the 
Melton Centre in Jerusalem, as a first step towards longitudinal outcomes analysis. 
The great advantage of the Shohamy method is its value as a diagnostic tool, 
encouraging schools to use the results of the assessment to guide their own school 
improvement^ efforts. The tests have common anchor items, but are mostly designed 
especially for use in each school.

C. Encouraging Reflective Communities

The MEF project will be successful if each Lead Community comes to view 
evaluation as an essential component of all educational programs. We hope to foster 
this attitude by counseling reflective practitioners — educators who are willing to 
think systematically about their work, and share insights with others — and by 
helping to establish evaluation components in all new Lead Community initiatives.
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encouraging schools to use the results of the assessment to guide their own school 

improvement_ efforts. The tests have common anchor items, but are mostly designed 
especially for use in each school. -

C._ Encomagiog Reflective Communities 
The MEF project will be successful iif each Lead Community comes to view 

evaluation as an essential component of all educational programs. We hope to foster 

this attitude by counseling reflective practitioners - educators who are willing to 

think systematically about their work, and share insights with others - and by 
h~lping to establish evaluation components in all new Lead Community initiatives. 
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,־־ ז  ts a major share of the leadership 

 f the Jewish world People h .ve moved into׳.
positions of leadership in world Jewry from their 
communi׳ ■s and from ,heir parties in Israel in 
3 wav :f it wa> iv t  po  cil>!ecurlier because there ׳
was no mechanism

T o  H fh v 'ild  th e  I t v i s h  N a tio n a l H o m e
Hie Jewish Agency was originally designed 

not .is an arena far the conduct of world Jewish 
pub Ik affairs, h it for the singular purpose of 
rebuild,ng the Je wish national home in the Land 
of Israel As such, the Jewish Agency is as 
unique an organization as the Jewish people is 
a unique people, and it has no parallel in the 
world. The Jewish Agency exists by virtue of

Dem ociatiz ing the I ..:*blishim  nl
Some twenty yt. ais ago ׳■׳ hen the Jow.^h 

Agency was teconstituted, I * 'M hatorv! o . e 
great contributions that the rc•̂  ;is’iuf ion wo ttd 
make uou id  be to establish a.׳' arena for the 
conduct of \»0 1 id J:wish public ;ifi’pirs. No 
longer would it be necessary to onduct the 
affairs o f  Israel-diavpora relations by laving a 
lew Jewisn leaders from the United States meet 
in a room wi'Ji a few people at the nejd of ־he 
government of the .'■tate of Israel It would be 
possible to broaden that circle to inc lude die rest 
of the Jew.sh world as well as the S at, of Israel 
in an arena in winch the public affairs of the 
Jewish people could be conducted.

Twenty yeats later it is clear how amply this 
prediction has b een  fulfilled T h e Hoard of Gov-
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what had happened from the eighteenth century on- 
ward in the granting o f  civil rights to Jews wherever 
they w ere  living was sufficient, and that this should 
be the goal of the Jewish effort. They believed that 
d ie  task of Jewish leadersh ip  w as to  secu re  those  

rights in the countries of Eastern Europe and the 
Arab world which had lagged behind France and the
United States and the other countiies of the W est in 
granting or affirming such civil ngnts.

The Zionists believed that this was not enough. 
For the Jewish people to be truly secure and to 
continue to exist in a creative cultural and political 
way, the Jews needed to return to their land, there 
to rebuild their national home. In those days the 
discussion nf !hp need to establish a Doliticallv sov- 
ereign state was kept somewhat under wraps; the idea 
of a Jewish national home was the essence of the 
Zionist message. In most of "he communities in 
question, ׳.he Ziunis! movement was even locked in 
combat with some o f  those same philanthropic 
leaders, good Jews all, but Jews with a different 
mission.

Weizmann persisted and his persistence was 
capped with momentary success in 1929 when the 
Jewish Agency was established, when the Zionists 
and the philanthropists rnet inSwKze* land to establish 
a Jewish Agency that was a partnership, that brought 
together both sides of the Jewish world at that time. 
Unfortunately, it did not succeed for a number of 
reasons, not Lhe least of which were the technical 
difficulties of travel that were not superseded until 
the advent 01 ' the jet plane at the er:d of the 1950s. 
There were other reasons as well, partly having to 
do with the great difference between Zionist and non- 
Zionist ideology, and partly due to the critical role 
played by the sell-appointed diaspora leadership. 
Louis. Marihall, the. great leader of the philanthropists 
from the United States who became the spokesman 
tor the non-Zionist partners around the world, died 
on  h is way back from  the fou n d in g  m eetin g . As a 
result o f  all this, that first effort did not succeed, 
despite Weizmann's vision.

Nevertheless, it lingered on for a decade in 
limited wavs The non-Zionists had to be formally 
represented in the. activities of the Agency, w׳hose
offices were established in Jemsalem. One man was 
sent to speak for the non-Zionist diaspora during the 
period from 1929 to 1936. What was sad was that
the e ffo rt w as in deed  m ade but it cou ld  not b e m ad e

an international charter established in 1922 by the 
old League of Nations as part o f  its mandate to the
D ritish  to le g a lly  take co n tro l o f  lh e  p ow ers o f  g o v -
ernment in the land they had conquered in Worid 
War I and to work towards tne advancement of a 
Jewish national home !11 Palestine,״ as they put it.

The Jewish Agency may be the only such organ!- 
7atinn in tht=> world that has a soeciai charter under 
international law, one that was readopted by the 
United Nations as part of a general teadoption of the 
surviving elements of the League of Nations that 
w׳ere deemed wortny of continuing after World War 
II. !"he Agency survived the catastrophic inability 
o f  the League of Nations to fulfill its world mission 
because it Ucvamc the instrumentality of the Zionist
movement and the Jewish people as a whole While 
we cannot point to an easy and s!mple definition of 
what the Agency is, it is easier to define what the 
Agency is to do, which is to be a Jewish agency 
(with a smail "a ל  that would be responsible for 
rebuilding the Jewish national home.

Join in g  Z ionists and D iaspora Jew ish  
P hilanthrop ists

The World Zionist Organization (WZO) could 
have been that agency alone. The mandate that 
chartered the Agency did not prescribe that there 
should be something other Uian the WZO and it was 
left to the W ZO and its president at that time, Chaim 
Weizmann, to determine in 1922 just what dial 
Jewish agency would be Weizmann immediately 
recognized that to be a pioper Jewish Agency it 
would have to be more than the W ZO alone, that the 
W ZO should lead, but that all o f  the leadership of 
world Jewry should be mobilized behind the effort

For seven years he worked hard to pursuade those 
whu weie dien truly non-Zionists, leaders who were 
concerned about the fate o f  their people, especially 
in the upheavals o f  World W ar I and the p ostw ar  
period, and especially in Eastern Europe where those 
upheavals took the worst forms 0 1  communism, xeno- 
phobic nationalism, antisemitism and the like He 
worked to find a way in which these non-Zionist
ph»l<mthropieteT poople ™!׳hn cnught tn Tight anti-
semitism, could work together with the World Zionist 
Organization to establish a proper Jewish Agency.

At Uiat time, one o f  the major problems that sepa- 
rated the two groups was that the non-Zionists still 
believed that emancipation was enough fu! Jews, that
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who argued that, first and foremost, it was necessary 
to make certain that support was available to relieve 
Jews in distress. After World War II, these two 
views came together operationally around state-build- 
ing, when it became apparent after the Holocaust that
p hilanthropy and civ il rights in their lands n f  origin
were not a solution to the distress of the Jewish 
refugee1!, that only the reestablishment of a Jewish 
national home that was also a state would be sufft* 
cient, So, through a state־bu»lding that saved Jews 
in distress, the two positions came to coincide and
together ach ieved  so  m uch.

However, the conflict between the nation-building 
outlook and the philanthropic outlook is a historic 
conflict and it did not disappear. It may have been 
successfully submerged operationally, but it remained 
an ideological reality in many quarters. True, the
1 1 1 vyv«v Uuiivyd. There were׳ thcoc Zionists whg
remained outside the new state as leaders of their 
diaspora communities. There were those from the 
once non-Zionist camp who embraced ihe idea of 
nation-building in Israel, but still the (wo positions 
were locked in a quiet but still very real conflict that 
found expression less in public aiguments about 
nation-building or philanthropy and more in discus- 
sions of the proper role of the diaspora, the proper 
role of the Jewish Agency, what functions should be 
undertaken by it, how should the money be divided?

T h e issu e u f  U iv b iu u  b etw een  local n eed s and 
Israel is on e that d iv id e s  the n ation -h u ild ers as m uch  
as it divides (he philanthropists. In fact, especially 
in diaspora communities like the United States, there 
are philanthropists who say: 'Our job is to support 
Israel at all costs," whereas the nation-builders say: 

Without a strong local community, we will not be 
able to continue supporting Israel." Operationally, 
then, state-building was only a partial reconciliation.

Nation-Building or State*Building
The nation-building school itself has two varia- 

tions. There are those who see nation-building 
strictly as state-building, that is to say, building the 
Jewish nation through the strengthening of the State 
of Israel. T hey would require concentration of JAFI 
efforts entirely or almost entirely within Israel for 
purposes mainly to be determined by the government 
of the state The second variant is that nation-build- 
ing refers equally or almost equally to the entire 
Jewish n ation , the State of Israel and the diaspora,

wholeheartedly. Between 1936 and 1946, the part- 
nership remained in existence on paper only, and 
finally in 1946 the W ZO took over full responsibility 
for the Jewish Agency

Taking over full responsibility may have been a
nccc33ary roapon30 fo r  the t im e s , but it w a e not a
sufficient response for the needs of the Jewish peo- 
pie. The philanthropists of the postwar years were 
mobilized by 1946 for the critical fight for Jewish 
statehood David Ben-Gurion, who was Chairman 
of the Jewish Agency Executive at that time, made 
a d e c is io n  to  turn to  th e  n o n -Z io n ist  p h ilanthropists  
rather than the diaspora Zionist leadership for the 
wherewithal to undertake the task involved In the 
United States especially, they had become the com 
mnnity lead ers in every respect except perhaps in 
leading the fight at the United Nations for a Jewish
stiiie.

T h e year  1 9 4 6  b egan  a p eriod  in w hich  there w as  
no formal common institutional mechanism through 
which the two groups conld work together. Instead, 
they had to relate through (heir respective institutions. 
The Jewish Agency and the W ZO were on one side, 
and the fundraising institutions, particularly the 
United Israel Appeal (Keren Hayesod was really part 
of the Zionist world in those days, much more tightly 
so than it is now), on the other, trying to satisfy all 
parties that the available resources were being mobi- 
llzed properly and tiiai expenditures were being muni- 
tored m a w a y  that w o u ld  make the donors con fid en t  
that their funds were being used in the best possible 
way.

This, in time, led in the late 1960s to the reconsti- 
tution of the Jewish Agency after it became apparent 
that there had to be a single institutional framework 
to bring together both elements of what had become 
a historic partnership.

N ation-B uild ing v$. W orld Jew ish Relief
The foundations o f  the division between Zionists 

and non-Zionists in those early years were rooted in 
two basically differing conceptions of what the tasks 
of world Jewish leadership should be. There were 
those, primarily the Zionists, who argued for nation- 
building as the principal task o f  the true leadership 
of world Jewry, and, indeed, argued that only those 
leaders who were involved in the task of nation- 
building were entitled to lead the Jewish people.

On the other side, there were the philandtropists

wholeheartedly Between 1936 and 1946, the part
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Jew~ in distres~ After World War II, these two 
views came togetht1 operationally around state-build
ing. when it became apparent after the Holocaust tha1 
philaothropy :md eivil right~ in th>:"ir l~nf'I~ nf origin 

were not a solution to the distress of the Jewish 
refugee~, th~, only the reestablishment of a Jewish 
national home that was also a state would be sum~ 
c1ent, So, through a state-building that saved Jews 
in distres~, the two positions came ~o coircide and 
logc:ther achiev<:'d !>O much. 

However. the ~nflict bet'Wl.'fn the nation-building 
outlook and the philanthropic ou1look is a historic 
conflict an<I it did not disappear It rnay have been 
successfullv s.ibmergecl ocicratiomtllv. but it remained 
an ideologi1;a! reality in maHy quarters. True, the 
li1P.:, W\..I'\,,. l,lu.t1,,d. TI,~n:. ,-v"r,.;., the,.>~ Zioni.,t-, -...·ho 

remained out~ide th~ new state as leaders of their 
diaspora communities. I11ere were those from the 
once non-Zionist .::amp who emhraced the idea of 
nation-building in J,;rae!. but sti 11 the two positions 
were loch·d in a quiet b111 still wrv l't'al conllkt that 
found expression lesl- in puhlic a1guments about 
nation-building or philanthr0py and more in discus
sions of the proper r?le of thi... di 1 pora. the proper 
role of the Jewish Agency, what functions should be 
undertaken by it, how :should the rnoney be divided? 

Tin:: i:,:,uc vr uh,i)iUII lit:IWIXII lu~al Ill::~~ dlllJ 

l~r~PI i~ nni> th~! t1ivic1ec; rht! nation-huilcler<i as much 
as it dividec; rhe philanthropists In fact, especially 
in diaspora communities like the United States, there 
are ph,lamhropisrs who say· 'Om Job is to support 
Israel at all costs," whereas the nation builders say: 
Without a strong local community, we will not be 

able to continue supporting Israel." Operationally, 
then, state-building was only a pa1tial reconciliation. 

Nation-Building or State-Building 
The nation hu1lding school itself has two varia

tions. There are those who see nation-buildine 
strictly as state-building. that is to say, building the 
Jewish nation through the srrenglllening of the State 
of Israel. Th~y would require cuncentratlon of JAFI 
efforts entirely or almost entirely within Israel for 
porposes mainly 10 be derermined by the government 
of the state The second variant is lhat nation-build
ing refers equally or almost equally to the entire 
Jewish nation, the State of Israel and I.he diaspora, 
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of these are realities that must be taken into consider- 
atior. in determining the structure o f  the partnership

T he Six-D ay W ar T ran sform s G ivers into Jewish  
L eaders

By 1967 it became clear that a new synthesis was 
needed, partly because the diaspora leadership had 
t o m e  to see themselves in a different way. The Six- 
Day War was the catalyst for change, beginning with 
a new self-perception on the part of the philanthro- 
pists. A personal experience illustrates the point.
I was then living in Philadelphia and was involved 
with a group that succeeded in establishing a Fhila- 
delphia Jewish Archives Center, with support from 
the Federation and the local American Jewish Com- 
mittee chapter. Edward Wolf 11, who had beenpresi- 
dent o f  the Federation and came from one of the 
most distinguished Jewish families in Philadelphia, 
had for years been trying to establish an archives to 
hold the community records. Where he failed, we 
succeeded in less than a year in 1968.

Trying to understand why, it seemed that when 
Wolf had asked for an archives center, he was talking 
with leaders who perceived themselves to be philan׳ 
thropists, whose work was benevolence, not of any 
historic interest. After the 1967 War those same 
leaders began to see themselves as part of the historic 
process of the maintenance, extension and develop- 
ment of Jewish life. Once they saw themselves as 
true leaders of the Jewish people involved in some- 
thing more than simply being generous, decent 
human beings, they wanted their story preserved.

1 he changed perceptions after 1967 brought the 
diaspora "non-Z ionist"  lead ersh ip  to seek direct in- 
volvementin Israel. The reconstitution of the Jewish 
Agency was perhaps the greatest result of those 
changing perceptions, certainly as far as the Israel- 
diaspora relationship was concerned. It came at a 
time when the advances in technology enabled those 
leaders to gather several times a year and speak to 
(or, more recently, fax) one another daily. These 
new realities have contributed much to the success 
o f  the reconstitution and the reestablishment of a 
world Jewish polity with a collective decision-making 
capacity.

Rack ?.SDOyears ago. F7ra and Nehemiah came 
back to Eretz Israel from Babylon in the fifth century 
BCE and established the Anshei Knesset Hagedolah 
(M en  of the Great Assembly) as the governing body

and that a major dimension of the nation-building 
task is Fighting assimilation in the diaspora-through 
Jewish education and the strengthening of Jewish 
communal institutions.

An example of this division can be found in the 
differing positions of those o f  the nation-building 
school who advocate that assistance to Jews in the 
ex  ov1et republics should be confined to helping$׳
then! emigrate to Israel, and those who see that 
Jewish nation-building also requires establishing 
Jew ish  communities and Jewish schools in those 
republics for the Jews who do not choose to emi- 
grate, if only to develop a generation who will be 
more ptepared to consider aliya. Operationally, the 
state-building and philanthropic schools can converge 
on operational goals and se e  Israel as the first and 
foremost focus of J a F I  activities, while the nation- 
builders can be divided in their operational goals.

T he Im pact o f D ifferent E nvironm ents
Furthermore, the partnership can only flourish 

if due consideration is given to the different envi- 
ronments from which the partners come Israeli pan- 
ners from any source come from an intensely politi- 
cal environment, one in which partisan politics is the 
norm in public activity, is pervasive, and is ideoiogi- 
cally justified. Public affairs are conducted by repre- 
sentatives o f  political parties or secondarily by indi- 
viduals identified w׳ith one party or another, even if 
they, themselves, are not politicians. This is as true 
of the Manufacturers’ Association as o f  the Knesset.

By contrast, most diaspora communities see their 
work as civic and unpartisan, to be kept away from 
ideologies — rcligioua 03 well as political — and 
parties. Diaspola Zionists follow the same pattern 
as their Israeli counterparts, except that their politics 
is very often detached from their constituencies 
because of the nature of the diaspora.

Representatives o f  the diaspora communities 
through the maftbioi (fund-raising campaigns) also 
have their politics, but it is more a politics of person- 
alities, far less pervasive, and conducted with a 
certain ambivalence within the context of ideologies 
that see participation in Jewish life as a matter of 
civic and philanthropic service rather than pursuit of
partisan  auccooa. Icraelie and thair Z io n is t  cou n -
terparts are open in their pursuit of  partisan political 
goals, while the community representatives must 
pursue theirs in more subtle and limited w a y s . Both

and that a major dimension of the nation-building 
tas~ is fighting assimilation in the diaspora-through 
Jewish education and the strenglhening of Jewish 
communal institutions. 
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as their Israeli counterparts, except that their politics 
is very often detached from their constituencies 
because of the nature of the diaspora. 

Representatives of the diaspora communilies 
through the maRbiot (fund-raising campaigns) also 
have their politics. but it is more a politics of person
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that see participation in Jewish life as a matter of 
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of these are realities that must be taken into consIder
atior. in determining the i.tl"\lcture of the partnership 

The Six-Day War Tramfonns Givers into Jewish 
Leaders 

By 1967 1t became clt!ar that a n~w synthesis was 
needed, partly because the diaspora leadership had 
come to see \hc:mselves in a different way. The Six
Day War was the catalyst for change, beginning with 
a new self-perception on the part of the philanthro
pists. A personal experience illustrates the point. 
I was then living in Philadelphia and was involved 
with a group that succeeded 1n establishing a Phlla
delphia Jewish Archives Center, with support from 
the Federation and the local American Jewish Com
mittee chartrr Edward Wolf II , Y.110 had been presi
dent of the I-ederatiun amJ ~arne from one of the 
mos1 dtstinguistled Jewish familie~ 1n Philadelphia, 
had for years be~n trying t~> e:.tablish a11 archives to 
hold the community r cords . Where he failed, we 
succeeded in less than a )'ear in 1968. 

Trying to unClc:rsuind v.hy. it Sl!t:med uiat when 
Wolf had asked for an archives centl!r, he was talking 
with leaders who per .:dvecl themselves to be philan
lhrop1sts, whost wvrk v.a5 benevoleni.-e, not of any 
histo, ic interest. After the 1967 War those same 
leaders began lo see the1nselves as part of the historic 
process of the maintenance. ex.tension and develop
ment of Jewish life. Once they saw themselves as 
true leaders of the Jewil>h people involved in some
thing more than simply being generous, decent 
human beings, they wanted their story preserved. 

l he changed perceptions afier 1967 brought me 
diaspora "non-'.Z1oni~t'' le-arie-.r-.hip to ~P-Pok <lirncl in
volvement in Israel The reconstinaion of the Jewish 
Agency was perhaps the greatest result of those 
changing perceptions. certainly as far as the Israel
diaspora relationship was concerned. It came at a 
time when the advances in technology enabl~ct t.~0~~ 

leaders to gather several times a year and speak to 
(or, more recently, fax) one another daily, These 
new realities have contributed much to the success 
of the reconstirut1on and the reestablishment of a 
worldJe"'ish polity with a collecuvedecision-making 
capacity. 

R~rlr ? . "M yp;;irc; ~go, F7ra and Nehemiah came 
back to Eretz Israel from Babylon in the fifth ~ntury 
BCE and established the Anshei Knesset Hagedolah 
(Men of lh~ Great Assembly) as the governing body 
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The reconstitution o f  the Jewish Agency placed 
the Agency at the nexus of that network, at the 
critical juncture. On the one hand, the WZO reaches
out into the n etw ork  o f  rep resen tative  b od ies and 

religious movements in the Jewish world On the 
other hand, the UlA and Keren Hayesod reach out 
into the community to the community fundraising and 
planning bodies To put it another way, the Jewish 
Agency has the Stare of Israel on one side and the 
voluntary communities on the other On yet a third 
side it has looser connections with the representative 
and religious bodies of those communities And on 
a fourth side it has connections with those instrumen- 
talities designed to promote certain functions in 
Jewish life, whether relief and rehabilitation or 
education

Any new synthesis ought to start from the under- 
standing that we are discussing a network of authori- 
ties The decisions to be made involve such ques- 
tions as־ die t  -me come to create greater integra׳
tion, to expand the ׳nithority at the nexus to become 
more encompassing than it is, or simply to improve 
relationships between the various institutions? These 
relationships now need to be reevaluated in light of 
a generation’s experience to see where we want to 
go from here

Next Steps to  C onsider
The very suc cess of the reconstitution has trans- 

formed the situation of JAFI and the world Jewish 
polity to the point where next steps need to be 
considered as we approach the twenty first century. 
The tasks of JAFI partners and governing bodies, 
then, is not one of repairing damage but of moving 
forward, of building on their success in order to 
develop 3n institutional framework even better able 
to confront the challenges of the coming generation 
man whai exists today. In that connection, the fol- 
lowing issues must be considered:

1 Is the partnership broad enough to include all 
those who should participate in the JAFI arena?

2. Given the realities o f  public life, with its 
inevitable politics, in what ways should the politics 
involved in the governance of JAFI and the carrying 
out of its mission be structured and what accommo- 
daUons have to be made between die different kinds 
of-politics which the partners bring to the table?

3. How should the formal leadership of JAFI be 
c h o se n  so  as to p rop erly  o p era tio n a lize  the in stitu tion-

of the Jewish people. (The present Knesset is delib׳ 
erately named after the Anshei Knesset Hagedolah 
and has the same number o f  members There were 
120 m em b ers o f  the A n sh ei Knc33ct H ngedolnh be  

cause 120 represents ten mlnyanim , or a symbolic 
minyan for each of the — by then disappeared — 12 
tribes.) The Anshei Knesset Hagedolah wanted to 
represent the whole Jewish people, but the only way 
that the Jews from Babylon or Egypt could be repre- 
sented is if two or thiee would come to live in 
Jerusalem for a few years. That was the situation 
at its best until ou r tim es.

O p t in g  A g a in s t  a W n r ld  J e w ish  P a r l ia m e n t

In the years following the first establishment of 
the Jewish Agency, there was much talk in the Jewish 
world o f  establishing a world Jewish parliament 
Instead the reality is that the Jewish people in the 
twentieth century have developed a network of func- 
tional authorities who take responsibility for different 
aspects of the work o f  world Jewry The Joint Dis- 
tribution Committee (JDC) f*as its role; ORT has its 
role, the World Jewish Congress has its, as do 
others Among them, the Jewish Agency has moved 
from being a mult! purpose functional authority 
which has as its focal point the rebuilding of the land 
and state o f  Israel to become the nexus of this net- 
work o f  authorities

This functional solution, rather than a parlia- 
mentary one, developed out of a convergence of 
interests starting from different premises. The early 
leaders o f  the State of Israel assumed that since Israel 
was a politically sovereign state, it would speak for 
the Jews of the world. If that proved to be impossi 
ble, it was assumed that nobody else would, and 
nobody could subordinate a politically sovereign state 
to some voluntary world Jewish parliament. So while 
the dictates of political sovereignty could not accept 
a world parliament, they would accept a multi-pur- 
pose functional authority

The Jews of the diaspora, meanwhile, saw them- 
selves as citizens of their respective countries who 
had come together in voluntary communities. They 
did not particularly want to sit in a body called a 
world Jewish parliament for fear o f  its triggering 
antisemitism and charges or dual loyalty. However, 
a functional authority whose purposes we re-broad- 
ened was an expeditious answer, and several func- 
tional authorities an even better answer

of the Jewish people. (The present Knes~et is de lib• 
erately namt"d after the An~het Knl"s'!et Hagedolah 
and has the sarne number of members Tuer,.- were 
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world Jewish parl iament for fear of its triggering 
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a functional authority whose P'Jrposes were-bro1d
ened was an expeditious answer, and several func
tional authorities an even better answer 

The reconstitution of rhe .'ewish Agency placed 
the Agency at the nexus of that network, at the 
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Jewry is three times as large as Israeli Jew ry , but this 
is no longer true as the two communities approach 
numerical parity.

While a majority of Jews will still live in the 
diaspora in the immediate future, it will be a multi- 

-4»rr.ie-A Hi a •;pan! There will remain-large Jewish
communities in Eastern Europe and the ex-Soviet 
Union, however many come 10 Israel. There still
will be many Jews living theie, many of whom will
b e  a c t i v e ly  in te re s te d  in 1l<?finm g a  j •*I>1 t.�̂r fi.ir |l1e»m-

selves in the world Jewish polity. As the European 
Community moves toward greater integration, its 
Jewish communities will form more of a bloc of 1.2 
million, a not insubstantial number.

So Israel will talce on new responsibility, while 
the diaspora will take on new complexity, Europe, 
easL and west, will have to be integrated into the 
world Jewish polity in a stronger way than in the 
past. As a result, lie English-speaking Jewish com- 
mumties that act as bridges !׳er-veer. the United States 
and the continental European Jewish communities, 
by virtue of their position within the institutional 
fiamework, will have an ever greater task to per- 
form

D evelopm ent of Civic Life 111 I>»1־ael
Israel will be moving from a public life that is 

politically permeated to one which has a strong civic 
dimension. A true democracy is a stool that rests 
on three lefts — a strong private sector where individ- 
uals can pursue their own lives as they see fit; a 
strong governmental sector, democratic and responsi- 

ie to public opinion, and a strong civic sector where 
div.d ! י come together not to force government 

, at• j ז t  to act instead of government and make 
oemocracy possible through volunteerism. Civic life 
— the coining together of people on a voluntary basis 
to undertake public tasks — is the dominant feature 
of Jewish communities 111 the diaspora, especially in 
the United States where civic life is so well devel- 
oped in general. Civic life Is beginning to emerge 
as a force in Israel as well and is likely to do so 
much more over the course of the next decade as 
more individuals have the resources to become in- 
volved civically and not only politically.

The need for establishing clearer lines of what 
it means to be Jewish, as well as better education for 
Jews as to how to get there, were once diaspora — 
principally American Jewish — tasks. Now they are

al arrangements designed to respond to the first two 
challenges?

A W ill to B ridge Israel-D iaspora  D ifferences
We know that we face the challenges of different 

en v iro n m en ts and d iffer en t s ty le s , W e-jtr* a w orld  

people, hut we are a people whose components easily 
and excellently adapt to life in their own countries 
as well as easily and excellently cooperating with 
J ew s m other co u n tr ie s . O ur con stitu tion a l a ch iev e-  
ment has been to create an institution that provides 
an arena in which to confront our challenges face to- 
face, not to ignore them and walk away from them, 
a forum in which to allow ourselves to get aggravated 
but then to bridge our aggravations.

In 1929 there was an effort to live together, but 
through force o f  circumstances both sides watked 
away from one another. Did they achieve more than 
it was possible to achieve together? Abraham Lin 
coin talked about the reianonship between the North 
and the South at the time 3f the A m erican  Civil War, 
suggesting that it was preferable to have a 1 egula< 
marriage than to try to live together without benefit 
o f  that kind of sanction because the two sides could 
not separate. Ihey had to live with each other and 
the real question became how to do it best. The 
same is true 0 1  Israel and the chaspoia. Doing it best 
requires a constitutional framework that can create 
an institutional capacity to do the jot).

New Directions: Israel Becom ing D om inant; 
E urope R eeinerging

In the intervening years since the reconstitution, 
there have been other changes in the Jewish world, 
most especially the massive aliyah from the ex-Soviet 
Union and Ethiopia and a demographic crisis in the 
Western diasporas. Both of these changes are pres- 
ently in progress. W hit  will be in ten years in Israel 
and the diaspora and what rethinking will be needed?

One major change will be a demographically ?,ig- 
mented Israel that, it present trends continue, !*.ay 
become the largest single community in the Jewish 
world by the year 2000, and perhaps even become 
home to a majority of world Jewry twenty or thirty 
years after that. The Zionist dream is approaching 
a realization that few other than its greatest visionar- 
ies expected. This will change today's perceived 
balance between Israel and the diaspora. Most Jews 
still think o f  a Jewish world in w h ich  A m erica n

al arrangeme nts designed to respond to the fi rst two 
challenges? 

A Will to Bridge Israel-Diaspora Diff er.-nces 
We know that we face the challenges o f ditte,ent 
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mcnt has been to create an 111stitut1on that provid~s 
an arena m wh1~h tv confront our challenges face to
face, not co ignort c.hern anJ walk away from them, 
a forum 1n which to allow ou, selves to get aggra\'ated 
but then to bndgt: uur aggravations . 

In l <)29 diere was a.'l effort to live: together , bur 
through force or ci1 cumstances both sides w a,ked 

away from one: .anoll er. Did they achieve more than 
11 wa, pc ,s' le to Jchiev~ tl•2ether'> Abrahan1 Lin 
coin talkea i'tbOul the rela11onsh1p betwi:en I.ht! Non:. 
and the South at llie lim~ Jf the American Civil War. 
suggesting lflat ,t "'as r,reterable to have! a , egular 
marriage than to try to tive togl.!th~r w1lhou1 bcndir 
of that kind of sa111.:t1on because !he two sides cvukl 
not separate I hey had to live wi!h each other amJ 
!he real 4uest 1on became ho•· to d0 11 best. Thl' 
same 1s true ot Israel and thi: <11aspo1a. Doing 11 b~sr 
requirei. a .,;onstttutic•nal frame\\ork that can create 
an mstiruuonal capacity to du I.he JOO. 

Ne" Directions: Israel Becoming Dominant; 
Europt' Re-emerging 

In the int~rvening )'ear~ sin" the reconst Jtion, 
there have bet.n other changes in the Jewish v.orld. 
most especially the massiv~ aliyah frnrn the ell jovit•t 
Union and Ethiopia and a demographic crisis 1n the 
Western diasporas. BoUl of these changes are pres
ently in progress. Whit will be in ten years in Israel 
and the diaspora and what rethinking will be needed? 

One major change wJII be a demographically :>11?-,

mented Israel that, ,t present trends continue, 1 • .,,y 
become the largest single community in the Jewish 
world by the year 2000. and perhaps even become 
home to a majority o f world Jewry twenty or thirty 
years after that. The Zionist dream is approaching 
a realization that few other than ,ts greatest visionar
ies expected. This will change today's perceived 
balance between Israel and the diaspora. Most Jews 
still think of a Jewish world in which American 
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Jewry 1s three times as large as lsraeliJewry . but this 
is no longer true as the r,,,·o communities approach 
numerical parity. 

While a majority of Jews will still live in the 
diaspora in the immediate fu ture , it will be a multi
fllrr,~rt cilA·.pArn Th@re wi I! remdi:-: -far~e Jewi£h 

commun11ies in Eastern Europe and the ex-Soviet 
Union, however many come to Israel. There still 
will be many Jews l1 "mg the1e , many of whom will 
be :.ct lvely imere~t d Hl ,t,:-(ir,111~ A plA<,. for 11,..-11,. 

selves ,n the world Jew1i.h polit) As the European 
Community rnu\'t'S tu,..,Jrd gre, ,.r integration, its 
Jev. ish commumtic~ will form more of a bloc of 1.2 
million, a nol insub~tcu\l1al n1JMber. 

So lsr .,el w1il take on ncv.. respur1s1l>1lity, while 
1he d1~<;pl)ra will toke on n..:v. 1.umplexi·,. Europe, 
l!ast a.n,i \.\C::il, will h.ne L<.• bi: imegratt!d into the 
world Jev, 1~;, poln} ir: a 'Stronge~ w.1y than in the 
nast /\s ., resuh, lte Fnglish-,prJl-dng Jewish com
mu111t1ts lhat dt:l a~ l, ,dgr~ ',et-ieen tht: United States 
and lhe c\.1ni1nc!1l.al l ur11pear le"' 1sh c0mmunit1es, 
~y \ t!'lur: vf t"e11 posit ,un v. .d,.n the institutional 
f,am.,,..,l rk. w;,1 hdve dn e,·e. g•catE"r tas~ to per
fu, m 

Oevt'lo,m,eot of c,, 1c L1tr III hntt'I 
hrc1el will be inov,r~ fr0m a :1uhlk life that is 

polni. .. all) permedted tu one wh•, "I has a strong civic 
dinsem1on A true ctemocracy H a sh>ol that rests 
on three le,e,s •- ii ~tr on.g pr, v ate sector where ind ivid
uals can µursue then own lives .is they see fit; a 
~tronggo\crnmental !lector. demo :rat,c and responsi-

.: tl) i>unhc opinion, and a !-trong civic sector where 
d,, 1 , .;ome together not 10 force government 

, :\, • t to act instead of government and make 
aemocracy possible lhrough volunteerism. Civic life 
- the commg togetl1~r of people on a voluntary ba$iS 
to undertake public ta·,. - is the dominant feature 
of Jewish communities 111 the diaspora . especially in 
the United States where civic life is so well devel
oped in general. Civic lite IS beginning IO emerge 
as a force in Israel as wl"II ~nd i~ likPly 10 cio ~o 
much more over the course of the next decade as 
more individuals have the resources to become in
volved civically and not only politically. 

The need for establishing clearer lines of what 
it means to be Jewish, as well as better education for 
Jews as to how to get there, were once diaspora -
principally American Jewish - tasks . Now they are 
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dure for electing the Chairmen o f  the JAF1 Execu-
tive, che Chairman of the Board of Governors, and
the Treasurer. Under the present system, one side 
or another has principal control of the nominating 
p r o c e ss , w h ile  the other side has at most, a veto ~  
the advise and consent" process. Proposals have 
been advanced to tiie electoi al processes so that 
the Assembly and/or the Board of Governors jointly 
elect those officers,

A more critical problem is me severing of rela- 
tionships between die depaiunem heads and directors- 
genera! of d ; )A H  departments. The success of the 
commumry/7׳w ^ / 0 / leadership in securing the ap- 
poimment 0 i director 5 -general on a merit basis has 
tendeu to sever the connection oetween department 
heads and their dii ectoi s general who used to be 
subject to appointment ot removal by the department 
head As a result, 111 .»g׳ ee that in no department, 
with the possiblt exception 0 1  Project Renewal, 
which has tne Chairman of the Executive as its 
department head, ai r the head ■ and directorvgeneral 
cooperating easily nu !stau  . . !«  -tuationofconfron י
tation or s0 ' ;r id  relationship? Needless to say, this 
is an jitheahny s״t;»it. n. Proposals suggested for 
us icsohr.ion 4!e ex,!..!:•?, t.uher to eliminate 
poiiticaily-appoi it* 1 dc partt lent i.eads or to restore 
die p o l iu a i  connection oerween each department 
head and his Jirectoi g^neiai.

Another issue tha' has neen raised of late is the 
roio oi the committees of *ne Board of Governors, 
in a very useful tep, Lie Board 0 ! Governors wisely 
expan led 1' standing committees to include members
of ,he Assembly. Un !01 tur.atcly, <1 ftcr working long, 
hard and thoroughly to reach decisions, in many 
ca es committees have had their decisions overruled 
by others before their recommendations reached the 
Board of Governors, leaving them with a feeling of 
frustration and preventing the smooth functioning of 
what was designed to be an improvement in the gov- 
ernance of JAFJ. 'Che resolution of most, if not all, 
of these issues depends upon the composition of the 
board of Governors, which reflects the character of 
the partnership

The Current C onfrontation
In June 1991, Mendel Kaplan, Chairman of the 

Board of Governors, launched an effort to confront 
these problems and make such constitutional changes 
in the Agency as were necessary to respond to them.

world tasks of the lf*wkh people, in Israel as well 
as other diaspora communities. In Western Europe, 
the efforts to create a unity that goes beyond the 
borders o f  individual countiies, which have lagged 
so far behind the Eui opean Community, wi.l become 
matters of no sma I importance. All these factoi s and 
others will requite changes in our thinking and the 
Jewish Agency should be at the center of dunking 
of how to respond to those changes.

Confronting the Major Issues
Looking at t)1e Jewish Agency o f  today, what are 

the outstanding issues that seem to be most pressing 
in the eyes of us leadership? ihe first has to be a 
kind of genera! friction between the leprescritat ve 
of the W ZO and those of the commumties//7wgZ>t01’ 
as a result of the aforementioned difference^ in con 
ceptions and goals. Alany o f  these frictions, vhich 
have to do with personal styles as well as mo«t 
formal expectations, are inevitable 111 uriy womple* 
organization tha  Brings together people of different ׳
backgrounds and expectations. Others ate a (.1 0 Uuc< 
o f  the particular combination in this case. These 
problems ma) be anielio.ated tivoug! improved pro- 
cesses and commitment tc. 1he>,e processes, but this 
is easier said man done.

An even mote difficult problem is the essentially 
protective approach die Zionist panics have eonsis 
tently taken in their decision-making I hey havr 
emphasized protecting what they have 1 :.:ner tha!1 
trying to provide vision for J a F I  as a whole in light 
of the ideological principles the) espouse, which 
might have strengthened uie W2,Q itself. This 
creates special problems in the decision making 
process.

This posture has, in turn, raised questions on the 
part of the community,magbiot pattneis with regarii 
to die permanent JAFI allocation to the WZO. The 
feeling has grown that die Jewish communities of the 
world through their fundraising bodies are providing 
permanent support for an anachronism whose leaders 
use die money to oppose all o f  dieir partners' [)Ians 
and proposals, thereby opening the door to repeated 
attacks on the very existence and legitimacy of th. 
WZO. At the same time, the WZO leadership f t . 
themselves to be at the mercy of the rmgblot with 
regard to their very existence and position as spokes- 
men for the nation-building perspective

Another issue that has been raised is the proce-

,,,orld ush of 1hP li>with pPOplP:, in l(r~t-1 ~~ w,~11 
as oth.:r d1asrh>r J c.immunit1es. In Western Europe. 
the effort~ tu crt· .ti(., a (11111y 1hat gl>~:. beyv,11.l 1.hc 
horde, s of inu11,, 1dudi collm11es, which have lagb~I 
so far behmJ die Eu, Ol)Can Curnmuni1y, .... 1,l l•e1..ome 
matlers ol 110 :)Illa I impon.ance. All Ule:.e f ado, s aud 
olht.:r.s will 1c:~u11e d1an~,:s in our l11111k1ng dHd the 
Jev..ish A~1.:111.. j shuukl be al the center of u11nking 
of hov. tu re:ipu11d I.Cl Ulvs~ changes. 

Confront1111: th<· 1\1n.,or &..sues 
Lo1.,king at the Je..., i\h Ag~ncy of today. what are 

the l'.JH,tanji:,g IN1es ll1at Sel!m ti'.> bt' ffillSl prCSSlni 
Ill th( e}CS ul IIS ie:1.c.k1 ship? lhe first ha:, to be a 

kmd of ge,,era, lr,..:uon b~t\\ee.JI tht tt>pr~Kri',11 vc 

of th.: \\ l..tJ am, rlluse <.,I the -.ommu,1111t:s,® 0 b1<J 

as a re:.oh ot the afo1em-:n11uneu L11fft:1cnce~ m ,ur 
cepuon~ and y,o:tb. 1\Jnny ot 1..he:,e 1nd1uns, \I hie. 
have to llu "',lh pe1 sur di s1yle~ t Ytl!I a, ,v 

formal exµc.:~ta11\Jns, are 1nt:v1w1•le 111 th)' 1. 11'-'1 
01ga111,a11on 1har or111g:- lot,;etl,er pc I k, 11 , •rt.'1 

oac,..grou,,oi. d ,ll •!>-Vt taur 1s t,tt • r, .st J 

of the part1Culu1 -.1 ·111011:ul ... n II l , .. n 
problems ma) t~ ,1ml!ll,1,~11..-J tn-Lug, 1, ~ ,~nt'l, t1•~ 

cesses and ~U'llllllliOCll l, the iJ1lllC\ .... 1,1 

is ea!)1er s.t1d u1J11 dow:. 
An eve11 lltlllC u1(1, .... ull proole ll llt J.e t:\:,l,..J1 tdlls 

prOLCCll ve aµµ, uaclt the Z10rm,r pare 11!\ .,. .1v,_ .,om, $ 

Lelllly tat.en 111 their dt:c1~1un•111 !1,.1111; , ,, .. ) t 
t!rnpha:i.1zed l J..!l\111!. -~t,.,1 111. 'Y 1 ,c 1 ,1..:r v, 

trying to prov1Je v1s1un for JAi-i .i:i. a whl)I,. 1n 1,1, 
ot !he 1deolo)tr:.al r,, ... t \ ', '} .. ,J 
might have Strtngl.henell me: Wi .n w,elt l It, 
cre:ites special proriem,; in tho: dv,.1.,, "" rr, 1i...1n~ 
pro-.:ess. 

1111s posture has, in n,rn. ra1se1J qut:stu,m or tht 
patt of the commun1ty.m.1x!>i01 pa1t11c111 with 1ega,i1 
to tl1e permanent JAt-=f allocauon 10 1he \\ ZU The 
feeling ha!) grown thAt ll1e Jewbh cummuniues of the 
world through !heir fund raising hodii.:s are prov1111ng 
permanent support for an anachronism whose leaders 
use the money to oppose all of their partners· plans 
and propo'ials. therehy opening the door to rept'ated 
attacks on th~ very existence and legit11nc1cy of tt, 
WZO. At the same time, the WZO leadership ft 
them!)elves to b~ at the mercy of the maxhlot with 
regard to their very existence and position as spokes· 
men for the nation-building perspective 

Another issue that has been raised is tJ-te proce-
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clnre for elt!~llni th!! Chairmen of the JAFI Execu
tive, the Chatrm.sn uf the BvarJ l ,f Governors. and 
lhe Trea.surer . t:nder the present sy.stem, one side 
0 1 another has µrinl ipdl control of the nominating 
proce!'>c;, while I.he vlher s1dt: has at most, a veto -
lhe advise ar,d ~onsent' prn.:e!.s. Proposals have 
liecn aJv,meed tu un1f; u1e i;le~1.01 al prucesses so that 
lht: A!.:)embl) anJ,or U1e Hoa d of t,overnorsjointly 
elect th1)se vl111;e1 s. 

J\ mo1 1• \.'rJ111: a1 r,(()t lem t\ llle s~vering of rela
t10J1)ll,ps oe.t'vt.'ell G ~ tkµai 1111em I ,c3(J~ a11u directors· 
gener J1 of ll : JA I I 1.h:pJJ1m~n1s. The: success of the 
commun1ry1mtJ1:l,w1 le.1ue,.!-h1p 111 ~ecuring the ap
po1mmt!"ll \J, .. al(:\.lv1) l',.t-n,•ul on a n,crit bai.is has 
tt:11d~, 11 \t' tr Ult ~ ,111c1.t1nn tittween department 
1e·ii• d.'"J I c I J,1;,• 11~ ~e-ner.,: wlio med to be 

~UUJ ·~1 • aop1.1,n 11 • ,11 c111.>v h~ lhe depanrnent 
I' c1J \ ~ d •~ e .hat 11 no depanment, 
w.1, u: µ , 1 t i, n n1 l'ioJcct Re,:ewal, 
~ 111.,, ... ( lido1,r u, •t I- xe..:uuvc as its 

~l l t•. d 1 Ji• .!.:tors-general 
I\ 

~· I' 
Ill f 1,,Qll frQO• 

rj ,!) t;J ~ay. lhis 
,, ,.,g'-es1ed for 

Ill eliminate 
. r ' 1 \ JI l IC. ' ~itl.l, or Iv restore 

, ., ,11 t '\. •~1-..1;. ..'dlh 11e.pntment 
I u .. .W and 111 J II CC(l'I i\, •t: al 

A11vl1H. ~, .. i... ar h, 1 t:eu r ,31'~cd of late is the 
r\), • vi lhc ... , 1.1a1 .' i, ' .,,e h1.arCJ of (,overnors. 
.n d 'vta) U.)\. ,ul lt'I' • - tJ.,olf<l (' (,Al\!!lllOrS wisely 
• 1ai1,t1 ,,,,11d1nt,, m 1 illL ~·,1include members 

.- "' ,c:11 l•I~ I' 11 alcly, o1ltcr working long, 
11..ul J "• • nl) : ·~a~t. ue,,s1ons, in many 

"" 111· •1ll'ee~ lidve h.1d their 11t>cis1ons overruled 
b) oth ·r~ dJ e 1he1r recumr"len j31 ions reached the 
H<1a1d 01 <iovernl>fS, l\!avrn~ lh:111 wilh a feeling of 
fr,1sl1allllll dnJ pn!\ent1ng the smooth functioning of 
.,..hat was designed to be an 1111provement in the gov
ernance of I A f-1 The rt'solu11on of must. if not all, 
of th~se 1:,sues depends upon the compos1110n of the 
fjoa rd ol Uovernor~ wh11..h rt>r1e..:ts the character of 
the partne, i-h ip 

Thl' Current Confrontation 
In June: 1991, Mendel Kaplan. Chairman of the 

Board of Governors, launched an effort to confront 
thei-e problems and make such constitutional changes 
in the Agency as were necessary to respond to them. 
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he WZO 1 ׳••; ■ hip i n the pi cess o f  mobilizing 
’•.••der ihip • • • וי ׳!• ־■ן! .] vtiv,•' po!itioal parlies in 

1? a.: 1 >:n 1 ,־ ז,h1 ־ ־: '•of ' י׳־־יז,  ̂ M h is tc r  Rabin to
<: f / ̂־ י

,׳■ן . ׳■• **i.,•׳ . s i •׳ 1��*'� ! •n ft d *•■׳ e p a r tm e n t s  is ,

. v t d  T .׳:׳ ’׳  M.'. . ־׳ :-ו  !hr. the conflict has
rod to 1 tensions on botfl sides 

״״״  'Hr• ;־■■>«♦ se-'era' •׳c k־. s  !h!׳ there is ג  real
•*י ו ר׳ז  Ahe*n׳M : :•״.. ׳ 1• ׳ !"■ breaking up the 

׳ 1 י■ י  e* Th, '■׳ ׳ ™,!d not serve the 
:c 11־k ״י f • 1 in ferae! and in “זי,>י-

•1e *i <•; .׳1 יי • ••••׳ *׳ ״יי' ז !*wi sh Agency 
ו *.! י !י י ׳ י1ו  in*. * ■ *־׳■ •׳ ■ ־׳'׳•׳•• ־ יי  •v.»1g its rolft at the

ז 1 יי י יי■ . i^h polity, it is 
ו־ י ז I יי  nature, about

י: ■ m i : • r • ■ •_<•׳ ' . ’ ׳ t■! ,! ! . a • ח h<* strd i« t ׳  h a t

r 1‘tting its own 
>' 'o do so 

it it must

? Jerusalem 
 fcrtLrnlem ־

•vl ht'ss to Lite 
 -g in Tiber ' י
 thor of the׳ ■

T h e  U I A - K H  vvzO  

 -hr p.,!ure. present' ־־
וו ז!:'  meeting.

Kaplan's print■: d ■; ipp ■r : ׳ יי!:! • eff ־ 
llic icpiesenra־: •cr• of th* •n tgh-ot >n »!>׳• ft 
Governors. Aft *r ? >’ pritij, v: ׳ns< ׳ J  ׳
to be done, marked h\ 0יז ר0  • n u in g M o *  v ,’a c ■'׳ 
conflict with !he 'V > le,d by ^imrha 1 ) י !■7 ״' י  
man of the JAFI !:\ e v an ?׳ ״ iiarV• *״ :.־• ■׳ י  
middle by a four day Board retreat חי Tj*vri3s יו> 
discuss the relationship t»!c (w ״ > ! ז*.,:< ׳
a broad wav, the י (A Keren Hay«-v •• 'e.i.i, •־ 1���  
decided to con; m! rat r• urst .״ , *•':nit■• , i t . ־׳ ין '1׳־! !:  
cai heads of the J A FI departments

This meart s ' l׳־׳ i np >-1~h r ׳  the V a t  'o ׳
WZO*S p uw n ,, v,־'  !יי > . ן זי  v 1 ׳ ״י' ׳<'  p 
step away fr 1m ,he ls־׳aeh , ג-׳י:
model that trad!*! ••י*''\ ^ r Vp■! י ׳ ׳. ז »׳ >.*. !»••! •< 
A m ericanc 'v ? ■ ! • !׳•י• vr!!* י!ייי׳ ,’
pressed by *h־״ A ״ ׳*׳ ־״׳'׳ תי׳.־.׳ז ״•-«׳**•  v• *־ ׳  •
Not surprisingly n!| 1 I v ••..׳•- 
over the issue a s >h'■• י* .*rds . י ׳־
both sid. s h?vf־ )in•
ance of beinf: י׳ df> !י JV ׳ <( ׳ "
confron : n s "
of the A g o n : ר ׳ .
determine v h e h־ >i ■\1' r
tution, the p 1 rtr ׳ ׳  d ' ׳ , 

T h e * IA K  ׳

joined bv other (.׳•׳.ispo׳ 
iy the powerful for• ׳> ■ •«. •r ■׳• ,u- J - 

federations in th- ,1׳•!ted ^ v •י־׳י  1 • 

whom bel !e\ :־ ־ *\ r :t w י•■. Id *י־י *•e״ c  ׳
p a r tn e rsh ip 'h ׳ lose ■>n thir ■ *1 1 ■.« י,י

>k >k TOTAL PAGE . 08  **
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THE C U E  —  PRELIMINARY WORKPLAN :
. ' ,. ■י ' • ׳. ’ i י־  ' : • . .

1 9 9 2 / 1 9 9 3

A. Function, structure and staffing assumptions 
The following assumptions guide this plan;

a. The function of the CIJE: is to do whatever׳necessary to bring
about the implementation of the Commission's decisions. This
includes initiating action, being a catalyst and a facilitator 
for: implementation The CIJE is not a direct provider of serv- 
ices.

b. The CIJE is a mechanism of the North American Jewish Community 
*"T the:development of.Jewish education. Optimally an increasing 
k«mber of leaders would see:it as their organization for purposes 
of educational endeavors.

c. It will always be a small/organization with few staff and high 
standards pf excellence. We assume that its fetatff will include,
in addition to the executive director and an administrative sup-
port;־staf-fT a-planner and a chief education officer, as well as 
possibly some addition staff with content expertise. F.iTypr P.O‘(׳ 'Tf'h
Cfc A ^ V j U c ^ r : ׳ : . 
d. The-plan is based on the assumption that the assignment in-
eludes fundraising for the CIJE and for •s—contribution

Lead Communities .״ ־ ' ■ ■ Vי• v & p  *'(SJ/A'pr,'
~  A r  k  I— —-־■•־ — J-— . ־■׳'־־

^ r \■

B. |•'. Establishing Lead Communities
, ;/ M t If ' ■

•The bulk• of the CIJE*8 work for this coming year, will be the
1 jo-active efforts required toi^astablish lead, communities, to 
'guide them • and guarantee the content, the scope and the quality
of implementation* and to help raise the necessary funds for, the 
CUB'S share in their work/ as well as for1 the’Lead communities 
themselves ־׳(the CIJE's role inrfunding was debated at the August 
meetings -- I am not sure that this formulatidn accurately, re* 
fleets the debaters.

c» Elements of the workplan for Lead Communities!
’יי•■’!•.• • ׳ : : 1

, Immediate; Preparation, h,fcggtlflU.aaa.
■ frA/P m r & j f & r

1. Prepare written guidelines for Lead Communities (LC), includ- 
ing proposed agreement, planning guidelines, description of the 
proj'ect 'and of the CIJE's support role.

DRAFT FOR DISCUSSION ONLY: :

••-•• -- -- -- -- •• ••~-- ••h,..,l 4 ~ ...H ,-,LL -·· .- - ._,_._.J • 
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DRAFT FOR OISCOSSlON ONLY, 

TRE CIJE -- PRELIMINARY WORKPLAN : 

1992/1993 

A. Funauion, structure ane statting assumpti0n5 

The tollowing assumptions guide thi~ pl an: 

a. The function of the CIJE. is to do whatever , necessary to cring 
about the implementation of the commission's decisions. This 
include~ initiating action, being a catalyst and a tacilitatcr 
f0r implementation Th~ CIJi is not a dt~aot provider of serv
ices. 

b. The CIJE is a mechanis~ of the North American Jawi~h Community 
r~r the · ~avelopment ct Jewish education. Optimally an inc~easing 
W'lber ot leaders would see it as their organiza·it;ion for purposes 
ot e4ucational endeavors. 

o. It will always be a small organization with few statt and high 
standards Qf excellence. We assume that its staff will include, 
in aadition to the executive director and an adlninistrativa sup-
port:, st~t...f-,. a -planne:r; and a chief iducation ofticer as wall o.s _ 
possibly some. addition staff with coritent expertisa. r.1 r.flf/r ~ :r.J 11'""1 c, 
c µ_ ·A: t.)JvVc,,7.. . . . · 
d. The -plan is based on th• assumpt ion that the assignment in
cludes t.undraising for the C-IJE and. fl~ ~OLt.t• a,....agnt:11!.ill•-iarr 

Q LeaQ Communities .... . ) ;I/ Sl /1 ~ 
- • f; (. -i---, 

w..,..;. 
t 

,. . 

B. Esta~li1hing zaad Conun'Wlities 
--~~~ ,J 

·The bulk Gf t-he. CIJE'e work tor ~l'Xis coming year, will be the 
~ ro-active Qftorts required to~As tablish lead. comm~nitias, to 
¥,iide them • and guaro.ntee tha content, the scope and the quality 
ot implementation . and to he1p raiae.~he neceasa~ f.\,l~ds £0~ the 
CIJD 1 a share in their wc~k, as wall as for the ' IAad communities 
themselvas -,(the CIJE's role-1tf=funding was debated at the August 
meetinq~ -- I arn not sure that this formul&tidn acourataly re
flects 1:ha dek';ata)-. 

c . m11ments ot the w0rkpla.n for L•ad communities, 
! . t 

XMtdiatei Prep1r1tion. negotiati2n~ ~ laynoh 
ft-t{P Wt-; -_,tr 

1. Prepare written guidelines tor1 Lead C0mmunitie1 (LC), includn 
ing proposed agreement, planning guidalina$ , ~eseription of the 
proj'eot · and of tha CIJE 's support role. 
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V ■ ־־  ' j • .■ י 
2.,■ Prepare CUE: staff: for) the assignment with L C 13 and have
periodijc staff meeting^ forlongoing work, items l and 2 involve
furthdn;preliminary development of the concept of Lead Communi- 
ties, ips translation:into specific content! and practice,

3. Offfar ongoing guidand|e and backing.to: the two support 
projects: Best Practices and Monitoring, Evaluation, Feedback.

4. Launch the dialogues witfy lay and professional leadership in'
each I׳t towards an understanding of the broad lines of the 
project{, an agreed upon process for the project and the formula-׳ 
tier, offl agreement or contract. chronology is to be deter-
mihed. In particular !we discussed the question of whether we 
ought' tp push far1 rfctpia,- written agreement׳, or rather engage in a 
joint learning process thalt—W ^ l d ^ e a d  t ^ ^ g y eebenr wflen zne 
Communities are more:,knowledgeable. Whatever, tftfi CAbis-ion, . the■.Igeable. wna-trever-thfl £'Sta־is<dr©nT . 1£he■ 
dialogue with communities )would revolve!around the concept of 
Lead Community, :'the terms of the project, the planning and 
decisiqn-making process:,; the relationship with the C U E  -includ ־ 
ing the two pro j ects.

5. Wor>; with edudators and rabbis in the community: they usually 
have strong views, commitments and expectations on which we will
want td build. ! T;

' • i י i • ; . ; •״*!׳׳. j: ‘ : . ־ ' 
6.! Convene an ongoing planning seminar off the Lead
Communities and the C U E  to further develop and design the con- 
cept oi| LC1 s . Giv,en this! innovative and experimental nature of the 
project much needs td be worked out jointly, with the bast avail-,
able .׳tjilent joining forces for the design and planning work. 
This w^ll also provide a basis for networking among LC's.

.*>£׳־ ז'׳®/  A ׳׳־ 
er off the first meeting, to be convened as soort as 

yet to be determined (e.g.■ should: it be a major
meeting aimed at socializing, acquainting, familiarizing the 
leadership (lay and professional) with the ideas, staff, actors, 
projects, foundations, related to the CIJE, or should it be a

representatives off. each community and 
for possible scenario)., ׳

7. Set up the various!;expe;rt contributions of the CIJE:

a> Provide planning guidance and guidance for the community 
mobiljiiation process (Community organization and ongoing trouble- 
shooting) . Prepare guidelines ׳ and discuss them with the communi- 
ties.-:';Assist as needed in the establishment of a strong planning 
group (committee, commission) with wall-to-wall representation. '.
יי''.' '•I ־,:■ |• ] i ' : ־־
p>, Negotiate with foundations, organizations and purveyors of ■ :׳
programs the nature of: their ■involvement׳ and their 'contribution 
to Lead Communities^ Begin :training them far the assignment (e.g. 
discuss the institutions of higher Jewish Learning their.role in 
in-service and pre-service training, as :well as their role for

smalle^ meeting of several 
of the CIJE (see !appendix B

,׳ ו

.--••• •7 -,.,.1 •1J•ui • ...,.,vi-1.. .a.1,...,1. J...A\tlL,.1_ ""•- ._ '-'-•.J,_,,_,,1. • .J•'- '- "-'•,_,_,_,.., • •- --

' 2 • . ·' I>r~pare CIJE: staf;f fo~ the assignment with LC' s and have 
periodi!<= staff llleeting!s foi;:! ongo'ing work. Item:; land 2 involve 

· furth•~,preliminary d~~•lop~ent of the conc~pt of Lead Coln.muni
ties, i~s translation . into s~ecific content and practice. 

I I I I • 

3. ot!r ongoing guidand~ and backing to the two support 
projeQt: Best Prac::ti~as an, Monitoring, Evaluation, Feedback. 

4. Lau ch the dialogue· witij lay and professional laaderahip in 
each Lt towards an uridersltanding of the broad linas ot tha 
prmjec::t!, a.n agraa~ upon proqess fer the project and the tc_rmula
tion 0!1 an agreement or con~ract. ~ cn)!-orn)lo9y is ~Q b• 4•~er- ,ie. 
mined. I In particula~ ~'w• d·ilscussed tba gues1!ton ot whatnaa: we 1 

~ D. 
ought ·~i push: tor: rkpi:d., w:ilt.tan agreement·, or-2!ataer engage in a 
joint earnin recess th I would lead to a r'e1'\nerit when ~he 
Copun 

1 
•~ are :mo : .. now e goa e. •••e-eft-r . lfie • 

dialoqle with communities ~ould ravolva : around thQ concept of 
Lead cpmmunity, .the tarms j of the projec~, the planning and 
deci.11~-making proc:.tss:,, the ralationship with the CIJE - includ-

U ing . . the tw9 ,Projects. 

I I i I I 
!. Wor~ with edueators1 and · lt'abbis in tha community: th•¥ usually 
have ~tn:ong views, commitments and expectations on whic;h we will 
want td build. ; 1- I . t : i: I 
6. i ~o~ ene an o~goini (:~-~~~ planning seminar ot th4 Lead 
com:mun· ties an~ the C!JE t turther develop and design the 0on
capt, ct LC'a. Gi~an th~ inn~vative and Qxperimental nature o~ the 
projeo~ much ne~ds ta be wotked out jointly, with th• bast avail-. 
able ~~lent joiriing torea~ ~or the design and planning work. 
'l'his w~ll also provide: a baaie tor networking among LC' a .• 

: ~ ~ . ~ p·, I . 
'I'h;a.. chju:a_cta1.~i ~lrs~· lDIUi~ing, to oa convened as soon.. as 
possi),ie, J.a ye,;, ~o b~ !!a a:rmineil f-e.if. -ahoul"4' i-tt be a major 
meatin~ aimed at soclaliz ng, acquainting, ta~iliarizing tha ,IJ 
leadership (lay and p~otess~onal) with the ideas, statf, aetmrs, ? 
p~oj~ots, toundations, ra~ated to the ciaE, or ab.o~ld it be a 

V •11\a_l ·l~:t_ m~eting of se✓,,ral 1raprQseritatives ot . . each community end 
c~ theipIJE (see iappen~7x B tor possible sQenario). , , 

1 I I ' ~ I 

7. B.•r up the variousj: axpe ::-t contributions ot the CIJE; 
' I I' 
a~ Provida plaMing g idance and guidance ~or t~e community 

mobiltiation process (~om.mu ity org~nization and ongoing trou~le
•~oo~i*g). Pr$pare gu~d•lin s · and discuss them with the 00mmuni
ttQs.:', Assist as needed in he establishment of a strong planning 
gZ'0Ul) I:ecmmittae, c:0wuissi0 } with wall-to-wall representation. · 

' I I I ' I. , 
. ' ,b>. Negotiate wit~ t'oun·• ations, organizations and purveyors of 

prog~au the nature ot :the r ·involvement· ~nd their contri~ution 
to ,Lead Communities. BQgin. raining th~m tor the aseignment (e.g. 
discus~ tha institut~onE o~ higher J~wish Learning their ~ole in 
in-s~rvic~ and P,re-,,rvice training, as •well as their role for 

,. 
I . 
I 
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the:articulation of visions or goals of Jewish education; work
with the JCCA, JESNA, CAJE, CLAL; approach program-oriented
foundations with specific programs). This requires preparing
background documents - for example what;would the:Israel experi- 
ence . be in a Lead ! Community - and discussing with, the appropri-
ate:] organization or foundation their interest in taking all or 
part of the program' upon themselves.

facilitation as required.

d> Provide planning guidance for; ׳
1> •• The self-study
2> :The one-year plan ' ! יל׳■׳■׳•

• 3> Pilot projects to be launched in year 1
4> The five-year plan . i

e> Complete plans for the introduction of the Best Practices 
project into .the community and make, educational, :consultants 
available to the communities.

.. J Introduce ;the.monitoring and evaluation ,project .in the
community {field researchers to conduct preliminary interviews) 
and.help process the.findings of the periodic reports (first one 
ih jcjanuary 1 9 9 3 ) : . .•...ן;.!׳

■ •' g> Provide guidance for the development of vision, mission, 
goal-statements at institutional and community levels..

i h> Appoint a• :' • ׳.•  key staff consultant for each, community:, to ׳
mediate the content (community mobilization? building the profes- 
sion) and make educational consultants available for specific 
needs (e.g., develop in-service training program for early child- 
hood educators?.re.-invent a best-practice supplementary school 
model into the c o m m u n i t y ) י ׳  ■ !

j ! ,!?׳ Develop networking between ,communities
י : ־• • 1 . • 1 •

p.r.j j> Develop means of communications and

8. :Toward the end of the year: gear up towards implementation

Qmaiwz ggr* —  general S U B  M d  related £o Lead Communities

1) ; Board Meetings (August and February) Executive group, Board
Committees (Lead Communities, Monitoring/Evaluation, Best Prac- 
ticea) and camper assignments

Senior Advisory group meetings or conference calls
■ 1 ■ • . ' • ־

Monthly: CIJE-Lead Communities planning seminar 

Fundraising['.;•..

2 )

3)

«>

,J ♦ •1 .-. -. J,_, ,4.V •UJ l llr"1f l ~ . ,,...,, • _. _...,, __ -•- - _ _._,..__ 1 _,.._ - ___ ,.. _ _ 

• • I 

I 

I 

I 
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background documents - for example what would ·the :~sraal experi
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,. . 
! 2> Tha one-year plan 
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: •: 1.• I 
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· · · and .~help ·process the . t.!ndings of the periodic reports (first one 
i~ [January 1993). ; , 

I 
· ! g> Provide guidance for the development of vision, mission, 

goal ~•tatements at ~nstitutional and community ~evels • . 

· : .i h> Appoint a :· kay statt consultant f0r ea.ch. community·, :to 
~ mediate tha conten~ (communit¥ ~obilization; ~uilding the profes

sio~) and mak~ ed~cational ponsultants a~aila~le t~r spacific 
. . _needs ( e.. g •. develop · in-service training progr~m for . ea:ely child

hood •duQ.ator.s 1 . X'.•.~inv.ent a. best-practice supplementary . sc:hool 
lllpdel into thlll community) . I 

. , I , .1 :. · ... . : ... : j · ..,i._~ D~velop net~orki:ng between ·communities 
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2) 
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: 5.) Ongoing contacts with, constituencies (organizations,purveyors
of programs, foundations lay leaders, educators,rabbis)

S) Staff nestings (for planning and discussion of educational 
content: twice a year

7) Guidance to key projects
! 1. • . i . • ’ • י’' • • . • י :
8) Networking with educators, organizations and institutions. . V:

9) Plan the second and third years of the project.

C. Beyond Lead Communities:

Major areas of endeavor of the C U B  and suggested action in each 
area for the next 12 months (please norte: areas 1,2, and 3 below : 
must be dealt with both at the continental level and in Lead 
Communities) : '•:!■׳ "•

1. Community Mobilization and aoWunications

Plan and launch the activities that will help mobilize communi~ 
ties, organizations and leaders to Jewish education and create: 
more fertile grounds for access to the resources required (beyond■ 
■the/three-communities selected). Areas of endeavor might . in- ■
elude: ••:’:•-. י•׳ ׳• .:.• :/

. work .with the 23  applicant communities to..the Lead_Communi-v. .
ties project (or with׳ any differently defined large group of ׳ 
communities) to capitalize on good will, initial interests, local • .
initiatives. This should initially include a very limited number 
,of activities —  until the CIJE י s workload permits mote.• For' 
example, during the coming year one might convene once or twice 
;representatives: of the communities to share with them, two topics:• 
..findings of the Best Practices project and methodology of the \ 
Monitoring, Evaluation Feedback project 

..'and. meeting,with'programs and representatives of programmatic 
foundations (CRB for Israel; Melton :for the adult mini-school; 
Revson for media; etc;..) " . .j ׳־

* launch a communications program that will continue the, work 
begun with the publication of "A Tima :1to Act”.

:In too many quarters the work of the CIJE is not known. This 
limits our effectiveness, particularly with reference to fun- 
draising, and misses on important opportunities for community 
mobilization. .

This area has not yet׳ been planned and very limited work was done 
to data. •/"'. ■< ׳

Building the Profession of Jewish education2.

JMl i .L C. :,.:, J.0 • .1.1 l ' IHl~Ut..L 1 1~~ 1 . l =,kHt:.L ':;j ( c. c. O : f:;f::,:,,1 .. _, .,,. ..,, 

5.) ongoing contacts with constituehci&s (organizations,purveyoi-s ;f programs, foundations lay leaders, educators,rabbis} I 
~) Statt meetings (tor planning and discus~ion of educational 1 

content: twice a year .I' 

7) Guidance to key pro:f ects 
: 1 , 

8) Networking with educators, organizations and institutions. 

9) Plan, the second and third years of the project. 

c. l•yond Lead communitiess 

Major areas ot endeavor c~ the CIJE and ■uqgested action in each I 
area tor tha next 12 months (please note: areas l,2,and 3 below ·, 
muet be dealt with both at the continental level and in Lead 
communities) : 

1. co=mWlity Mobilization and oobunieations 

~lan and launch th• activi.ties that \olill help mobilize communi
ties, organizations and leaders to Jewish education and oreats · 
more fertile grounds for access to tha resources raquirad (bQyond j 
.t .he . three .. communities saleetad) • Areas of •n~eav.or m.ight . in- . .. 
oludai . 

. . ~ -- - .Jt work .with the 23 . applicant commu11ities t o _th• Lead __ C,omniuni- . 
ties project (or with any ditterenti y defined large group of · 
-communities) to capitalize on good will, initial inter'ests, local . 
initiatives. This should i~itially in¢lude a vary limited number 
,of activities -- until the CIJE!s workload permits mo~e. Por · 
exuple, during the comihg year one might convene once or twice 

·r· :representatives ot the conununities to share with them. tw~ topiosi , 
... findings of ~he_ Best Pract:ices proj eot and methodology of the , 

Monitoring, Evaluation Feedback project I 
~nd meeting with ' progra~s ~nd representatives . ot programmatic I 
foundations (CRB for Isra,11 Melton for the adult mini-Dohool; 

1 
Revson tor media, etc;.,) . 

I 

• launch a c~mmunioations program that will continua the WQrk l 
begun with tha publication ot "A Time !to Act11 • • 

1 

1 

In too many quarters the work ct tha CIJE is not known. Thie 
limits our eftectivanQss, particularly with retar.anaa to :~n
draisinq, and misses on important opportunities for community 
mobilization. I 

This area has not yet· b••n planned and vary li=itad work was dcne l 
to data. 

2. Building the Profession of Jewish edu~ation 
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In order to deal with the shortage of qualified educators ■;a 
thoughtful plan needs to be prepared concerning action required 
at the central or continental level. We have deferred dealing 
with1 ;issues such as a portable benefits plan, salary policies; 
what: :would it take to meet the shortage of qualified personnel in 
terms:of both pre-service and in-service training (beyond the 
grants to the training institutions) etc...in the course of the 
current year we may want to begin the planning the work... (I 
believe this requires initially an in-house'■ or commissioned plan-־
ning piece). ,׳ '

3. I*! ;י Developing a Research capability

Two:: steps were taken so far.: the development of two major re- 
search projects to support the development effort in Lead Coramu- 
nities (Holts•and Gamoran) and the preparation of a background 
paper:■by Dr. Isa Aron. We have not yet found,• financial support for
this1 project.

4. !;.U: Establishing Lead Communities
(see: above). !

:}.j J.O • J.L l .,,U.J1LL.. ,UI.Jt, 
JI - - _ __ ,.,,_..,, .., 

In order to deal with the shortage of qualified educators a 
tho~ghttul plan needs to be prspared concerning action required 
at the central or continsntal level. We hava deferred dealing 
with' issues such as a portable benefits plan, salary policies, 
wha~would it take tQ ~eet the shortage of qualified parsonnal in 
ter111s . 0t both pre-se~viee and in-sarvica training (beyond th• 
grants to the training ins~itutions) etc ••• In the course ot the 
cur;ent year we may want to b•gin the planning the wcr~ •. (I 
believe this raquir•• initially an in-housa ,or commissioned plan
ning piece). 

t • 

Two:: stap• wera taken so tar.i the development of .two major re
•earc:h proj•ets to support the development effort in Lead com.mu

, ;, nitiea (Holtz and Gamoran) and the preparation ot a backgro~nd 
'WI' pap•~·,l:)y Dr.I•a Ar.on. We have not yet found, financial support :tor 

this · px-oj ac:~. 
,, 
,, 
~ 

, • r; : 1! latal:llishin'i Leac! Communi ti•• 
(see abcve). 
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JHIN Id. l b ; U  I’lHHL'LL 1 1 3 ו 1 .  kיהץ h l l

Tall Seminar —  Some Suggestions

•An event :to start work, inform, set the terms, create the dia-
logue ;״ י  -

:  i  I  ■ V  i  : •  ■ ■ ■  • V  :
The components might include::

. \ ' i י '•־ : ; ‘ ־•  •• ' . •I • ־ : ‘ '
1. General masting of C U E  and lead community representatives ra-, 
the project in general and C U E  contribution. Includes CIJE and 
Lead Community Lay leadership. (10-20 people per community plus 
CIJE staff and consultants,, as well as lay people for part of the
meetings)j

a.Communities introduce themselves, their views, hopes, ideas, 
past achievements, etc..,

' i :. . I • < ' ' ׳ ״ " ' • '  i ■ 1 ,

b. The C U E  introduces the present state of the Lead Community 
idea ך- its evolution from ,the Commission to today. The notion of 
these 1communities as: spearheads for systemic change —  for ad.- 
dressing the problems of,Jewish education/continuity.

2. L«Cy leaders to lay-leaders -- issues of funding and community
mobilization V v׳

3. VisioJ and goals: presentation and discussion followed by work
with representatives of the training institutions and others who 
will be leading this effort. !'•.

4. Professionals, educators, rabbis: build upon their work/ 
commitments, convictions.

a.discussion of the project, the process/ getting to work 
: j  j  : j■ . : . . ■

- . .... b. .The Best Practices project: presentation and discussion*— :
includes consultants on content

,, •1■ ! ■:־ ■■■!■;' : ; ■■־■ -
VJ)■: c. l^onitoring, Evaluation and Feedback :same

d. Planning : • ׳'/■'
—  self study. '

. -j*־ pilot projects
.'one year plan j -;־׳׳

five year plan .‘I -ף ;
י,'■־. ! i י

— . ■ י  The ongoing C U E  seminar

5. networking among Lead communities
•• :• • i >'! ■r ■•'!!־. ..־■■.־ • י..••...׳ ■ ...■׳ ׳׳..׳.• .׳ ׳: • ׳ : .  '’־■ ו ■ . ׳ י ! : ו '. ' . ■■  : ' ! '

6. Meetings with organizations, purveyors, of programs and Pro-
graamatic Foundations: —  to discuss specific interests and 
project#:| . .'•i׳••

j ■י- in-service training programs
■ —  caje ;i;:'
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Fall Seminar -- some suggestions 

' An event 
1
to start work, inform, set the terms, create thQ dia-

logue •. . . I 
The 0011p~n•nts might include: 

I 

l. Ganeral ~Qeting of CIJE and lead community representatives re- . 
the proj•ct in general and CIJE contribution. IncludQs CIJE and 
Lead Community Lay leadership. {10-20 people per community plus 
CIJE atatt and consultants, as well as lay people for part ot the 
meeting■) I 

I 

a.Commun~ties i ntroduce themselves, their views, hopes, ideas, 
paat achi•vements, eto •• . 

. I I 
b. The CIJ! introduc&s the pra~Qnt state ot the Lead Community 
idea .. _ its •v0lution· !r0m ,the Commission to today. Tha notion of 
these :communities as spaa~heads f0r systemic change -- tor ad~ 
dressing r• problems of Jewish education/continuity. 

2. 'Lay l'eaders to lay-leaders -- issues of funding zu)d comlllunity 
mobilizat1on 

J. Visi0J and goals: 
with rep~esentatives 
will be leading this 

pres6ntation and discussion tollowed by work 
ot the training institutions and others who 
effort. 

j 
i 

4. ~r0teasionals, e~ucators, rabbis; bu i ld upon their work, 
C0llUllit•a~t•, convict~ona. 

I 

a.di•cussion ot the project, the process, getting to work 
i 

... l:S • . 'l'he Best Prac::tic::es proj ~ct: presentation and discussion .. -: _. 
includas consultant• on content 

! I 
c. 10nitoring, Evaluation and Feedback :same 

d. Pl&Ming: 
-- self stuai 1- pilot proj·act& 
... ;- one year plan . 
i- tive year plan 
! 

'I'he ongoing CIJE seminar --
1 

!. networking among Lead Co111I11unities 
I 

6. Meeting• with organizations, purveyors ot programs and Pro-
9ra11U1tatif Foundations: -- to discuss specific interests and 
prcje~•r1 

7- in-,ervioe training programs 
-- CAJE 
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the Melton mini-school ׳
— the CRB Foundation
etc — .; •'. ׳. ' •;
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I le a d cqhm un iti es at work
. r • ■ .

A« • i t ^n««>OCTI ON ! . j ' ; ׳■■•׳

<&stt»i*sion on Jewish Education in North America completed its 
work! vith five recommendationa. The establishment of Lead 
cbteflttihlties is one of those recommendations,j but it is also the 
means'lor the pla(ce whete.the other recommendations will be played 
out implemented. Indeed, a lead community will demonstrate
locally, how to:j: }

i . i ! .
1. Build | the profession of Jewish education and thereby 

address the shortage of qualified personnel;

2. Mobilize community support to the cause of Jewish
•! education/ \

:׳ 1 ..[ •־• ;
 3. Develop a research. capability which will provide the

knowledge needed to inform decisions and guide
development•* In Lead Communities this will be 
undertaken through the monitoring, ®valuation and 
feedback !project,♦

! r .\ I . 1
4. Establish an iflpleinentation mechanise at the local

level] parallel to the council for Initiatives in 
Jewish Education, to be a patalyst for the 
implementation of these recommendations; —

r״ ■; ! . . ׳ 
:5. The. f ifth , recommendation is, of course, the.: lead,

community itself, to function as a.local laboratory for 
Jewish education.

ן ! ■ן .
(The ,iaqplamentation of recommendations at the continental level 
is i discussed in separate documents.) ; :

«copb oy t u b m i o j b c t ׳־

l* A Lead Community; will be an entire coatmunity engaged in a 
major development and |improvement program of its Jewish aduca- 
tion; Three model coamiinities will be chosen to demonstrate what 
cah happen where there is an infusion of outstanding personnel 
into!'the educational{system, where the importance of Jewish 
ed&asBtion is recognized by the community and its leadership and 
where the necessary Resources are secured to meet additional 
needs. . ן

The !vision and! programs developed in Lead communities will 
demonstrate to the Jewish Community of North America what Jewish 
edtfca&tion at its; beat can achieve.

:·W, . ' 

Jftl t lL..,. -'~ 10• 1;, I •--h·'-'- _.,,_,, •• A"""•'-- - • - - '-'• 

A~~t 12, 1992 : 

I· I I,BAJ) COMMUNITIES AT won 
I;., !:~CTION : I . 
ft• crc..ii••ion on Jewish Education in North Alnerica complatad its 
wc,~)d with tive reo011111endations. The aetablishment of Lead 
o~ities is 9na of : those recol\Ul\endations, 1 but it is also the 
mean~or the pl~oe wb~e. th• other recommendations will be played 
out · implem~ntad. ... ~ndeed, a lead coml'llunity will demonstrate 
lOCJa. ly, how to.1 i 

· I 1. Build : the p~otcaasion ot Jewish education and thereby 
address th• ahortage ot qualified personnel; 

l 
·2. 

' 3. 
r 
I 

4. 

Mobilize community support to the cau■e ot Jewish 
education, ! 

I ! I 

oavelop a rt•earoh . capability whic;:h will provide the 
knowledge nae~ed to inform decisions -and guide 
development. In Lead Communities this will be 
undertaken through th,e monitori'ng, svaluation and 
tee~baak !project; 

I i 
!atabli■h an i~plernentation meohanism at the local 
level para~lel to the council tor Initiatives in 
Jewish Education, to be a patalyat tor the 
implementation at these recommendations; 

I ' 
I ! 

The tifth . recommendation is, ot course, the lead 
commu~ity it~elt, to function as a local laboratory for 
Jewish acluoation. 

I ! i 
(~.is;,luentation ot recommendations at the aontuent.al level 
ie1 , ■CNaaad in separa,:• documents.) 

. ' » •.: ft& aco,1 OJ' 'l'Hll PllOJJIC': 
I . 

1. A Lead Cownunity: will be an entire 0011111\unity engaged in a 
ujor development and \ improvement program ot its Jewi■b educa
ttont Three model communities will be ohoeen to demonstrate what 
c,a·n J,appen where th~re ia ~n infusion of outstanding personne.J. 
into1· the educational [ systern, where the importance of Jewish 
ed~!on is recognise~ by the community an¢ its leadership and 
where the neoe~saey tesourcas are s~cured to meet additional Medt· I I 
The ~i•ion and : programs developed in Lead communiti•• will 
4-licmatrate to the Jewish Conununity ot North ,America what Jewish 
ed~ion at its; best fan achieve. 



The Lead Community project will involve all or most Jewish 
}ti actors in that community.״ It i« expected that lay 

leaders, educators, !rabbis and heads of educational institutions 
of al!l ideological atreama and points of view will participate in 

planning group of the pro j act, to shape it, guide it and take 
pavfc'rin decisions* ;

3. :The Lead Community project will deal with the major educa-
tionfl areas those in which moat people.are involved .at some 

1« th.1r 1i£־t i « i . ־

Supplementary Schools
• ■*» Oay Schools i i ־

:::• - JCCa • t ■ .־■ j . .■׳:׳ ״
י Israel programs ..

::*airly Childhood programs !

In addition to these areas, other :fields.... of interest to the 
fie : communities will also be included, e.g. a community*!; ־
iti: be particularly interested ini

lit learnink::
»ily education .

camping .־ ־׳':־״,.■
>us programs

י ״'.: • .•eta... ; : •

4* !Host or all institutions of a given area will be involved in
thfc•program (e.g. most or all supplementary schools) .
■ • i . ■. ■׳•}־; .•• ׳■ . ׳ י  • •■.
5; A large proportion of the community's Jewish population will

|  : i

1ity will be characterized by its ongoing interest in 
the project. Educational, rabbinic and lay leaders 

project a vision ־ of what the community hopes to achieve 
' ‘ >ars hence, where it wants to be in terms of the Jewish 

״w.. י, ........ . ...and behavior of ־ itB members, young:, and adult. This
V$|1i4r1 ■oauld include!׳elements such as: . .

. - ?*uioil*«cent9 have a command of spoken Hebrew;
- j:;ih«*Mnttarriage decreases; . ... ' ;־,•.־
- 1ipttij/ adults study classic Jewish texts,*.
i:<tfu0ators are qualified and engaged in ongoing training;

- i«Upjple»antary school attendance has increased dramatically;
.r. 'Yocally •produced Jewish history, curriculumilis.. changing. the 
\:«ay the subject is addressed in formal education;

/Jewish press is educating through the high level of 
coverage of key issues*

ision, the goalU, :the content cf Jewish education will be 
at two levels:

' 

_, . - - -·---· JH1 .lC:. :1j J.O•C..L tlf""W1LIL.L .1.1,...,1. J..J~ _.,.._ - ....,_,J_,...,.,. 
I • 

• I 

a. The Lead commuhity project will involv. all or ~ost Jewiah 
~~iqn actors in that community. • t.t 1e expected that lay 
leil!IBa, educator■, ratibis and heaqa of educational inatitution■ 
ot:am. ideological ait:r~ams and point• of view will participate in 
tll~'-ianntnq group or the project, to shape it, guide it and take 
pajt2 ~in .daoi■i?M• 

I I 

I . . . 
3 •. ' The Lead Community project will deal with the major educa-

··· t_!_&ncl_&i,as -- tho•• in which moat people . are involved .at some 
-po~~ in their lifetlime: 

I • ' .. 
I , , 

t< I • 

( I ! • •~ 

1 ' r, 
I 

• I 

d, 1 1'.\ .• 
1t1v ,. 
I fl!'' ,. ' 
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' 
I ' 

~-:·. 
I • 

-*t • 
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I • • 
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.!. . 
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.: 
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• ' ,ii , • ~ 

... ' . . 
• h . . : 

,. . 

I 

·- ~lu~ntary! Schools 
~i · :-' :0a?( Schools i 
' . • JCCa l 1 

- i•rael progr~ .. 
• ·· IU'ly Childhood programa , 

! . 

... IJ) -~~U.tion to these 'areas, other . :f-iQld11 ... of interest to . the 
•~i.lfio : communiti~a ·will also be included., e.g. a community 
-~~;be partiaularl¥ !ntereatad in: , .•:, s-Et 1M1n'a· 

"" ,'.; ly educat~cm 
- :~ aampin; 

· _ , WI program• 
··-~t I,.- ,•· c ••• ; 

4~ . ,-.,■tor all in■titution• of a given araa will be involved in 1:lt• pr.c:HJram C•,-9• molat or all supplementary aehoc:,ls) • 
.. ;•i ' l I 

5~ . -a large proport!l.on ot the community' • J•i•h popul..a~ion will 
·---1:;bwolved. : I 

t 
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t-0◄ ... . "1amr ·: 
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, ~ : : .. :-iWi~ra are qual~f 1ad and en9aged in ongoing traininca 1 
1 · · · - t._liiimiantary aohopl attendanQe has inoruNd dramatically J 
-~ .. : .. . . ~-~a··yo~~ly pr~uo~d Jew_iah __ hist.ory_ cu.rricul.w11-...is _. changing the 
, · !-;lay. ille aubj•c:t i11! addressed in formal educsation; 
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י י י ■  I. <
1. At the communal level the leadership! will develop and artio-j
ulate a notion of where it want© to be, what it wants to achieve.{

■ i  . V. " • • • <

At the level of individual institutions or groups of ineti-: 
ions of similar views (e.g., all Reform sahoole), educators,[ 

lay leaders and parents will articulate the educational;
 ̂ I ’ . f • • ׳ • 1 .

i p

9041

It ' i» anticipated thitf; these activities will create much debate 
and !ferment in th• community, that they ; will focus the work of;
the Lead Communities, ah core issues facing the Jewish identity of;

1 American Jewry, and that they will demand of communities to 
r־complex dilemma# !and choices (e.g., the nature and level of!
uitment that educational institutions; will demand and aspire:
At the same tike! they will re-focutf the educational debate 

•tie content of education.

The institutions of Higher Jewish Learning, the denominations,(
the ]national organizations will join in this effort,, to. develop[
ailtfelhmtive visions of Jewish education. First steps have already!

taken (e.g., JTS preparing itself to take this role for!
conservative schools in Lead Communities).

Btrn.DIK<3 TBS PROFESSION OF JEWISH EDUCATION
] - . י ■

Communities will want fto address the shortage of qualified personne
;,for Jewish education in the following ways: . .. .. ...___ .....

;Hire 2-3 additional outstanding educators to bolster the ן :!:.1
strength of educations(! practice in the community and to energize{

2 .
;the

ting about the future.
| • ■ � • • �� 1

Create several new positions, as required, in order to meet 
challenges. For example: a director of teacher education or

curriculum development', or a director of Israel programming.
t

been

3, Develop ongoing in-ssrvice education for most educators inj 
tj ie community, by programmatic area or byj subject matter (e.g.the!
teaching of history iri supplementary schools; adult education in 

itoiity centers). j

Invite training institutions and other national resources to| 
in the effort, and invite them to uridertake specific assign-! 
s in lead communities. (E.g. Hebriaw Union College might:

responsibility! for in-service education of all Reform! 
ementary school-staff. Yeshiva University would do so for:

018) ■ \■ -,־
;

. 5. ! Recruit highly motivated graduates; of day schools who are
students at ־the universities in the Lead Community to commit!

 -themselves to multi-year assignments as educators in supplemen צ
tary schools and JCCsJ

•" f .;- ··· 

' 

• I . 

• . . 
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• • '!■i• • :י: ל ׳י ' .׳ .־:׳ ■ ׳  :• . !■•'

6.", bev&lop a thoughtful plan to improve the terras of employment 
of ’educators in the community (including *alary and benefits, 
careor ladder, empowerment and involvement of front-line educa- 
t!0̂ a in the Lead Community development process.)

Sinrai-t&neously the CIJE has undertaken to׳ deal with continental 
Initiatives to improve the personnel situation. For example it 
worJeai;. With foundations to expand and improve the training capa- 
bilitV׳ for Jewish educators in North America. ; i :.

*«• ;־ ׳ ÊMNNtoiOVXHa cokmuh ity bupport
ז • * ' ־ ; :

Thi# 1will' be undertaken as follows:

Establishing a wall to wall coalition in each Lead1g a w a n  to w a n  coalition in eacn 1!eaa
s , including the Federation, the congregations, ._day 

•cSbdl«;׳ Jccs, Hiliel etc..

2*’1 developing a special relationship to rabbis and synagogues,

2. Identify , a lay ♦1Champion״ who will recruit a leadership
group that will drive the Lead community process.

■ • ' ! י ;' י
•4* ;kftcrease local funding for Jewish education.

1 • • ־ ' ״ •

5:.,:: develop a vision for Jewish education in the community.
! • י : י־ : ץ . . • * • ׳ :

6• ! Involve the professionals in a partnership to develop this 
visidi and a plan for its implementation.'..■■ ■

! : ׳ . ״ ■!׳ . • ׳•'•׳ . ' . ׳ ׳ ־ . •
 -J&rfcablish a local implementation mechanism with a profes ■ • ?'# י
ftio&al head. :

 J.. Encourage an ongoing, public discussion of and advocacy, for :״8
tTavifltx education.

I • . .  ‘ ; . ־ • . ! ״ י י ; • • • • ’

v , has  role or ras ci j b i n e s t a b l i s h i n g liuu> cokkomitxbsi
. : i / •,י 1  ' ־ . ] 1 י ־’! ■ • . • : ‘ .

The < X!TE, through its staff, consultants and projects will 
facilitate implementation of programs and will ensure continental 
input into the Lead Communities. The CIJE will make the following 
avtfil&ble:

. • ■ . ’.,י • • • • . : : י ׳

X*■•'.■ IMtorfc Practice®

A, ̂ project to create an inventory of good Jewish educational 
practice was launched. The project will offer.';:.Lead Communities 
examples of educational practice in key settings, methods, and 
topiaa, and will assist the communities in "importing," 
*t#i!|wiating, ” ״re-inventing” best practices for their local 
settings.

I I 

I I 
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tefete!; S&ist Practices initiative has sevaral interrelated 
dimensions, In the first year (1991/92) the project deals with 
beat ,practices in the following areas: I

Supplementary schools 
! Early childhood programs >״**״*:::
•':>% Jewish community centers 
-r Day schools '

 Israel Experience programs **-;׳■
.• • ׳־• ׳•■: '״•' ׳ ! ' ׳' ■' ׳ ' ׳ i • "•,־: 

It waarfcs in, the following way:

:: a. First a group of experts in each specific «*rea is
recruited to work in an area (e.g., JCCs). These experts are י

 i brought together to define what characterizes best practices ׳ ■
; ,; in their area, (e.g., a good supplementary school has effec- 

tive methods for the teaching of Hebrew) .
j ■ I : • ׳

b. The experts then seek out existing examples of good ;־,
programs in the field. They undertake !site visits to

■ programs and, report about these in writing. ■ .
. ' י ! • • ־ י י • • , . • יי י• . ’•

! As lead communities: begin to work, experts from the above 
.!tftan will be brouaht into the lead community to offer 
!guidance about specific new ideas and programs, as well as 
to help import a best practice into that community.

3 .: Wejiitaring Evaluation Feedback ..j

 CtftfTS has established an evaluation project. Its purpose is׳ .
threefold: ; ■ ' !־

 a. to carry out ongoing monitoring, of progress in Lead ,־
r Communities, in order to assist community leaders, planners 

■and educators in their work. A researcher will be commis- 
>! sioned for each Lead Community and will collect and analyze
• data and offer it to practitioners for their consideration.

purpose of this process iB to Improve and correct 
׳ ׳ implementation in each Lead Community.

■ 7. ' ' ■ , I ' •' •I : :
*b; to evaluat• :progress in Lead cosjaunities —  assessing, 
as time goes on, the impact and effectiveness of :each

'i program, and its suitability for replication elsewhere.
 Evaluation will be conducted by a variety of methods. Data ״:
,, will be collected by the loaal resaarcher. Analysis will be
• J t$e responsibility of the head of the evaluation team with 
V  two purposes iri windi 1) To evaluate the effectiveness of 

individual programs and of the Lead Communities themselves 
as models for change, ;.and 2) To begin to create indicators 
(e.g., level of participation in Israel programs; achieve- 
went in Rebrew reading) and a database that could serve as 

11' the basis for an ongoing assessment of the state of Jewish 
‘ • education in Korth America. This work will contribute in the 
: : lowg term to the publication of a periodic ״state of Jewish 

!education״ report as suggested by the Coicosiasion.
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' ' • • l 
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c. Ths feedbaak-loopr findings of monitoring and
®valuation activities will b• continuously channeled to 
local and CXJE pleinning activities; in order to affect than
and act as an ongoing corrective. £n this manner there will 
be a rapid׳ exchange: of knowledge and mutual influence 
between practice and planning. Findings from the field will 
require ongoing adaptation of plans. ,These changed plans 
will in turn, affect implementation!..and 80 on.
During the first, year the field researchers will be 
principally concerned with three questionss

(a) What are the visions for change in Jewish education 
held by members of the communities? How do the visions vary 
among different individuals or segments of the community? 
How Vague or specific are these visions?

(b) What is the : extent of community mobilization for 
Jewish education? Who is involved, and who is not? How broad 
is the coalition supporting the CIJE's efforts? How deep is 
participation within the various], agencies? For example, 
beyond a small core:' of ;leaders. Is there grass-roots 
.involvement! in the community? To what extent is the

as well as in humancorraunity mobilized ; financially 
resources? : ! ■ ■

(a) What is the nature of the professional life of eduoators 
in this community? Under what conditions do teachers and
principals work? For .example, what are their salaries and 
benefits? ATe school faculties cohesive, or fragmented? Do 
principals have offices? what are the physical conditions of 
blaasrooms? ;Is there administrative supjport for innovation 
among teachers? ! ׳\ ,

“1 ! 
ין

• i

1■ י ••

j ■;

E ' .
:! r | ־

!. ̂ J 
!; *: <:" 
1 1 
■!v ׳■ '

The first question is essential! for establishing :that ־
| specific goals exist for improving Jewish education, and for

,.<••• disclosing what these goals arel The second and third 
questions concern the ”enabling, options״ decided upon, in A 

v ' ך: i m  to Act ; , the areas of improvement which are essential
to the success of : Lead communities: > mobilizing , community

T support, and building a profession of Jewish education.

3* Professional services.״ . •i.; . י ' י ־ ן ■י ־ • • י
k . . , .• j •

The׳ CTJE will offer professional services to Lead Communities,

ף9־ ־ ^  : ל"7ז י  ז  : I ' 0 : ׳ ; : f ;
 a. Educational consultants tjo help introduce best •:‘!■י
practices. • 1 ,י■■] •־ ׳

evaluation and feed-b. Field researchers for monitoring, 
back.

.,J,.,., ....... _,.., • v•-u ,.,,.,~._,._ • 11.J•• • ..,.~,-- -•- - ---·-- J -• - - • 
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• ' . :I 
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~- Field r~searchars for monitoring, evaluation and feed-
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di Assistances in mobilizing the community.

4. ;jBfeCfdlJJgr .facilitation
, , ':.;; •; j.; ' *״ ־  :
Thfc CHJB will establish and nurture contaats between foundations 
infcaraitfted in specific programmatic area* and Lead Communities 
that are developing !!end experimenting with such programs (e.g., 
th* (mB Foundations youth trips to Israel? MAF and personnel 
trailing; Blaustein arid research) .

5. • Zinks with purveyors or supporters of programs 
\ • '

Th* dIJte will develop partnerships between national organization
(0 *gji*• JCCA, CLAL, JEBNA, CAJE) , training, institutions and Lead 
Communities. These purveyors will undertake specific assignments 
to *pacific need* within Lead Communities.

י ו

Q, ) toko caaonnrtTBe *3? work

j a, Planning assistance ate

Thai: t*Mud Community ifcawalf will work in a manner very similar to 
that of the CIJE. In fffeot, it is proposed that a local WCIJE״ be 
established to be the׳ mechanism that will plan and see - to the 
implementation and monitoring of programs.

!
*Jhak Will this local Mechanism (the local planning group) do?

«u It will convene tt$l the actors;
b. V it will launoh ongoing planning process; and
o. i!: It will deal with content in the following manner.

1. It will mafcG sure that the content is articulated and
is implemented.

3. ! Together with the team of the 'Best Practices project
and with the Chi^f Education officer, it will integrate the 
various content and programmatic components into a vhole. 
For example: it will integrate formal and informal programs.

It will see to it: that in any given area (e.g., Israel 
axperience) the vision piece, the goals, are articulated by 
the various actors and at the various levels:

. —  . by individual* institutions
by the denominations .״•*
.by the community as a whole : •י״־י

U 1 addition, dealihg with the content wili involve having a 
 bluaakying unit,n aimed at dealing״ or ♦״:draa* department״
with innovations Atad change in the programs in the community 
(this is elaborated in a separate paper),
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vlteimnilins the leaId1 cohnuhity —  yeas onb
1 f

first (1992/93  ̂ 1* project will include the י6

.1J־ !*egatiate an agreement with the CIJE including:
i ■}'< V ' i

a. Detail of mtrtual obligations;ן

jbf ProcsfiB issues *־- working relation* within the 
community and between the community, the CIJE and other 
organizations

e« Funding issues;

d. Other.

1 S « t * b l i8 h  a !o c ta l planning group, with a professional staff

r

Establish a loctail planning group, 
Vith well-to-wali!representation.

3;I 'i; 3**ring-up activities, e.g., prepare a l-year plan,
' a self-etudy (see 6 below), prepare a 5-year plan.

4! • ;■litfGat® and hirs *several outstanding educators from outside 
î itjfiMwasnunlty to begin work the following year (1993/94).

צ.: ־: • Preliminary imipilementation *'of pilot projects that result
from 1׳prior studies, interests, communal priorities.י י" r- , ! ••■־־•״ ̂ . . • . , ׳  _ _

 tf*ai*rtake an educational self-study, as part of the planning !׳;* :,6
*•klvitiesi

j^^t'->l»0ARUnities have1 recently completed eocial and demographic 
; Some have btfgun to deal with the issue of Jewish conti- 

au!iby':* n 4  have taskfdree reports on these. Teachers studies exist׳
c&munitiee. All of these will be inputs into the self־׳־ 

study. |10V£ver, the jifcudy itself will be designed to deal with 
:!&M® iaoportant issues of Jewish education in that community. It 
villi Include some of the following elements:

Ais**0*ment of nee&B and of target groups (clients).A.
1v .R»b«s of participation׳
 J>r«liminary assessment of the educators in the community ׳•<:.* !

(a.g., their educatioW*! backgrounds).

W p « W < ,flrtudy will be linked with the work of the monitorinĝ־
a^4lu«tijon and feedback project. ;

Saetirof the definitidnl of the study and some of the data collec- 
tio#:: will b« undertaken with the help of that project's field 
r*e®iastoijier.
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 ורקטור בפועל הנשיא

 בירושלים העברית האוניברסיטה

להזמינך מתכבד

חגיגית לעצרת

The Rector and Acting President of 

The Hebrew University of Jerusalem 

cordially invites you to the

Convocation

71lJi77 J 7))JtJ.1 N ''4!,JJ,i 

D'!J'&!,)17'1 n'i:1)),i ,ilJ'Di:J 'J1N,i 

71,JJr,;!J 1:i:;nn 

-------·------
Tlte Rector nnd Acting President of 

The Hebre1.v University of Jcrusalen1 

cordinlly invites you to tlze 

Conv1oc,1J~ion 



אר>1ת הענקת

 למשפטים ודוקטור לפילוסופיה דוקטור

בירושלים העברית באוניברסיטה

 תוארי הענקת

כבוד לשם לפילוסופיה דוקטור

הולנד ברטר, א׳ ארנסט מר 

פ׳  ב רה״ א ויטן, אדוארד פרו

פ׳ ק, ח׳ליל פרו אברמוב, איילה גב׳ טורקיה אעלג׳י קס־ שראל ז י

סייד,  פ׳ ב רה״ א אל־ איטליה מורנה, מאיר מריה פרו

ארה״ב מנדל, ל׳ מורטון מר ארה״ב און,

קת  פרסים הענ

ט בובליק שלמה פרס פ שו טוב דוד ל  בר

אל פרס ספילד מל למר רוטברג שמו  רי

 קציר אהרון פרס

מן אלן פרס  ברונפ

 ברגר אלכס פרס

לד מ׳ ברנרד פרס מפי בלו

 זוגית הזמנה

 כניסה כרטיס משמשת זו הזמנה

המצורף ככרטיס לענות נא

the conferment o f  the degrees o f  
Doctor o f  Philosophy and Doctor o f  Laws 

on graduates o f the Hebrew University o f  Jerusalem  
and the degree o f  

Doctor Philosophiae Honoris Causa upon
Dr. Franz Vranitzky, Chancellor of Austria Mr. Ernest A. Bretter, Hollan

Dr. S h n e u r  Zalm an Abramov, Israel Prof. Edward Witten, USA

Prof. Halil Inal^ik, Turkey Mrs. Ayala Zacks-Abramov, Isi

Prof. M ustafa Am ar Al-Sayed, USA Prof. Maria Mayer M odena, It,

A m bassador W illiam  A. Brown, USA Mr. M orton L. Mandel, USj4

the award of 

the Solom on Bublick Prize to Judge David Bartov 

the Samuel Rothberg Prize to Mr. Mel Reisfield

The Aharon Katzir Prize 

The Allan Bronfman Prize 

The Alex Berger Prize 

The Bernard M. Bloomfield Prize

admits tzvo 

admission by this invitation 

RSVP
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Doctor of Philosophy and Doctor of Laws 

on graduates of tlte Hebrew University of Jerusalem 
and tlte degree of 

Doctor Philosopltiae Honoris Causa upon 

Dr. Franz Vranitzky, Chancellor of Austria Mr. Ernest A. Brettcr, HoJian 
Dr. Shneur Zalman Abramov, Israel Prof. Edward Witten, USA 

Prof. Halil Inal\ik, Turkey Mrs. Ayala Zacks-Abramov, 1s1 
Prof. Mustafa Amar Al-Sayed, USA Prof. Maria Mayer Modena, It. 

Ambassador William A. Brown, USA Mr. Morton L. Mandel, USA 

the award of 
the Solomon Bublick Prize to Judge David Bartov 
the Samuel Rothberg Prize to Mr. Mel Reisfield 

The Aharon Katzir Prize 
The Allan Bronfman Prize 

The Alex Berger Prize 
The Bernard M. Bloomfield Prize 
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Client Groups: With respect to other potential,•client groups, two important issues should 
be articulated and addressed up-front:

1. Which sub-groups should be studied?

2. What is the appropriate definition of need?

Targeting: While it would be nice, in theory, to understand the complete quilt of needs 
for Jewish education in the community, in practice this is not realistic in the time available for 
talcing action. The first step, therefore is to select the key groups, in addition to Jewish education 
professions, to be the focus of research during the first round.

At a minimum, the needs analysis should address the following categories unless they 
previously have been studied.

• Early childhood

• Ages 5-13

• Post Bar/Bat Mitzvah

Given limited resources, it may make sense to fine tune the targeting still further by 
looking at specific age groups in particular program areas, for example, Israel programs for teens.

Box 5: Targeting

Several criteria can be applied in making decisions about what information or which 
groups to target in the needs analysis.

• Present knowledge: How much is already known about the topic or the needs 
of the group? Has the issue or group previously been studied? Are there 
significant open questions about what the needs are or how they should be 
addressed?

• Priority: How high a priority is the topic or sub-group with respect to Jewish 
education? Are the needs of this group for Jewish education a major issue or 
concern in the community?

• Feasibility: What resources of time, effort, money are needed to answer the 
open questions?
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Measures of Need: There are three conceptual ways of considering need:

a. "Market:" Demand by a defined set of people.

b. "Standard:" An objective measure of how much people require, or, from the 
community perspective, what is needed to realize a set of aspirations.

c. "Receptivity:" What people might respond to, i.e. "buy", but cannot articulate 
because it is not within their past experience.

In designing the needs analysis, you must decide which measure or measures will be most 
useful for each subgroup. The criteria for targeting will be helpful in narrowing the measures 
as well. See also Box 6.

Box 6: Selecting the Measure of Need

Here are some other considerations to bear in mind in deciding how to measure need:

• Market measures are most appropriate when the institutions of the community are 
relatively powerless to design incentives or exercise leverage to influence individual 
choices, other than by improving the programs that are offered.

• Conversely, standards will be appropriate when community institutions are in a 
position to offer incentives or exercise leverage, and has a clear and definable stake in the 
outcomes of the service area. The caliber and training of professionals is a case in point.

• It is a major undertaking, and perhaps impossible at this time, to define objective 
standards of how much Jewish education one should have. Similar individuals will vary 
dramatically in their self-perception of their own need for Jewish education.

• In a needs analysis it is virtually impossible to "measure" receptivity, for example to 
a charismatic champion. It is possible to examine programs that have been successful 
elsewhere to expand the vision of decision matters, particularly when it comes time to 
elicit or develop program strategies. In the context of the needs analysis, it is useful to 
ponder more ambitious alternatives when the expressed needs aspire to a low level.
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Measures of Resources: Potential "needs" should be compared to available resources to 
identify areas of unmet need or "gaps". At the most basic level, a profile of educational 
resources should include

data on the numbers of programs, by type, their capacities and actual enrollments

data on numbers and characteristics of personnel

utilization of space

levels of funding, and

anticipated changes (including resources in the pipeline, such as new programs 
being planned or anticipated cutbacks).

Measures of Quality: Ideally, a profile of resources should also incorporate assessments 
of their quality. For example, while a community may appear to have enough supplementary 
school programs, the more crucial issue is how good are they?

The quality of programs is generally measured by assessment of levels of achievement, 
or measures of performance. The task in Jewish education is substantially more difficult because 
of the paucity of satisfactory tests of knowledge or achievement, and the complexity of defining 
a set of generally acceptable standards. For these reasons, in the short run at least it makes sense 
to rely on "surrogate" measures of performance. For example, attendance and longevity/dropout 
statistics can be enlightening as indicators of changes in student performance.

If enrollment or attendance is low, or dropoff at age 13 is high, is it because the 
prospective students are not out there or because the programs are poorly designed or run? 
Information on the quality and effectiveness of programs is important for identifying strengths 
and weaknesses of the existing system, for developing strategies for improvement, and ultimately 
for establishing a baseline against which the impact of future efforts can be measured.

Regardless, the difficult in measuring quality dictates that in this area especially several 
iterations of study are necessary. Given the imperative to get underway quickly, we would 
encourage you to rely on existing information on quality and effectiveness, to the extent possible. 
Findings and gaps uncovered in one round define the task for the next round.

Generally speaking, three types of measures can be used: (1) input, (2) output or
performance, and (3) outcomes. See Box 7 for examples of measures to consider. If you find 
an absence of information on effectiveness - that, in itself, may suggest that critical issues for the 
community will be: How should programs be evaluated and against what criteria? What are
the characteristics of an excellent educational program? Should there be a process for setting 
community standards and "accrediting" programs? Should there be an effort to develop 
community-wide performance indicators and what should they be?
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Box 7: Illustrative Measures of Quality and Effectiveness

• Measures of inputs are generally the easiest to obtain. Examples include: per capita 
expenditures for various age cohorts and programs, teacher/student ratios, average teacher 
salaries, per cent of teachers with advanced degrees, lay involvement, number of teachers 
participating in in-service training, etc. Comparisons can be made to provide perspective 
on where the community stands in relation to other communities and the nation on key 
indicators.

• Examples of output or performance measures include per cent of eligible population 
participating in formal and informal Jewish education by age group, levels of student and 
parent satisfaction, drop out rates pre and post bar(bat) mitzvah, performance on tests of 
Jewish knowledge, etc. Methods of collecting this information include sample surveys, 
questionnaires to program directors, focus groups (for satisfaction), self-studies by schools, 
alumni surveys, data collected by a central body such as the Board of Jewish Education or 
Federation, and information collected in recent Jewish population studies.

• Outcomes are the most difficult to measure. It is useful to articulate what these might 
be, even if the data is not available, because it will be helpful in developing the mission 
statement later on as well as for suggesting lines of future research. Examples of outcome 
measures would be self-definition and commitment to Jewish identity, values and 
practices; evidence of transmission of Jewishness to the next generation; affiliation with 
synagogues, communal organizations, support of Israel and Jewish institutions, etc.

Benchmarks/Tasks

1. Design Needs Analysis

a. Focus: Select the primary groups to study.
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2. Collect information: on present participation levels. (See Box 8.)

3. Estimate of community need/demand.

4. Gaps [3 minus 2]: A comparison of the market demand for the present programs will 
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in the community from the point of view of adult Jewish education?
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Box 8: Methods

Defining Potential M arkets: Four types of information can be used to identify potential 
user groups:

 Available demographic studies and data: enrollment trends, statistics on personnel ״
involved in Jewish education and communal affairs (e.g., full-time, part-time, turnover, 
longevity ...), enrollment trends in local day and supplemental school programs (as a 
predictor of future personnel demands).

• Other national and local studies, commission and planning reports: such as the report of 
the Commission on Jewish Education in North America, local reports of task forces on 
Jewish continuity, and strategic planning reports that give insights on trends or external 
forces that will impact on needs. Experience in other cities can be analyzed for possible 
relevance. Opportunities for program modification or expansion will be identified where 
substantial unmet needs are documented and where new revenue opportunities appear to 
exist.

• Discussion or Focus groups: with selected consumer groups (such as day and 
supplementary school educators, synagogue lay leaders, students) to gain insights on 
access barriers as well as desires.

• Questionnaires: attitude surveys of selected sectors of the Jewish community: e.g. 
about student career interests; motivations for participating in specific program; views of 
institutional or program strengths or weaknesses; perceptions of their own needs or desires 
for Jewish education; and past and anticipated involvement in Jewish affairs.

Identify a variety of submarkets. Attempt to estimate the size of each submarket, the 
extent of the need and the competition.

Profile

1. Develop profile of present Jewish education personnel by drawing on the data from 
the educator’s survey.

• Size of key groups of personnel (e.g., day school principals, day school 
teachers, supplementary, early childhood, camps counselors, JCC program staff, 
other informal education personnel) by institution/program

• Skills, expertise and background
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2. Develop demographic profile of Jewish education needs in the community.

• Jewish population characteristics: cohort sizes (e.g., early childhood, school age 
lay leaders, adult education learners, college-age youth, other special groups, like 
mixed married couples)

3. Analyze program capacities and participation rates (formal and informal programs, by 
institution/program)

• Develop a profile of the institutional resources, programs and services presently 
available in the community. Estimate the capacity of these programs if they are 
not being fully utilized. (See Box 9 for information to include in a profile.)

Box 9: Elements of an Institution or Program Profile

• Students:
. Enrollment and graduation trends 
. Age range

• Educators:
. Numbers of full- and part-time 
. areas of expertise.

• Program components:
. Subjects 
. Degree(s) offered 
. Activity duration 
. Methods
. Support resources (e.g. library, training) and services

• Finances
. Cost per unit of service 
. Revenue and expenditure trends
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Deliverables

The end product of the needs analysis and profile is a report that describes for each 
targeted group:

a. The size of the total potential market.
b. The size of the likely market, "ripest" for Jewish education.
c. The characteristics of the parts of that market ripest for Jewish education.
d. Profile of resources including strengths, weaknesses and major gaps
e. The factors influencing participation.
f. The most appropriate methods for meeting the needs of this group.
g. Who should provide the Jewish education.
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III. CRITICAL ISSUES

Rationale

In charting future directions, any community faces a number of important policy choices:
i.e., critical issues. Early discussions of the planning committee are the first step in identifying 
the critical issues. The needs assessment and the in depth analysis of program operations through 
the profile will provide the information needed to sort out and clarify the fundamental decisions.

Deliverables:

• Explicit assumptions

• Formulation of critical issues

• Document summarizing consensus of committee on each critical issue

Benchmarks and Methods

1. Assumptions: In designing the best possible system for coordinating and supporting
Jewish education, there will be several fundamental "givens" (e.g., that the school in a 
congregation is the primary educational vehicle for supplementary education). These 
assumptions should be made explicit to ensure agreement by the commission. 
Assumptions on which there is not consensus may well become "issues" which the 
committee must address. See Box 10 for sample assumptions.

Box 10: Sample Assumptions

1. The primary instrument of supplementary education is the school within a 
congregation.

2. The delivery system needs to offer an opportunity for balance (creative tension) 
between community-wide interests and the interests and perspectives of the 
religious movements (Reform, Conservative, Reconstructionist and Orthodox).

3. Some type of central entity or entities will be needed to support Jewish education 
in the community.
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2. Critical Issues: The important choices faced by the community in defining the purposes, 
overall content, and priorities in Jewish education. The planning committee will attempt 
to reach agreement on what the important questions regarding future investment in Jewish 
education throughout the community.

It may be useful to classify issues in cascading categories that proceed from more 
philosophic (i.e., mission) toward more operational (i.e., programmatic or organizational). (See 
Box 11 for types of issues.)

Box 11: Classification of Issues

1. Mission-level issues — i.e. choices relating to the vision, philosophy and the role of
the community in initiating or supporting the emerging needs.

2. Policy issues — i.e. choices relating to the broad policies relevant to carrying out
the community’s mission. Some of these choices relate to professional 
development (e.g. the balance between in-service and pre-service training for pre- 
school teachers); recruitment (e.g. the balance between new entrants into the field, 
continuing education, and re-training people from other fields).

3. Standards and Program Issues -- choices relating to the content and level of
programming in Jewish education.

4. Resource and organization Issues — i.e. choices relating to the internal capacity of 
the community to support mission and policies (e.g. the financial resources, agency 
roles, possible coordinative and integrative mechanisms).
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IV. MISSION OR VISION STATEMENT

Rationale

The heart of a strategic plan is a mission (or vision) statement, which should project a clear view 
of the aspirations of the community. The mission statement should project a the self-image of 
the community in relation to Jewish education. A good mission statement not only suggests what 
the community wants to accomplish but what it does not seek to accomplish; at the broadest 
level, it identifies whom it seeks to serve and how.

Deliverable

A one paragraph to one page Mission Statement 

Benchmarks and Methods

Because of its importance, and the difficulty of crafting a good one, the mission statement needs 
to be the product of substantial analysis and discussion; it should be prepared in the middle of 
the planning process, not at the beginning.

It should represent the resolution of mission-level critical issues and frame a broad response to 
the needs assessment. Some parts of the mission statement are not likely to be very 
controversial; others might be extremely controversial. It is helpful to identify the major options 
in relation to each critical issue as a framework for the key discussion at which the mission 
statement gets formulated (see illustration in Box 12 below):

Box 12: Illustrative Mission/Options Chart

CRITICAL ISSUES OPTION A OPTION B OPTION C

1.0 Community 
posture on an Israel 
experience for 
young people

Community 
responsibility to 
insure that every 
young person has an 
Israel experience 
opportunity

Joint community- 
congregation-family 
responsibility to 
insure that every 
young person has an 
Israel experience 
opportunity

Community 
responsibility to 
insure that xx% of 
young people have 
an Israel experience 
opportunity

Critical Issue 2.0; 
etc

Option 2.0A Option 2.0B Option 2.0C
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V. SETTING STRATEGIES AND PRIORITIES

Rationale

The purpose of this part of the planning process is to insure that scarce Jewish communal 
resources available to Federation and other communal entities for Jewish education are directed 
to the community’s needs and mission. This is accomplished by: selecting effective strategies or 
policies; setting appropriate priorities.

The policies in the Plan represent resolutions of the critical issues identified above. 
Resolution of an issue need not strictly adhere to the alternatives that were considered when the 
issue was defined. It may combine elements of several choices or be an alternative not 
previously thought of.

Establishing priorities for any community is extremely difficult because of the multiplicity 
of constituencies and their differing values. A particular educational service may be very 
important to one group and unimportant to another. The challenge is to develop an approach in 
which all important views are heard, and then strategies and priorities are developed to insure 
that the community does not scatter its limited resources.

"Priorities" are seen as judgments about relative importance that inform, not only dollar 
allocation decisions in the budgeting process, but also decisions about use of non-fiscal resources 
(such as government relations), and resource development (such as foundation and endowment 
development).

Deliverables

• List of policy recommendations for the improvement of Jewish education

• Recommended priority rank and desirable sequence for each recommendation

• List of criteria used to select and rank policy recommendations.

Benchmarks and Methods

Good methods of priority analysis inform and support human judgment, but do not try to supplant 
it; formulas or mechanical weighing or scoring methods are typically not useful.

Options are the items that are ranked in priority-setting. In other words, an "option" is something 
that is a potential recipient or user of a commission resource. An options structure is an 
organized, systematic listing of all the possible options. The decision as to what to list as an
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option is an absolutely crucial one; for once that decision is made, it defines what gets ranked 
in priority-setting.

A  good structure for priority-setting should help decision makers connect broad concerns with 
specific services or programs — both those that exist as well as those program or services that 
do not, but that reflect community concerns.

There are three sources of criteria relevant to setting priorities among options:

■ Criteria that are suggested by analyses of community needs. Other things being
equal, one would tend to give priority to settings where the total needs are very 
large (e.g. supplementary schools) or where the gap between existing and needed 
services is the largest (e.g. in-service education).

■ Criteria that derive from the Mission Statement

■ Criteria that derive from continental experience in planning for Jewish education

Sample criteria for the selection of effective strategies (policies) and priorities are 
illustrated in Box 13.

Box 13: Sample Criteria for Selecting Strategies and Priorities

• Support professionalization of principals and teachers — including incentives for
higher levels of education.

• Encourage deeper communal involvement and support of Jewish education.

• Maximize effective utilization of resources (minimize duplication).

• Maximize the opportunity to integrate formal and informal educational techniques 
(e.g., family shabbatonim; camping + study programs; Israel study programs).
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VI. DESIGNING PROGRAMS/PILOT PROJECTS

Expanded, modified, and new programs of course are the most tangible part of the effort 
to improve Jewish education throughout the community. In the context of a lead community, 
they are important not just for the promise they hold to improve the enterprise, but also because 
they can serve as visible demonstrations that help attract larger circles of adherents.

The recent history of Jewish education, as with many other enterprises, contains too many 
instances of programs being thrown at problems out of a sense of frustration or crisis. Here we 
hope to shift the emphasis toward the tried, proven and planned. "Best Practices," a CIJE 
project that is documenting successful programs throughout the continent and organizing them 
in a variety of categories, should be immensely helpful here. "Best Practice" programs are being 
classified in six groupings:

• Supplementary schools
• Early childhood Jewish education
• JCCs
• Israel experience
• Day schools
• Jewish camping

We envision programs being launched in two stages: first a few pilot projects to energize 
the project; and a subsequent series of programs reflecting the vision and priorities of the 
commission, which may also be phased to reflect funding flows or other factors.

Pilot Projects

A community may wish to launch a small number of pilot programs early in the process 
to gain visibility for its lead community project, to mobilize the community and create a sense 
of excitement, and to test ideas about which it has a reasonably high level of confidence of 
success. Programs selected as pilot should be ones which are likely to be consistent with long 
term directions, or likely to show reasonably dramatic results in a short period of time. Box 14 
contains sample criteria for use in selecting pilot projects.

Selecting pilot projects that address high priority infrastructure needs -־ namely personnel 
and community mobilization — is another way of helping to ensure the viability of the effort. 
Sample pilot programs are listed in Box 15.
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Box 14: Sample Criteria for Pilot Project Selection

• Improves professional status of teachers, principals, and informal educators

• Promises short-term success and visibility

• Maximizes the opportunity to replicate good results from other communities (e.g., 
via "Best Practices").

• Promotes multi-agency programming and cooperation

• Maximizes parental involvement

• Strengthens congregations

Box 15: Sample Ideas for Pilot Projects

Personnel

• In-service training for educational leadership — school principals and JCC program 
directors.

• In-service training for 2 teachers and 2 informal educators from each institution.

• Summer seminar in Israel for selected educators

Community Mobilization

• Leadership training program for congregational and agency board members.

• A series of public forums on "best practices" and/or the community vision.
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Commission Programs

A  coherent set of programs should evolve from the commission process, reflecting the 
vision, strategies, priorities, and recommendations of the commission. A refined set of criteria 
for program selection should also naturally evolve from those deliberations.

Program Selection: There are several methods for eliciting and selecting program ideas, 
and working out program implementation details:

• Request for proposal (RFP) process
• Delegate responsibility for specific recommendations to agencies
• Empower task forces as part of commission deliberations.

Box 16 offers suggestions for developing program recommendations which, with some 
modifications, apply to each of the above selection approaches.

Box 16: Steps in Developing Program Recommendations

• Brainstorm program ideas

• Adapt commission criteria for evaluating ideas

• Compare with other communities

• Test assumptions: define questions and obtain answers

• Confer with users

• Detail program needs, operations and implementation 

Estimate costs

• Set priorities and phasing among program ideas

• Present priorities and justification to Commission
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VII. FINANCIAL RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT

Develop a short-term and a long-term strategy for obtaining funding to support 
Commission initiatives. Obvious potential categories include:

• Annual campaign allocations for local services (either increased amounts or 
reallocations)

• Creation or expansion of a fund for Jewish education

• Major donors

• Foundations (Jewish oriented, and possibly secular ones also)

Naturally, primary attention will focus on obtaining resources for start-up efforts.

We recommend that fundraising for this effort proceed in a planful way, much like the 
annual campaign:

1. Package most attractive program ideas

. Select the most engaging program ideas to showcase 

. Package or repackage programs to be most appealing

2. Identify potential funders in different categories, e.g.:

. Major donors 

. Medium/large donors 

. Family foundations 

. Community foundations 

. National foundations

3. Match programs to funder interests

4. Identify person/team to make first contact. Consider enlisting Commission members 
for this role.

5. Follow-up, as appropriate.
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VIII. PREPARE FIRST YEAR ACTION PLAN

A. Program/Task
B. Responsibility
C. Cost and funding
D. Timetable
E. Performance Management
F. Program Evaluation
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INTRODUCTION

This set of guidelines has the luxury and the challenge of preaching to the converted.
Jewish communities understand and have been engaged in planning for a long time. The lead 
communities more than many others have made pioneering efforts in planning for Jewish 
education and continuity. Despite that advantage, all of us are acutely aware of the limitations 
in the available information and the magnitude of the task of setting out a plan that addresses the ־ H

u mg _ , e nt i r e r n r r im i iq ity  ck a !x K J * j

<S v. ׳
The purposes of these guidelines are to:

l U M x t  f 0
-  <?v.
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•e stab lish  a iim efram e for planning process bend*nW ks sp/that th^/frtet s t^ S s  of, 
e2 ס״עזirn'p 1 9m smtg*ion\:a ׳ ik  j Fmj 0f / l 993N —/

* offer approaches, methods, data collection instruments and other tools to use in the 
planning process, and

.these guidelines encompass the^full scope 19f the planning process, we acJmow]gdge-3-־nd 
emphasize ,that giVan •.•th8.-.reat. <00Mtramts^ f * t m r e T a n ^ ^ b r e g i i t ^ @ ^ n § ^ ^  s f c f f i m  y e a n  
feasibly carry out every step. Each community must strike a balance between thoroughness-and 
readiness to take am & r u

• give some measure of uniformity to the planning process that each of the lead 
communities will engage i1\  nrTfVmfflTtKr -

Each community willyfieed to tailor these guidelines to its own circumstances. WEHe' 
Adelines encompass the, full scope/qf the plapqing process, we ackqowledge-~and

As a general principle the object is to build upon the work and the research that has 
already been done in each com m unity^  It■ usually docs-not -TTTHfo^ sensel o  femv&nt thewbegh- 
On the other hand, it is sometimes necessary to retrace steps in order to enlist new constituents 
in a broad coalition.
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II. SELF-STUDY

Rationale

׳ S
Good information is the foundation of J 06d decision making. In real life, however, we 

are often required to take action based o n1  -ncomplete or imperfect knowledge. In planning--a׳
Uuv community-wide initiative on Jewisl^ediication^this i3 especially trae.-yThe self-study — learning 

more about themeeds, resources^dfnamics, and aspirations of the community -- therefore should

The first is oriented toward the first year action^lan, what can be learned that will 
inform decisicyj^and plans for the 1993-94 year./ A by-nfoduct of the first phase self study 
a׳ clearer definition'of what is not known that impacts ooahe critical choices. Delineation of the 
gaps iir1־ nformation will help frame the second pjrase of the self-study, a more thorough 
investigation which will then proceed over the nex^year and a half to two years.

vAj�"1GU>

y

-The basic purpose of~^1e self-study ■ ts4^«jvide־-a-baseline for Commiss-ion deliberations 
and establishment of program priorities. ~lLs|&uId,provide a common foundation of information 
for Commission members, level the playing'field about assumptions (without which participants 
in^the debate are driven to present opiijions and perceptions with the force of fact), enlighten 
even the most knowledgeable insider, add identify the critical issues and choices the Commission 
needs to address. It also: L_ /

/ •  Id e n tify  unserved and/Underserved needs for Jewish education, as perceived by groups 
within the community . /

• Help^ identify ccftical issues, or choices that will need to be addressed.

: \ • Provides a commoji base of information to enlighten decisions on critical issues.

• Clarify-a^eas, of agreement inm osiiog toward establishing ^.standarcfTof achievement
that is acceptable within the community, C Z f t t  (^AA/v\AA\>׳bU

H a d  l & A r  ... -  •  . J
Jhiri.Hflg'alSniit programs and priorities latar in-th-e p m r m  should be based on the best 

avaitebte information oa-sducatoi-Mgaiic‘ and-petential users oithe.pragram s.in  Jewish education.
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 - , will have several element#^ ׳
^י - ^ * •a y J^ lA a ^ a

As K•^%

riterprise in the community, including information

([ ■ifC r
I �5

Elements of Self-Study

A self study _gf Jewish education in a lead com 

(2) A needs analysis

(^) A profile of the Jewish educat 
on (see box 6):

StodenL participation ״
• Personnel characteri 

Program resource
• Financial resouj€es

"2 , Needs Analysis —5

A needs analysis identifies unserved and underserved needs for Jewish education, as 
perceived by groups within the community.

Educators’ Survey: The critical importance of personnel in Jewish education dictates that 
an educators’ survey be an early and major component of the needs analysis. Quality information 
about this fundamental human resource is invaluable, first for identifying priorities for improving 
the profession, and later for assessing the impact of community initiatives. Box 4 contains ideas 
for areas to cover in a survey of Jewish education personnel. G ftjU i ,

f w * .  $ Q + a j ?  t f f a k

The objeCt'from the beginnijjg-should be the developm ent o f  an ongoing database about 
p e rso n n ^ i/G iv en  thascope of (Jesired information on the.hum an Jew ish !education infrastrucUjf^; 
the edlicator’s surveyV ilL stirely  become iripreasingly sophisticated in subsjsqtJent years, a 1 C

O o O^K. 0■ S ן   * ^ aaX j a *-

Make sure to involve educators in the design of the survey. Involving people from the" 
field will improve the quality of the data elements selected, help avoid time and resource 
consuming efforts to obtain unavailable information, help pave the way when it comes time to 
collect data, and help mobilize educators to support the overall objectives of the commission.

Summarizing, the Initial thinking about the educator’s survey should take several factors 
into account: \  a

\ x  _ . . .  1 "
Categories of Inform'ation: What information is desired (see Box 4).

' \ ׳"־■׳ ׳׳״■׳ ׳  • t 
Imprgdtate vs. future round data: Consider ease of availability,.together with the ״
urg^ficy of need in ,establishing■• information sequencing. (See also Box 5, on

/ ,Targeting.")
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C f t S k X V *׳  ״ e W ,<?t׳
• Database: Allow for growth, in number of information fields as well as in number of
records. N----

• Involve educators.
/Jr

» Select staff or consultants: In selecting staff, or contracting with a consultant,
thoroughly review expectations and workplans.

c In view of the importance, complexity, and ongoing nature of this aspect of the lead 
community effort, it may be advisable to convene a special task force (if such a task force was 
not built into the organizing framework) to oversee this phase of work.

/ ""׳־־״״־
-.............................................................—...............־ /

Box 4: Educators’ Survey: 3»»86« *nt  Ca tegories for Inventory ( :״־■ ־־״■

• Demographic profile (e.g., sex, age, marital status, address)
/

• Affiliation preference
W : ■■־

• B3h » education background (e^g., degrees, Jewish and secular licensure, progress ־81
toward National Board licensure) r f

/

• In-service staff development /(par4,ic.ula-rlyT6״ouRses- and-w-0rkshops taken- in the
( 5 ^ : . 4 7  £  /  ^

• Jewish education experience (e.g., years of experience, present and recent positions, 
full-time and part-time; camp, other summer and other part-time jobs)

• Secular education positions p  c T ^ X u ^ \ ,  ' h  (

• Salary history, in Jewish education
/
/

• Inventory of formal and informal expertise (e.g., Judaic/Hebrew; age level 
specializations; teacher training, resource room management, special education; organizing,
supervisory or administrative skills). Classifiable as:

t

. Areas of knowledge 

. Skills

. Special talents
/

• Attitudinal questions (e.g., Jewish education career intentions; job satisfaction and 
priority concerns)
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I. FIRST STEPS

Rationale

First steps refer to preparations, to allow for smooth sailing once the serious work gets 
underway.

Major Activity Areas

There are two major areas for attention:

1. Initial mobilization of leadership (  1 ° ^  a M Ĵ׳  /
2. Introducing the idea into the community* r  • . a . ' J '  Z j *p0̂׳ "

Communities 
instrum ent for 

leadership is

lie community* • . a . ( } •  ^ j j c ^  

1^ s - 9fte- central ■objective !w  the Lead (

2. Introducing the idea into the community*

Building a "wall-to-wall coalition 
project. A widening net of stakeholder involvement iftJewish education is 
engaging a larger portion of the Jewish community. The mobilization of 

pivotal rtirtinp flairtr for achieving that objective.
 ̂ IC-CA^^O (Jjudk ;

The first issue is to identify^60re leadership to spearhearthe/effo rt, while devising a 
structure that allows a broad cross-section of the community to become actively engaged in the 
project. The leadership therefore must be carefully selected, and the structure must allow ample 
opportunity for constituents to obtain a stake in the process. Box 1, Concentric Circles of 
Leadership, suggests ^(framework for organizing the project.

Tasks

>־
Identif^/key leadership, including:

C  C ham pion ) i f  ^  ^  ^  
. Lay leaders and major donors 
. Educators 
. Rabbis 
. Professionals

Establish the ^wffiSgfctTCommission, composed with representation thivtVeflectstFie broa 
spectrum of the community. E.g., leadership from:

■ J U

ך-) . ( # v v ) A A S u U * d ~ - ^׳גי1 

Federation . *
. S^nappgtjes

. Communal agencies and organizations
Schools ar.-׳

C C ' s

־7

-
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Box 1: Concentric Circles of Leadership

One way to organize to reconcile the dual objectives of strong and thoughtful leadership 
coupled with wide involvement is to develop expanding circles of leadership. For 
example:

• Steering committee, composed of 10-15 members, delegated by the Commission to 
handle active operational responsibilities and decisions. The Steering Committee would 
meet approximately monthly, the full Commission every 3 months.

• Commission, composed of 35-50 members, serves as a forum for priority setting, 
policy development, long-range planning, coordination, and review of
task forces recommendations.

• Task Forces, to address substantive issues and make recommendations to the full 
commission, and/or to monitor and evaluate projects once they begin operations. (See 
below.)

 Ad Hoc Working Groups, to be set up on an ad hoc basis by individual task forces to ״
investigate special issues, work out program implementation details, confer with end users 
to ensure receptivity to program ideas or refine details, etc.

As a rule, broad representation of diverse constituencies is desirable at every level of 
organization. However, the top levels of leadership generally should contain a higher 
percentage of lay representation, while larger numbers of professionals, stakeholders, and 
agency staff are desirable on the task forces and ad hoc groups.
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• Compile packets of background information and distribute to each of the committee 
members. Box 2 contains a selection of materials that may be useful for this purpose.

Box 2: Examples of Background Materials

• A Time To Act

• Previous planning documents, particularly on Jewish education or continuity,

• Summary of most recent Jewish population study for your community.

• CIJE project descriptions
^  r

. **Best Practices'1

. Monitoring, Evaluation and Feedback

• Establish a detailed timetable for the project by working backward from the year one 
end date, as well as forward based on the amount of time work components will require.

Working with the chairperson of the committee, establish a schedule of committee 
meetings all the way through the first year of planning. Scan major Jewish and 
national holidays for conflicts. (See Box 3 for an illustrative schedule of steps.)

• Prepare a tentative agenda for the first committee meeting to review with the chair.

4
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Box 3: Illustrative Planning Framework

Committee Meeting SubjectDeliverable
c <rv\AMWf>^ ' a 7^_

(1) • Form oemmittse OSM
• Detailed workplan ,
• Agree on mandate

(2) • Form committees

• Design scheme
•  Profile of Jewish education; strengths and 
weaknesses
• Report on findings

Phase

Education

■2a. Desi gn - o f needs survey
2b. Presentation of profile 
2c. Discussion of findings

3. Resolve strategic issues; make 
choices

Formulate issuesCritical Issues

4. Approve mission/vision statements)Draft community mission statement. Mission or 
ision Statement

5. Recommendations on priorities; List o f  recommendations for each major, 
client-groap with priority rankings and 
priority sequencing

• Draft guidelines
• Define program priority areas and new 
initiatives
*-Issue call for program profxasate-

• Fundraising plan (e.g., potential donors, 
strategies, targets, timetable)

5. Strategies and 
Priorities for 
Action

6. Define program priorities6. Programs

7. Approve and agree on assignments 
for carrying out plan.

7. Financial
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3. Devise task force structure

It is helpful to organize task forces to address substantive issues and make 
recommendations to the full commission. Once pilot operations begin, the role of these 
committees can be modified to monitor and evaluate projects they have initiated.

There are several ways of organizing task forces. Here are some samples:

• Population grtmps,
. 1 - 5 :  ea^ly'childhood 
׳:13 - 6 . eleft(entary school age 
. 1 4 1 8 ^ ׳ : higli'school/post bar/bat-mitzvah

Delivery system, e.g.:
. Day schools
. Supplementary schools a c e i f c W )

. Informal ^?ograms iv. < a 2̂  ( J

:.Functional, the classic "Board of Directors" model, e.g־*
^ P fo £ f׳ a % /

Pilot projects
* —  Best practices

Fundraising
Coalition building and marketing/networking 
Monitoring and evaluation 
Educator’s survey

Issues to consider in deciding on the most effective approach for organizing include:

Bridge building: Likelihood of fostering collaboration, of enlisting membership 
in each committee that is representative of multiple constituencies.

among potentialEnergizing: Whether topic areas are likely to generate 
committee participants and stakeholders.

• A  ] Priorities: Do the topics represent articulated, or likely, priority areas of the
community 0r .the-.fiqmmiswio n. p
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The time and commitment of top djkjj״ leacfe1Fs}|to serve as chairs, and the depth of capable 
professionals to service the task forces are factors to consider in deciding on the number of 
committees.

J
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[draft: guide.06B 02-04-93]

LEAD COMMUNITIES PLANNING GUIDE

"Our goal should be to make it possible for every Jewish person, child or adult, 
to be exposed to the mystery and romance o f Jewish history, to the enthralling
insights and special sensitivities o f Jewish thought, to the sanctity and symbolism 
o f Jewish existence, and to the power and profundity o f  Jewish faith. As a motto 
and declaration o f hope, we might adapt the dictum that says, ’They searched 
from Dan to Beer Sheva and did not find an am ha ’aretz!’ ’Am ha ’aretz, ’ usually 
understood as an ignoramus, an illiterate, may for our purposes be redefined as 
one indifferent to Jewish visions and values, untouched by the drama and majesty 
o f Jewish history, unappreciative o f the resourcefulness and resilience o f the 
Jewish community, and unconcerned with Jewish destiny. Education, in its 
broadest sense, will enable young people to confront the secret o f Jewish tenacity 
and existence, the quality o f Torah teaching which fascinates and attracts 
irresistibly. They will then be able, even eager, to find their place in a creative 
and constructive Jewish community."

Professor Isadore Twer sky
A Time to Act, p. 19
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"It is clear that there is a core o f deeply committed Jews whose very way o f life 
ensures meaningful Jewish continuity from generation to generation. However, 
there is a much larger segment o f the Jewish population which is finding it 
increasingly difficult to define its future in terms o f Jewish values and behavior.
The responsibility for developing Jewish identity and instilling a commitment to 
Judaism for this population now rests primarily with education."

 Recent developments throughout the continent indicate that a climate exists today״
for bringing about major improvements. However, a massive program will have 
to be undertaken in order to revitalize Jewish education so that it is capable o f 
performing a pivotal role in the meaningful continuity o f  the Jewish people."

A Time to Act, pp. 15 & 16

Atlanta, Baltimore, and Milwaukee have taken on an exciting challenge and an awesome 
responsibility: to dramatically improve Jewish education throughout their communities, and in 
the process, to serve as beacons in this endeavor for others in North America. These "lead 
communities" will provide a leadership function for others in communities throughout the 
continent. Their purpose is to serve as laboratories in which to discover the educational practices 
and policies that work best. They will function as the testing places for "best practices" -- 
exemplary or excellent programs — in all fields of Jewish education.

INTRODUCTION

This set of guidelines has the luxury and the challenge of preaching to the converted. 
Jewish communities understand and have been engaged in planning for a long time. The lead 
communities more than many others have made pioneering efforts in planning for Jewish 
education and continuity. Despite that advantage, all of us are acutely aware of the limitations 
in the available information and the magnitude of the task of setting out a plan that addresses the 
challenges of the Lead Communities Project.

The purposes of these guidelines are to:

■ offer approaches, methods, data collection instruments and other tools to use in the 
planning process, and

■ give some measure of uniformity to the planning process that each of the lead 
communities will engage in.

Each community will, of course, need to tailor these guidelines to its own circumstances.
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As a general principle the object is to build upon the work and the research that has 
already been done in each community and use those as a point of departure for the Lead 
Communities Project. On the other hand, it is sometimes necessary to retrace steps in order to 
enlist new constituents in a broad coalition.

CIJE will serve as a resource and clearinghouse for lead communities as they proceed 
through the planning process: offering expertise, recommendations on methods or information 
collection instruments, linkages to national organizations, and a means by which the communities 
can share their approaches with each other.
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I. FIRST STEPS

"Fundamental to the success o f the lead communities will be the commitment o f  
the community and its key stakeholders to this endeavor. The community must be 
willing to set high educational standards, raise additional funding for education, 
involve all or most o f its educational institutions in the program, and thereby 
become a model for the rest o f the country. Because the initiative will come from  
the community itself this will be a "bottom-up" rather than a "top-down" effort."

A Time to Act, p. 68

Rationale

First steps refer to preparations, to allow for smooth sailing once the serious work gets 
underway.

Major Activity Areas

There are two major areas for attention:

1. Initial mobilization of leadership (lay, educators, rabbis and professionals)
2. Introducing the idea into the community

Building a "wall-to-wall coalition" of all key actors in the community who have a stake 
in Jewish education is an important initial step of the Lead Communities Project. A widening 
net of stakeholder involvement in Jewish education is one of our instruments for engaging a 
larger portion of the Jewish community. The mobilization of leadership is a pivotal element for 
achieving that objective.

The first issue is to identify and recruit core leadership to spearhead the lead communities 
effort, while devising a structure that allows a broad cross-section of the community to become 
actively engaged in the project. The leadership therefore must be carefully selected (lead 
communities may want to contact CIJE staff or board members for help in recruiting key people), 
and the structure must allow ample opportunity for constituents to obtain a stake in the process. 
Box 1, Concentric Circles of Leadership, suggests a possible framework for organizing the 
project.

Tasks

1. Identify and recruit key leadership, including:

■ Chair

4CIJE Planning Guide
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■ Lay leaders
■ Major donors
■ Educators
■ Rabbis
■ Other professionals

2. Establish the Lead Community Commission, composed with representation that includes top 
leadership from each of these groups and that reflects the broad spectrum of the community. 
E.g., leadership from:

■ Federation
■ Formal educational settings 

O schools
O synagogues

■ Informal educational settings 
o  JCCs
O camps

■ Communal agencies and organizations dealing with education

Box 1: Concentric Circles of Leadership

One way to organize to reconcile the dual objectives of strong and thoughtful leadership 
coupled with wide involvement is to develop expanding circles of leadership. For 
example:

• Steering committee, composed of 10-15 members, delegated by the Commission to 
handle active operational responsibilities and decisions. The Steering Committee would 
meet approximately monthly, the full Commission every 3 months.

• Commission, composed of 35-50 members, serves as a forum for priority setting, 
policy development, long-range planning, coordination, and review of
task forces recommendations.

• Task Forces, to address substantive issues and make recommendations to the full 
Commission, and/or to monitor and evaluate projects once they begin operations (see 
below.)

• Ad Hoc Working Groups, to be set up on an ad hoc basis by individual task forces to 
investigate special issues, work out program implementation details, confer with end users 
to ensure receptivity to program ideas or refine details, etc.

■ Compile packets of background information and distribute to each of the committee 
members. Box 2 contains a selection of materials that may be useful for this purpose.
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Box 2: Examples of Background Materials

• A Time To Act

• Previous planning documents, particularly on Jewish education or continuity, 
prepared by your community.

• Other studies and documents relating to the community’s educational systems.

• Summary of most recent Jewish population study for your community.

• CIJE project descriptions

O "Best Practices"

O Monitoring, Evaluation and Feedback 

O Goals Project

3. Convene Commission

■ Establish a detailed timetable for the project by working backward from the year one 
end date, as well as forward based on the amount of time work components will require.

Working with the chairperson of the committee, establish a schedule of committee 
meetings all the way through the first year of planning. Scan major Jewish and national 
holidays for conflicts. (See Box 3 for an illustrative schedule of steps.)

■ Prepare a tentative agenda for the first committee meeting to review with the chair.
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Box 3: Illustrative Planning Framework

Phase Deliverable Commission Meeting Subiect

1. Start-up • Form Commission
- Discuss the idea
- Detailed workplan 
Agree on mandate ־

• Form committees

la . Review o f project key ideas, aims 
and structures
lb. Review of workplan: Key 
methods and projects

- Best Practices
- dealing with goals
- Monitoring evaluation feedback 

project
lc . Develop charge to committees: 
main thrusts:

- personnel
community mobilization ־

2. Start Self-study 
(ongoing)

• Design scheme
• Profile of Jewish education: strengths and 
weaknesses
• Survey of educators in the community
• Report on findings

2a. Design of needs survey 
2b. Presentation of profile 
2c. Discussion of findings

3. Critical Issues • Formulate issues 3. Resolve strategic issues; make 
choices

4. Mission or 
Vision Statement

• Draft community mission statement 4. Approve missionA'ision statement

5. Strategies and 
Priorities for 
Action

• List of recommendations for each major 
area (personnel, community mobilization, 
Israel experience) with priority rankings 
and priority sequencing

5. Recommendations on priorities

6. Programs • Confer with CIJE, Best Practices
• Draft guidelines
• Define program priority areas and new 
initiatives
• Issue call for program implementation 
proposals

6. Define program priorities

7. Resource 
Development

• Fundraising plan (e.g., potential donors, 
strategies, targets, CIJE assistance, 
timetable)

7. Approve and agree on assignments 
for carrying out plan.

8. Subsequent 
year action plan

• Draft budget with resource objectives
• Compile summaries of program options
• Prepare first year implementation plan

8a. Select programs for next year 
8b. Approve overall implementation 
plan
8c. Set resources objectives (S)

7CIJE Planning Guide
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4. Devise task force structure

It is helpful to organize task forces to address substantive issues and make 
recommendations to the full commission. Once pilot operations begin, the role of these 
committees can be modified to monitor and evaluate projects they have initiated.

There are several ways of organizing task forces. Here are some samples:

■ Main thrusts of the recommendations of the Commission on Jewish Education in 
North America

O personnel
O community mobilization 
O research/self-study 
O Israel experience

■ Delivery settings, e.g.:
O day schools
O supplementary schools 
O programs in informal settings

■ Functional, the classic "Board of Directors" model, e.g.:
O pilot projects
O best practices
O goals/visions of Jewish education 
O monitoring and evaluation 
O fundraising
O coalition building and marketing/networking 
O educator’s survey 
O five year planning

Issues to consider in deciding on the most effective approach for organizing include:

■ Energizing: Whether topic areas are likely to generate excitement among potential 
committee participants and stakeholders.

■ Priorities: Do the topics represent articulated, or likely, priority areas of the Lead 
Communities Project.

■ Content expertise: How do staff knowledge and other resource experts relate to the 
potential topics? Do any of the organizing approaches make better use of available 
human resources?

■ Bridge building: Likelihood of fostering collaboration, of enlisting membership in 
each committee that is representative of multiple constituencies.
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The time and commitment of top lay leaders to serve as chairs, and the depth of capable 
professionals to service the task forces are factors to consider in deciding on the number of 
committees.
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n .  SELF-STUDY

"[An important step in mobilizing is...] to review the current state o f Jewish 
education in its various aspects. This will provide the basis for analyzing the 
problems, considering the achievements and shortcomings, and determining where 
the most promising opportunities for improvement might lie."

A  Time to Act, p. 31

Rationale

Obtaining reliable information about something as complex as a community’s educational system 
is an ongoing endeavor. Its payoffs are immediate, long-term, and continuous: as the community 
learns more about itself, its decision making will improve. Over time, the process will yield 
better and better quantitative and qualitative data about what exists in the community’s Jewish 
education system, how good it is, what people in the community want, what more is needed and 
what works better.

Lead communities can offer leadership in this area too, developing means, methods and 
experience for an ongoing process of serious self-study. Hopefully, the tools developed in lead 
communities will be disseminated for other communities to adopt and adapt. CIJE is a resource 
for designing and carrying out the self-study, as well as for disseminating findings and new 
products.

The initial purpose of the self-study is to provide commission members with an increasingly solid 
foundation of information, to enlighten even the most knowledgeable insider, and to identify the 
critical issues and choices the commission may choose to address. It will also help move the 
community towards establishing standards of achievement that the community aspires to.

The self-study process is an ongoing one; it will not be completed within the first year of the 
project. It is proposed that during the first year of the project the self-study include the following 
3 elements:

1. A profile of the Jewish education enterprise in the community, including the following:

■ Participation (absolute numbers, rates and trends)
■ Inventory of personnel, programs, institutions, organizations
■ Program resources
■ Financial resources

2. A needs analysis to focus during the first year on personnel-related issues, a central part of 
which will be an educator’s survey.

3. A follow-on agenda for continuing analysis during years 2-5.
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1. Profile

a. Develop demographic profile of Jewish education needs in the community.

■ Jewish population characteristics: cohort sizes (e.g., early childhood, school age lay 
leaders, adult education learners, college-age youth, other special groups, like mixed 
married couples)

b. Develop inventory of program capacities and participation rates (formal and informal 
programs) including:

■ A profile of the institutional resources, programs and services presently available in 
the community.

■ Present enrollments and participation rates (i.e., percent of group attending), and 
recent enrollment/participation trends.

■ Estimate of the capacity of each program if it is not being fully utilized.

(See Box 4 for categories of information to describe each program area.)

c. Develop profile of present Jewish education personnel by drawing on available data. (Note: 
knowledge of educator strengths and needs will be enriched as returns on the educator’s survey, 
discussed below, are compiled.)

■ Size of key groups of personnel (e.g., day school principals, day school teachers, 
supplementary, early childhood, camps counselors, JCC program staff, other informal 
education personnel) by institution/program

■ Employment status (full-time, part-time) and years of service (e.g. in current position, 
in Jewish education in community)

■ Qualifications, skills, expertise and background

■ Salary and benefit levels
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Box 4: Elements of an Institution or Program Profile

• Organizational:
ם  type of institution, program (e.g., day school, camp, retreat center, etc.) 
O denominational affiliation

• Students:
ם  enrollment and graduation trends 
O age range

• Educators:
O numbers of full- and part-time 
O areas of expertise 
O qualifications 
O turnover/retention rates

• Program components:
O subjects 
O degree(s) offered 
O in-service staff development 
O activity duration 
© methods
O support resources (e.g. library, training) and services

• Finances
O cost per unit of service 
O revenue and expenditure trends 
O major sources of revenue

d. Summarize community expenditure levels for major categories of services. E.g.:

■ Central agency
■ Day schools
■ Supplementary schools
■ JCC education services
■ Camps

2. Needs Analysis

A needs analysis identifies unserved and underserved needs for Jewish education. It will 
include:

■ Educator’s survey
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■ Market analysis: selected client/consumer groups
■ Assessment of quality

Educators’ Survey

Given the critical importance of personnel in Jewish education and its centrality in the 
Lead Communities Project, an educators’ survey should be an early and major component of the 
needs analysis. While the first round presentation of the community profile of Jewish education 
(see above) will compile presently available information on personnel, there are likely to be large 
gaps. Quality information about this fundamental human resource is invaluable, first for 
identifying priorities for improving the profession, and later for assessing the impact of 
community initiatives. Box 5 contains ideas for areas to cover in a survey of Jewish education 
personnel. Adapting or building upon educator surveys undertaken in recent years by other 
communities is also recommended. Communities may contact CIJE for assistance in identifying 
useful prototypes.

Make sure to involve experienced social scientists, and educators from formal and 
informal settings in the design and implementation of the survey. Involving people from the field 
will improve the quality of the data elements selected, help avoid time and resource consuming 
efforts to obtain unavailable information, help pave the way when it comes time to collect data, 
and help mobilize educators to support the overall objectives of the commission.

Summarizing, the initial thinking about the educator’s survey should take several factors 
into account:

■ Purpose of the survey: E.g.
O to provide detailed profile of personnel characteristics
O to understand personnel strengths, weaknesses and needs (e.g. qualifications, 
turnover, shortage areas)
O to establish a database for future comparisons

■ Potential uses, outcomes. E.g.:
O to identify in-services training needs
O to understand the structure of employment (is most of the work force very much 
part-time, vocational, or avocational, reasonably well paid, or not)
O to identify priorities for recruitment

■ Categories of Information: What information is desired (see Box 4)

■ Database: Allow for growth, in number of information fields as well as in number
of records

■ Involve educators from formal and informal settings

■ Select survey director, or researcher with requisite expertise. In selecting staff, or
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In view of the importance, complexity, and ongoing nature of this aspect of the lead 
community effort, it may be advisable to convene a special task force (if such a task force was 
not built into the organizing framework) to oversee this phase of work.

contracting with a researcher, thoroughly review assignments, expectations and workplans

Box 5: Educators’ Survey: Possible Categories for Inventory (Illustrative only)

• Demographic profile (e.g., sex, age, marital status, address)

• Affiliation

• Jewish education background (e.g., degrees, licensure, courses and programs)

• In-service staff development (subjects, scope and level)

• Work history

• Jewish education work experience (e.g., years of experience, present and recent 
positions, full-time and part-time weekly hours; camp, other summer and other part-time 
jobs)

• Secular education positions

• Salary history, in Jewish education

• Inventory of formal and informal expertise (e.g., Judaic/Hebrew; age level 
specializations; teacher training, resource room management, special education; organizing, 
supervisory or administrative skills). Classifiable as:

O Areas of knowledge 
O Skills 
O Special talents

• Attitudinal questions (e.g., Jewish education career intentions; job satisfaction and 
priority concerns)

Market Analysis

A market analysis attempts to quantify the unmet demand among different client groups 
for various Jewish education services/programs, and the potential pool of consumers who might 
participate if programs were made attractive enough to them.
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Unmet demand, conceptually at least, is relatively straightforward: the difference between 
those who seek to participate in a program or service, and the available openings. Quantifying 
the potential pool is somewhat more complex. At the largest extreme it quantifies everyone in 
the consumer group, or cohort. The portion of the group likely to participate, however, will be 
affected by many factors, such as improvements in personnel and community mobilization — the 
enabling options which are central to the success of this endeavor. Therefore, the market analysis 
should also seek insights on tactics to mobilize new segments of the community, and methods 
to recruit new people to participate in the enterprise of Jewish education.

Client Sub-groups: Jewish education takes place in formal and informal settings from 
infancy to grandparenting. There are no easy answers to the question of which (or 
whether any) sub-group or stage in life is the best one to start focusing attention and 
resources on. Therefore, with respect to potential client groups, two important issues 
should be articulated and addressed up-front:

1. Targeting: which client sub-group should be studied first?

2. Measures of Need: what is the appropriate definition of need?

Targeting: The first step is to select the key consumer groups, in addition to Jewish 
education professionals, to be the focus of research during the first round. One construct 
of categories from which to select client sub-groups is:

■ Early childhood
■ Ages 5-13
■ Post Bar/Bat Mitzvah
■ College age
■ Parents of young children
■ Singles
■ Empty nesters
■ Older adults

Given limited resources, it may make sense to fine tune the targeting still further by 
looking at specific age groups in particular program areas, for example, Israel programs 
for teens.
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Several criteria can be applied in making decisions about what information or which 
groups to target in the needs analysis.

• Present knowledge: How much is already known about the topic or the needs of the 
group? Has the issue or group previously been studied? Are there significant open 
questions about what the needs are or how they should be addressed?

• Priority: How high a priority is the topic or sub-group with respect to Jewish 
education? Are the needs of this group for Jewish education a major issue or concern in 
the community?

• Scope: Is the scope of its impact (for example because of size or centrality) likely to 
be large?

• Feasibility: What resources of time, effort, money are needed to answer the open 
questions? For example, does available personnel have the expertise to design and carry 
out the study? Are data collection instruments available in the community or elsewhere 
that can be adapted?

Box 6: Targeting

Measures of Need: There are three conceptual ways of considering need:

a. "Market:" Actual demand by a defined set of people.

b. "Standard:" A measure of how much people require, or, from the community 
perspective, what is needed to realize a set of aspirations.

c. "Receptivity:" What people might potentially respond to, i.e. "buy", but cannot 
articulate because it is not within their past experience.

In designing the needs analysis, you must decide which measure or measures will be most 
useful for each subgroup. The CIJE’s "Goals Project" and its "Best Practices" project may help 
reveal valuable insights which will help communities define appropriate measures. The criteria 
for targeting will be helpful in narrowing the measures as well (see also Box 6).
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Here are some other considerations to bear in mind in deciding how to measure need:

• Market measures are most appropriate when the institutions of the community are 
relatively powerless to design incentives or exercise leverage to influence individual 
choices, other than by improving the programs that are offered.

• Conversely, standards will be appropriate when community institutions are in a 
position to offer incentives or exercise leverage, and have a clear and definable stake in 
the outcomes of the service area. The caliber and training of professionals is one case in 
point. Another example is the quality of the curriculum.

• In a needs analysis it is virtually impossible to "measure" receptivity, for example to a 
charismatic teacher or leader, to an effective new recruitment strategy, or to a climate that 
has been transformed by the involvement and participation of new actors and stakeholders. 
It is possible to examine programs that have been successful elsewhere to expand the 
vision of decision makers, particularly when it comes time to elicit or develop program 
strategies. In the context of the needs analysis, it is useful to ponder more ambitious 
alternatives when the expressed needs aspire to a low level.

Box 7: Selecting the Measure of Need

Measures of Resources: Potential "needs" should be compared to available resources to 
identify areas of unmet need or "gaps". At the most basic level, a profile of educational 
resources should include:

■ Data on the numbers of programs, by type, their capacities (in terms of openings, 
places) and actual enrollments

■ Data on numbers of personnel (reprise from profile or survey) qualified for different 
program types — as a measure of shortages or capacity to serve more participants

■ Utilization of space

■ Levels of funding

■ Anticipated changes (including resources in the pipeline, such as new programs being 
planned or anticipated cutbacks)

Measures of Quality

Ideally, a profile of resources should also incorporate assessments of their quality. For 
example, while a community may appear to have enough supplementary school programs, the 
more crucial issue is how good are they?
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The quality of programs is generally measured by assessment of levels of achievement, 
or measures of performance. The task in Jewish education is substantially more difficult because 
of the paucity of satisfactory tests of knowledge or achievement, and the complexity of defining 
a set of generally acceptable standards. For these reasons, in the short run at least it makes sense 
to rely on "surrogate" measures of performance. For example, attendance and longevity/dropout 
statistics can be enlightening as indicators of changes in student performance. At the same time, 
lead communities may spearhead efforts to develop more direct measures of student performance. 
In undertaking developmental work of this sort, communities may want to draw upon the 
expertise of national organizations (e.g., CAJE, CJF, CLAL, JESNA, JCCA) and national training 
institutions with whom CIJE has developed partnerships.

If enrollment or attendance is low, or dropoff at age 13 is high, is it because the 
prospective students are not out there, no effort is made to recruit, the programs are poorly 
designed or because effort is needed to increase parental support? Information on the quality and 
effectiveness of programs is important for identifying strengths and weaknesses of the existing 
system, for developing strategies for improvement, and ultimately for establishing a baseline 
against which the impact of future efforts can be measured.

Regardless, the difficult in measuring quality dictates that in this area especially several 
iterations of study are necessary. Findings and gaps uncovered in one round define the task for 
the next round, as the community’s efforts to better evaluate, collect information and conduct 
surveys are implemented, and bear fruit.

Generally speaking, three types of measures can be used: (1) input, (2) output or
performance, and (3) outcomes. See Box 8 for examples of measures to consider. If you find 
an absence of information on effectiveness -- that, in itself, may suggest that critical issues for 
the community will be: How should programs be evaluated and against what criteria? What
are the characteristics of an excellent educational program? Should there be a process for setting 
community standards and "accrediting" programs? Should there be an effort to develop 
community-wide performance indicators and what should they be?
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designed or because effort is needed to increase parental support? Information on the quality and 
effectiveness of programs is important for identifying strengths and weaknesses of the existing 
system, for develop ing strategies for improvement, and ultimately for establishing a baseline 
against which the impact of future efforts can be measured. 

Regardless, the difficult in measuring quality dictates that in this area especially several 
iterations of study are necessary. Findings and gaps uncovered in one round define the task for 
the next round, as the community's efforts to better evaluate, collect information and conduct 
surveys are implemented, and bear fruit. 

Generally speaking, three types of measures can be used: (1) input, (2) output or 
performance, and (3) outcomes. See Box 8 for examples of measures to consider. If you find 
an absence of information on effectiveness -- that, in itself, may suggest that critical issues for 
the community will be: How should programs be evaluated and against what criteria? What 
are the characteristics of an excellent educational program? Should there be a process for setting 
community standards and "accrediting" programs? Should there be an effort to develop 
community-wide performance indicators and what should they be? 
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Box 8: Illustrative Measures of Quality and Effectiveness

• Measures of inputs are generally the easiest to obtain. Examples include: per capita 
expenditures for various age cohorts and programs, teacher/student ratios, average teacher 
salaries, per cent of teachers with advanced degrees, lay involvement, number of teachers 
participating in in-service training, curriculum units developed and introduced, 
increases/decreases in educator/participant contact hours, and etc. Comparisons can be 
made to provide perspective on where the community stands in relation to other 
communities and the nation on key indicators.

• Examples of output or performance measures include per cent of eligible population 
participating in formal and informal Jewish education by age group, levels of student and 
parent satisfaction, drop out rates pre and post bar(bat) mitzvah, performance on tests of 
Jewish knowledge, etc. Methods of collecting this information include sample surveys, 
questionnaires to program directors, focus groups (for satisfaction), self-studies by schools, 
alumni surveys, data collected by a central body such as the Board of Jewish Education or 
Federation, and information collected in recent Jewish population studies.

• Outcomes are the most difficult to measure. It is useful to articulate what these might 
be, even if the data is not available, because it will be helpful in developing the mission 
statement later on as well as for suggesting lines of future research. Examples of outcome 
measures would be self-definition and commitment to Jewish identity, values and 
practices; evidence of transmission of Jewishness to the next generation; affiliation with 
synagogues, communal organizations, support of Israel and Jewish institutions, etc.

Community Mobilization: Through the very process of moving forward as a lead
community and of engaging in the market analysis, findings will surface about the 
strengths and shortcomings on the awareness, involvement and commitment of various 
sectors of the community about Jewish education programs and commission initiatives. 
Examples of areas of potential attention include:

■ Communication and collaboration between program professionals and rabbis

■ Involvement of teachers, educators in informal settings in articulating problems and 
solutions

■ The size (and growth) of the cadre of committed and supportive lay leaders, parents 
and/or donors

■ The presence (or absence) of regular publicity/information announcements about 
Jewish education programs, performances, or initiatives (e.g. columns in the local Jewish 
newspapers, community program catalogues, regular flyers, etc.)
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These findings should be documented as part of the market analysis so that 
recommendations can be put forward to further mobilization of the community.

Summary of Benchmarks/Tasks

1. Design Needs Analysis

a. Focus: Select the primary element, issue or program to be studied

b. Measures: Decide on the method(s) for measuring the needs (see Box 8)

c. Develop Concept Scheme: Layout decisions on design for discussion with
commission

2. Collect Information: on present participation levels

3. Estimate Community Need/Demand

4. Gaps [3 minus 2]: a comparison of the market demand for the present programs will 
give an estimate of the unmet needs: who are the "unserved" or "underserved" groups 
in the community from the point of view of adult Jewish education?

5. Qualitative Analysis: compile findings on problems, and limitations on program 
quality or effectiveness and recommendations for improvement

6. Community Mobilization Impacts: compile findings and recommendations on
recruitment and deeper involvement of students, personnel, leadership, parents and other 
stakeholders
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Box 9: Methods

Defining Potential Markets: Four types of information can be used to identify the needs 
of user groups. As a rule, malleable methods should be employed because no single 
method will give a full picture of participation levels, and the quantitative and qualitative 
limitations in the programs available for different groups.

• Available demographic studies and data: enrollment trends, statistics on personnel 
involved in Jewish education and communal affairs (e.g., full-time, part-time, turnover, 
longevity ...), enrollment trends in local day and supplemental school programs (as a 
predictor of future personnel demands).

• Other national and local studies, commission and planning reports: such as the report of 
the Commission on Jewish Education in North America, local reports of task forces on 
Jewish continuity, and strategic planning reports that give insights on trends or external 
forces that will impact on needs. Experience in other cities can be analyzed for possible 
relevance. Opportunities for program modification or expansion will be identified where 
substantial unmet needs are documented and where new revenue opportunities appear to 
exist.

• Discussion or Focus groups: with selected consumer groups (such as day and 
supplementary school educators, synagogue lay leaders, students) to gain insights on 
access barriers as well as desires.

• Questionnaires: attitude surveys of selected sectors of the Jewish community: e.g. 
about student career interests; motivations for participating in specific program; views of 
institutional or program strengths or weaknesses; perceptions of their own needs or desires 
for Jewish education; and past and anticipated involvement in Jewish affairs.

Identify a variety of submarkets. Attempt to estimate the size of each submarket, the
extent of the need and the competition.
----- ---  --------------  . . ... -  ------------

3. Follow-on Agenda

Given the magnitude, complexity and the high stakes connected to developing the Lead 
Communities Project, self study should be on-going -- not a one-shot effort. Findings on one 
issue inevitably will raise more sophisticated questions. Moreover, limits on time and resources, 
information availability, and research capability dictate that the process be phased over a period 
of several years. The lead community will need to decide which parts of the self study to begin 
the first year, and which to postpone to later years.

Consequently, the objective should be to develop a design for years 2 through 5 for 
further data collection, in-depth studies in personnel, refinement of community mobilization 
efforts, and development of assessment instruments to better measure quality of formal and
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informal Jewish education programs (for example, achievement measures to test knowledge of 
supplementary school students).
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HI. CRITICAL ISSUES

"The Jews o f North America live in an open society that presents an 
unprecedented range o f opportunities and choices. This extraordinary 
environment confronts us with what is proving to be an historic dilemma: while 
we cherish our freedom as individuals to explore new horizons, we recognize that 
this very freedom poses a dramatic challenge to the future o f  the Jewish way o f 
life. The Jewish community must meet the challenge at a time when young people 
are not sure o f their roots in the past or o f their identity in the future. There is 
an urgent need to explore all possible ways to ensure that Jews maintain and 
strengthen the commitments that are central to Judaism.”

A Time to Act, p. 25-26

Rationale

In charting future directions, any community faces a number of important policy choices:
i.e., critical issues. Early discussions of the planning committee are the first step in identifying 
the critical issues in personnel and community mobilization. Findings emerging through the on- 
going self study, including information on educators, areas of needs in mobilizing the community, 
and program strengths and weaknesses, will help sort out and clarify the fundamental decisions.

Deliverables:

■ Explicit assumptions
■ Formulation of critical issues
■ Document summarizing consensus of committee on each critical issue 

Benchmarks and Methods

1. Assumptions: In designing the best possible system for coordinating and supporting Jewish 
education, there will be several fundamental "givens" (e.g., overcoming shortages in qualified 
Jewish education personnel will require a systemic action in many areas, not just a single 
program). These assumptions should be made explicit to ensure agreement by the commission. 
Assumptions on which there is not consensus may well become "issues" which the committee 
must address (see Box 10 for sample assumptions).
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1. Shortages in qualified Jewish education personnel will not be satisfactorily overcome 
until a series of systemic problems in the profession are addressed (e.g., salaries, training, 
career opportunities, empowerment in decision making) — not just one element.

2. Talented young adults can be enticed to enter careers in Jewish education if major 
communal leaders (lay, rabbis, educators, professionals) take an active role in the 
recruitment process.

3. Significant levels of increased funding for Jewish education will not materialize if 
community leaders are not included early in the planning and decision on actions.

4. Jewish education has a more powerful impact on students when formal and informal 
experiences are linked.

5. The delivery system needs to offer an opportunity for balance (creative tension) 
between community-wide perspectives and the perspectives of the religious movements 
(Reform, Conservative, Reconstructionist and Orthodox).

Box 10: Sample Assumptions

2. Critical Issues: The most important choices on enabling options faced by the community 
must be defined and resolved in order to set priorities in Jewish education. The planning 
committee will attempt to reach agreement on what the important questions regarding personnel, 
community mobilization, and future investment in Jewish education throughout the community.

The selection of the critical choices is as important as the commission’s decisions on their 
resolution. Omission of, or "papering over," a burning issue is likely to exacerbate future discord 
and confusion in the community. On the other hand, the omission may choose to table for the 
present a particular issue on which it is unable to achieve resolution. By this means it 
acknowledges recognition of an important problem and its intention to return to it.

Because the formulation of the critical issues is pivotal to the development of the mission 
and the rest of the planning process, you are urged to confer with CIJE and tap its resources. 
As with other parts of the process, CIJE will facilitate sharing experience with the other lead 
communities.

In defining and organizing choices, it may be useful to classify issues in cascading 
categories that proceed from more philosophic (i.e., mission) toward more operational (i.e., 
programmatic or organizational). (See Box 11 for types of issues.)
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Box 11: Classification of Issues

1. Mission-level issues -־ i.e. choices relating to the vision, philosophy and the role of 
the community in initiating or supporting the emerging needs.

2. Policy issues -־ i.e. choices relating to the broad policies relevant to carrying out 
the community’s mission. Some of these choices relate to professional 
development (e.g. the balance between in-service and pre-service training for pre- 
school teachers); recruitment (e.g. the balance between new entrants into the field, 
continuing education; re-training people from other fields); and community 
mobilization (e.g., the trade-offs between early action to create a sense of 
community support, versus the slower process of involvement of stakeholders in 
planning to build ownership).

3. Standards and Program Issues — choices relating to the content and level of 
programming in Jewish education (e.g. what form of in-service training: 
mentoring program, workshops and course offerings, personalized growth plan for 
each educator, some of each, or what kind of staff development incentive plan: 
completion bonus, waived fees, contractual requirement).

4. Resource and organization Issues — i.e. choices relating to the present or, more 
importantly, future capacity of the community to support mission and policies (e.g. 
the financial resources, agency roles, possible coordinative and integrative 
mechanisms). Stated differently, which actors, agents, or agencies will be/must be 
responsive to change on its Jewish education agenda.
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IV. MISSION OR VISION STATEMENT

"Jewish education must find, a way to transmit the essence o f  what Jewish life is 
all about, so that future generations o f Jews will be impelled to search for  
meaning through their own rich traditions and institutions. Judaism must be 
presented as a living entity which gives the Jews o f today the resources to find  
answers to the fundamental questions o f life as readily as it did for our ancestors 
through the centuries."

A Time to Act, P. 27

Rationale

The heart of a strategic plan is a mission (or vision) statement, which should project a 
clear view of the aspirations of the community. The mission statement for the lead community 
should project a self-image of the community in relation to the enabling options for Jewish 
education. A good mission statement not only suggests what the community wants to accomplish 
but what it does not seek to accomplish; at the broadest level, it identifies whom it seeks to serve 
and how.

The mission statement is the result of a process that includes deliberation by and 
consultation with a broad cross section of the community -- lay leaders, scholars, rabbis, 
educators and communal professionals, parents and other stakeholders.

Deliverable

A concise mission statement.

Benchmarks and Methods

Because of its importance, and the difficulty of crafting a good one, the mission statement 
needs to be the product of substantial analysis and discussion; it should be prepared in the middle 
of the planning process, not at the beginning. The CIJE goals project may be of help to 
communities as they formulate missions.

It should represent the resolution of mission-level critical issues and frame a broad 
response to the needs assessment. Some parts of the mission statement are not likely to be very 
controversial; others might be. It is helpful to identify the major options in relation to each 
critical issue as a framework for the key discussion at which the mission statement gets 
formulated (see illustration in Box 12 below):
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Box 12: Illustrative Mission/Options Chart

CRITICAL ISSUES OPTION A OPTION B OPTION C

1.0 Depth or 
breadth in near term 
(i.e. next 1-1/2 
years) new 
programs for 
personnel

Resources should be 
targeted on one key 
group of Jewish 
educators, such as 
senior educators in 
schools and 
informal settings

Programs should be 
designed to impact 
on all categories 
more or less equally 
of Jewish educators

Every Jewish 
educator should 
some benefit from a 
new program, 
however, at least 
xx% of the total 
new resources 
should be targeted 
to a single group

2.0 Priority for 
leadership training 
recruitment

Senior leaders 
should be recruited

Promising young 
talent, future leaders, 
should be recruited

Placement in 
programs based on 
motivation and self 
selection, on a first 
come first served 
basis

3.0 Community 
posture on an Israel 
experience for 
young people

Community 
responsibility to 
insure that every 
young person has an 
Israel experience 
opportunity

Joint community- 
congregation-family 
responsibility to 
insure that every 
young person has an 
Israel experience 
opportunity

Community 
responsibility to 
insure that xx% of 
young people have 
an Israel experience 
opportunity
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V. SETTING STRATEGIES AND PRIORITIES

"... the needs o f education have seemed to be less urgent, less insistent, more 
diffused [than other issues]; a problem that could be dealt with at some point in 
the future when more pressing problems have been solved. This is an illusion.
... we can no longer postpone addressing the needs o f Jewish education, lest we
face an irreversible decline in the vitality o f the Jewish people."

A Time to Act, p. 28

Rationale

The purpose of this part of the planning process is to insure that Jewish communal 
resources available for Jewish education are directed to the lead community’s needs and mission. 
This is accomplished by selecting effective strategies or policies, and setting appropriate 
priorities.

The policies in the plan represent resolutions of the critical issues identified above. 
Resolution of an issue need not strictly adhere to the alternatives that were considered when the 
issue was defined. It may combine elements of several choices or be an alternative not 
previously thought of.

Establishing priorities for any community is extremely difficult: first, because of the large 
number of programmatic options it would be desirable to undertake to increase community 
support or to build the Jewish education profession (e.g., increase salaries, upgrade senior 
educators, recruit new talent, expand training programs, open a resource center, develop a 
mentoring program, etc.); and second, because of the multiplicity of constituencies, and their 
differing values. A particular educational service may be very important to one group and 
unimportant to another. The challenge is to develop an approach in which all important views 
are heard, and then strategies and priorities are developed to insure that the community does not 
scatter its limited resources.

"Priorities" are seen as judgments about relative importance that inform decisions about 
use of non-fiscal resources (such as leadership and staff of community agencies), resource 
development (such as foundation and endowment development), as well as dollar allocation 
decisions in the budgeting process.

Deliverables

■ List of policy recommendations for the improvement of community mobilization

■ Recommended priority rank and desirable sequence for each recommendation

■ List of criteria used to select and rank policy recommendations
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" ... the needs of education have seemed to be less urgent, less insistent, more 
diffused [than other issues]; a problem thal could be dealt with at some point in 
the future when more pressing problems have been solved. This is an illusion . 
... we can no longer postpone addressing the needs of Jewish educati.on, lest we 
face an irreversible decline in the vitality of the Jewish people." 

A Time to Act, p. 28 

Rationale 

The purpose of this part of the planning process is to insure that Jewish communal 
resources available for Jewish education are directed to the lead community's needs and mission. 
This is accomplished by selecting effective strategies or policies, and setting appropriate 
priorities. 

The policies in the plan represent resolutions of the critica I issues identified above. 
Resolution of an issue need not strictly adhere to the alternatives that were considered when the 
issue was defined. It may combine elements of several choices or be an alternative not 
previously thought of. 

Establishing priorities for any community is extremely difficult: first, because of the large 
number of programmatic options it would be desirable to undertake to increase community 
support or to build the Jewish education profession (e.g., increase salaries, upgrade senior 
educators, recruit new talent, expand training programs, open a resource center, develop a 
mentoring program, etc.); and second, because of the multiplicity of constituencies, and their 
differing values. A particular educational service may be very important to one group and 
unimportant to another. The challenge is to develop an approach in which all important views 
are heard, and then strategies and priorities are developed to insure that the community does not 
scatter its limited resources. 

"Priorities" are seen as judgments about relative importance that inform decisions about 
use of non-fiscal resources (such as leadership and staff of community agencies), resource 
development (such as foundation and endowment development), as well as dollar allocation 
decisions in the budgeting process. 

Deliverables 

■ List of policy recommendations for the improvement of community mobilization 

■ Recommended priority rank and desirable sequence for each recommendation 

■ List of criteria used to select and rank policy recommendations 
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Benchmarks and Methods

Good methods of priority analysis inform and support human judgment, but do not try to 
supplant it; formulas or mechanical weighing or scoring methods are typically not useful.

Options are the items to be ranked in setting priorities for improving personnel and 
mobilizing the community. In other words, an "option" is a direction, service, or new initiative 
that is a potential recipient or user of a commission resource. An options structure is an 
organized, systematic listing of all the possible options. The decision as to what to list as an 
option is an absolutely crucial one; for once that decision is made, it defines what gets ranked 
in priority-setting.

A good structure for priority-setting should help decision makers connect broad concerns 
with specific services or programs — both those that exist as well as those program or services 
that do not, but that reflect community concerns.

There are three sources of criteria relevant to setting priorities among options:

■ Criteria that are suggested by analyses of community needs in other areas. Other
things being equal, one would tend to give priority to settings where the total needs are
very large (e.g. personnel for supplementary schools) or where the gap between existing
and needed services is the largest (e.g. in-service education).

■ Criteria that derive from the community’s mission statement.

■ Criteria that derive from continental experience in planning for Jewish education.
CIJE may be able to provide assistance in this area.

Sample criteria for the selection of effective strategies (policies) and priorities are 
illustrated in Box 13.
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• Supports professionalization of principals, teachers, and educators in informal settings — 
including incentives for higher levels of education.

• Broadens lay leader involvement and support of Jewish education.

• Maximizes effective utilization of resources (minimize duplication).

• Maximizes the opportunity to integrate formal and informal educational techniques 
(e.g., family shabbatonim; camping + study programs; Israel study programs).

• Incorporates principles and methods that work, as documented by CIJE’s "Best 
Practices" project.

Box 13: Sample Criteria for Selecting Strategies and Priorities
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Practices" project. 
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VI. DESIGNING PROGRAMS/PILOT PROJECTS

"Jewish education must be compelling ״  emotionally, intellectually, and spiritually
-- so that Jews, young and old, will say to themselves: ’I have decided to remain
engaged, to continue to investigate and grapple with these ideas, and to choose an
appropriate way of life.’ "

A Time to Act, p. 26

Expanded, modified, and new programs of course are the most tangible part of the effort 
to improve Jewish education throughout the community. In the context of a lead community, 
they are important not just for the promise they hold to improve the enterprise, but also because 
they can serve as visible demonstrations that help attract larger circles of adherents.

The recent history of Jewish education, as with many other enterprises, contains instances 
of programs hastily put together to address frustrating problems. Here we hope to shift the 
emphasis toward the tried, proven and planned. "Best Practices," a CIJE project that is 
documenting successful programs throughout the continent and organizing them in a variety of 
categories, should be immensely helpful here. "Best Practice" programs are being classified in 
six areas:

■ Supplementary schools
■ Early childhood Jewish education
■ JCCs
■ Israel experience
■ Day schools
■ Jewish camping

The "Best Practices" project is now developing a method by which lead community 
planners and educators can learn from the best practices it has document and begin to introduce 
adaptations of those ideas into their own communities. This can occur through a wide range of 
activities including: site visits by lead community planners to observe best practices in action; 
visits by best practice practitioners, to lead communities; workshops with educators in lead 
communities, etc.

We envision programs being launched in two stages: first a few pilot projects to get 
started; and a subsequent series of programs reflecting the vision and priorities of the 
Commission.

Pilot Projects

A community may wish to launch a small number of pilot programs early in the process 
to begin getting results, to test ideas about which it has a reasonably high level of confidence of 
success, to gain visibility for its lead community project, and to mobilize the community and
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create a sense of excitement. Programs selected as pilot should be ones which are likely to be 
consistent with long term directions, or likely to show results in a short period of time. Box 15 
contains sample criteria for use in selecting pilot projects.

Selecting pilot projects that address high priority enabling options — namely personnel and 
community mobilization -- is another way of helping to ensure the viability of the effort. Sample 
pilot programs are listed in Box 16.

Box 15: Sample Criteria for Pilot Project Selection

• Improves the profession (teachers, principals, and informal educators)

• High visibility -- likely to reinforce community mobilization efforts (e.g. catalyze 
stakeholder support)

• Maximizes the opportunity to replicate good results from other communities (e.g., via 
"Best Practices")

• Promotes multi-agency programming and cooperation

• Draws upon the resources and expertise of national training organizations (i.e., via CIJE 
partnerships)

• Can feasibly be implemented quickly
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Box 16: Sample Ideas for Pilot Projects

Personnel

• In-service training for educational leadership — school principals and JCC program 
directors.

• In-service training for 2 teachers and 2 informal educators from each institution.

• Summer seminar in Israel for selected educators

Community Mobilization

• Leadership training program for congregational and agency board members

• A  series of public forums on the Lead Community idea, "Best Practices" and/or goals 
and visions for Jewish education

Commission Programs

A coherent set of programs should evolve from the commission process, reflecting the 
vision, strategies, priorities, and recommendations of the Commission. A refined set of criteria 
for program selection should also naturally evolve from those deliberations.

Program Selection: There are several methods for developing programs and working out 
program implementation details:

■ Delegate responsibility for specific recommendations to agencies
■ Empower task forces as part of commission deliberations.

Box 17 offers suggestions for developing program recommendations which, with some 
modifications, apply to each of the above selection approaches.
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• Adapt commission criteria for evaluating ideas

• Develop list of promising program ideas: review "Best Practices" materials for 
promising programs, confer with CIJE, best practices sites, and/or national institutions

• Review most promising ideas for content, scope of impact, and quality

• Test assumptions: define questions and obtain answers

• Review with CIJE, national experts, and local users

• Detail program needs, operations and implementation

• Estimate costs

• Set priorities and phasing among program ideas

• Present priorities and justification to Commission

Box 17: Steps in Developing Program Recommendations
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VII. FINANCIAL RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT

"... the environment in the Jewish community is not sufficiently supportive o f the
massive investment required to bring about systemic change. This affects the
priority given to Jewish education, the status o f the field o f Jewish education and 
the level o f  funding that is granted."

A Time to Act, p. 41

Lead communities will need to develop a short-term and a long-term strategy for 
obtaining funding to support Commission initiatives. Obvious potential categories include:

■ Annual campaign allocations for local services (either increased amounts or 
reallocations)

■ Creation or expansion of a fund for Jewish education

■ Major donors

■ Foundations (Jewish oriented, and possibly secular ones also)

Naturally, early on primary attention will focus on obtaining resources for start-up efforts. 
CIJE will assist lead communities by establishing and nurturing contacts between foundations 
interested in specific programmatic areas, and lead communities that are developing, modifying, 
or expanding their efforts in those areas.

We recommend that fundraising for this effort proceed in a planful way, much like the 
annual campaign:

1. Identify potential funders in different categories, e.g.:

O Major donors 
O Medium/large donors 
O Family foundations 
O Community foundations 
O National foundations

2. Review strategies with CIJE

3. Match programs to funder interests

4. Identify person/team to make first contact. Consider enlisting Commission members 
for this role.

5. Follow-up, as appropriate.
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January 18, 19921 O  Dr. Shulamith Elster

Annette Hochstein & Shmuel Wygoda

Dear Shulamith,

Re: The Planning Guide

We are forwarding to you a heavily revised version of the first 
part of the planning guide. Of course what I added needs 
language editing to fit within the tone of the whole document. 
We would love to have your comments on this and would 
appreciate your giving copies to Art Rotman and Jim Meier/Jack 
Ukeles. Would you like to set up a conference call with Jim, 
Jack, yourself and us here to discuss the next draft? It would 
be great if that could be the final one.

•• 

~ · l . Dr. Shulamith Elster January 18, 1992 

Annette Hochstein & Shmuel Wygoda 

Dear Shulamith, 

Re: The Planninq Guide 

We are forwarding to you a heavily revised version of the first 
part of the planning guide. Of course what I added needs 
language editing to fit within the tone of the whole document. 
We would love to have your comments on this and would 
appreciate your giving copies to Art Rotman and Jim Meier/Jack 
Ukeles. Would you like to set up a conference call with Jim, 
Jack, yourself and us here to discuss the next draft? It would 
be great if that could be the final one. 

Best regards, 
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LEAD COMMUNITIES PLANNING GUIDE

INTRODUCTION

This set of guidelines has the luxury and the challenge of preaching to the converted. 
Jewish communities understand and have been engaged in planning for a long time. The lead 
communities more than many others have made pioneering efforts in planning for Jewish 
education and continuity. Despite that advantage, all of us are acutely aware of the limitations 
in the available information and the magnitude of the task of setting out a plan that addresses the

The purposes of these guidelines are to:
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* offer approaches, methods, data collection instruments and other tools to use in the 
planning process, and

• give some measure of uniformity to the planning process that each of the lead 
communities will engage in i n i
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Each community will/\need to tailor these guidelines to its own circumstances, "®■■fe

As a general principle the object is to build upon the work and the research that has 
already been done in each community^
On the other hand, it is sometimes necessary to retrace steps in order to enlist new constituents 
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I. FIRST STEPS

Rationale

First steps refer to preparations, to allow for smooth sailing once the serious work gets 
underway.

Major Activity Areas

There are two major areas for attention:

1. Initial mobilization of topkleadership
2. Introducing the idea into the community , \ . . ,
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Building a "wall-to-wall coalition״A«eee*«wi11ileii^eeli*»/t5rtHeLead^Communities 
project. A  widening net of stakeholder involvement inJewish education mstrumentsfor
engaging a larger portion of the Jewish community. The mobilization of fany■* leadership is 

pivotal for achieving that objective.
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The first issue is to identifyAcore leadership to spearhead theAeffort, while devising a 
structure that allows a broad cross-section of the community to become actively engaged in the 
project. The leadership therefore must be carefully selected, and the structure must allow ample 
opportunity for constituents to obtain a stake in the process. Box 1, Concentric Circles of 
Leadership, suggests a^framework for organizing the project.
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Box 1: Concentric Circles of Leadership

One way to organize to reconcile the dual objectives of strong and thoughtful leadership 
coupled with wide involvement is to develop expanding circles of leadership. For 
example:

• Steering committee, composed of 10-15 members, delegated by the Commission to 
handle active operational responsibilities and decisions. The Steering Committee would 
meet approximately monthly, the full Commission every 3 months.

• Commission, composed of 35-50 members, serves as a forum for priority setting, 
policy development, long-range planning, coordination, and review of
task forces recommendations.

• Task Forces, to address substantive issues and make recommendations to the full 
commission, and/or to monitor and evaluate projects once they begin operations. (See 
below.)

• Ad Hoc Working Groups, to be set up on an ad hoc basis by individual task forces to 
investigate special issues, work out program implementation details, confer with end users 
to ensure receptivity to program ideas or refine details, etc.
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• Compile packets of background information and distribute to each of the committee 
members. Box 2 contains a selection of materials that may be useful for this purpose.

Box 2: Examples of Background Materials

A  Time To Act

• Previous planning documents, particularly on Jewish education or continuity,
prepared by your community. _ . ־ a ,
� O+Ker Qnol do c.urrse \̂Vs ct.WV1�f\̂  4-ke. C0crvr»s.v«\\Vij4 ccî c*.T100(M�.
• Summary of most recent Jewish population study for your community.

• C IJE  project descriptions

. "Best Practices"

. Monitoring, Evaluation and Feedback

~l  » <3-oa\s fr-ojeck_J
• Establish a detailed timetable for the project by working backward from the year one 
end date, as well as forward based on the amount of time work components will require.

Working with the chairperson of the committee, establish a schedule of committee 
meetings all the way through the first year of planning. Scan major Jewish and 
national holidays for conflicts. (See Box 3 for an illustrative schedule of steps.)

• Prepare a tentative agenda for the first committee meeting to review with the chair.

4

• Compile packets of background information and distribute to each of the committee 
members. Box 2 contains a selection of materials that may be useful for this purpose. 

Box 2: Examples of Background Materials 

• A Time To Act 

• Previous planning documents, particularly on Jewish education or continuity, 
prepared bv your community. . 
• 0-f.her .sh.Jdi\~ o.ncl do c.vrr-.V\"ts -t\~ ~"'-C\ -b -\+.e_ C..O""TT'-v~ \ ~ dvCA.+10,-,~ ~-de I"\ 
• Summary of most recent Jewish population study for your community. 

• CIJE project descriptions 

• "Best Practices" 

• Monitoring, Evaluation and Feedback 

• Establish a detailed timetable for the project by working backward from the year one 
end date, as well as forward based on the amount of time work components will require. 

Working with the chairperson of the committee, establish a schedule of committee 
meetings all the way through the first year of planning. Scan major Jewish and 
national holidays for conflicts. (See Box 3 for an illustrative schedule of steps.) 

• Prepare a tentative agenda for the first committee meeting to review with the chair. 

4 
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Box 3: Illustrative Planning Framework 

'.t Self-study 
(Needs Analysis 
and Profile) 

J. Critical Issues 

4. M1ss10n or 
Vision Statement 

S. Strategies and 
Priorities for 
Action 

6. Programs 

7. Financial 
Resource 

Deliverable 

(1) • Form committee 
• Detailed workplan 
• Agree on mandate 

(2) • Fonn committees 

• Design scheme 
• Profile of Jewish education: strengths and 

:1knesses 
• Rt: 

ajor 
client gr p wtth pnoruy rankings an 

aft gu1dcltnes 
efine prog:am pnorny areas and new 

1n1t1a11ves 
• Issue call for program proposals 

• Fundra1sing plan (e.g., potential donors, 
stra1eg1~. targets, 11mc1able) 

• Dr:ifi budget with rcsouro: ob1ec11ves 
• Compile summancs of program op11ons 
• Prepare first year implemen1atton plan 

Commmce Mee11n 

la. MaJor issues in ish Educ:auon 
plan 

arge" 10 comm111ecs 

2a es1gn of needs survey 
. Presentation of profile 

2c. Discussion of findings 

3. Resolve strareg,c issues: make 
choices 

-1. Approve m1:.s10111v1sion sta1cment(s) 

5. Rccommend:lllons on prion11es 

Sa. Set resource object1 

Sb. Select programs for neic1 
Sc. Approve overall implemen1a11 
plan 

I 
• 

.-::--c:::: ---------------» 
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a. Main thrusts 
personnel ־

- community mobilization

b. Key methods and projects

- best practices

- dealing with goals

- Monitoring evaluation 

feedback projects

c. Structures: C U E  and Lead 

Community Commission

D eliverab le

(1) Form commission

* Discuss the idea

* Detailed workplan

* Agree on mandate

(2) Form committees

2. Review  of workplan

3. Develop charge to 

committees

+  Design educator's survey 

V  Presentation of profile 

;*D iscussion of findings

* Design scheme

* Su rvey of educators in 

the community

* Profile of Je w ish  

education; strengths and 

weaknesses

* Report on findings

3. Resolve strategic issues; make 

choices
Formulate issues

4. Approve mission/vision 

statement
* Draft community mission statement

* List of recommendations for each - 1 - 5 .  Recomm endations on
, ^ 0 (  n1^> T to rv  

major area (personnel^with B t f t h e n ^ 0r' teS

priority rankings and priority

sequencing

6. Define program priorities* Draft guidelines

* Define program priority areas 

and new initiatives

7. Approve and agree on 

assignments for carrying 

out plan.

8a. Se lect programs for 

next year 
8b. Approve overall 

implementation plan 

8c. S e t resources objectives ($)

* Fundraising plan (e.g., 

potential donors, strategies, 

targets, timetable)

* Draft budget with resource 

objectives

* Prepare first year 
implementation plan

Phase 

1. Start up

2. Start self-study 

(ongoing)

Critical Issues

Mission or Vision Statem ent

5. Strategies and Priorities 

for Action

6. Programs

7. Financial Resource 

Development

8. First Year Action 

Plan

3־ *

r ., ~1,r'li'G 
Box 3 : lllu•uali11~ramewo,lt 

.., 

~ 
1. Start up 

2. Start self-study 

(ongoing} 

Critical Issues 

Mission or Vision Statement 

5. Strategies and Priorities 

for Action 

6. Programs 

7. Financial Resource 

Development 

8. First Year Action 

Plan 

Deliverable 

(1) Form commission 

• Discuss the idea 

• Detailed workplan 

• Agree on mandate 

(2) Form committees 

• Design scheme 

• Survey of educators in 

the community 

• Profile of Jewish 

education; strengths and 

weaknesses 

• Report on findings 

• Formulate issues 

• Draft community mission statement 

Comm,nee Meeung ~ 

l . ~lhe Lead Communities 

a. Main thrusts 

• personnel 

· community mobilization 

b. Key methods and projects 

· best practices 

• dealing with goals 

• Monitoring evaluation 

feedback projects 

c. Structures: CIJE and Lead 

Community Commission 

2. Review of workplan 

3. Develop charge to 

committees 

* Design educator's survey 

~ Presentation of profile 

:,, Discussion of findings 

3. Resolve strategic issues; make 

choices 

4. Approve mission/vision 

statement 

• List of recommendations f~each ..., • • .l • 5. Recommendations on 
, ....._"'v"\1 r,-.,o, \1 "1.A no,-., 

major area (personnell,,.w1th "'-S,.,.J i;,, ~~,,~~ pnorttes 

priority rankings and priority ~ 
sequencing 

• Draft guidelines 

• Define program priority areas 

and new initiatives 

• Fundraising plan (e.g., 

potential donors, strategies, 

targets, timetable) 

• Draft budget with resource 

objectives 

• Prepare first year 

implementation plan 

6. De fine program priorities 

7. Aprprove and agree on 

assignments for carrying 

out p,an. 

Sa. Select programs for 

ne>:t year 

Sb. Approve overall 

implementation plan 

Sc. Set resources objectives ( $ l 



3. DeviseVisk force structure

It is ^ lp fu l to organize task forces to address substa^nve issues and make 
recommendationXto the full commission. Once pilot operation^oegin, the role of these 
committees can beViodified to monitor and evaluate projects thej^ave initiated.

There are seve\l ways of organizing task forces. Herepre some samples:

Population grouVs, e.g.: g ״
. 1-5:  earl\childhood g
. 6-13:  elemfentary school age g
. 14 - 18: hign«chool/post bar/bat-mitz^i

• Delivery system, e.g.: \  a
. Day schools \  M
. Supplementary sch\pls g
. Informal programs \  g

• Functional, the classic "BoardVf D ilators" model, e.g.:
. Programs \  M

- Pilot projects
- Best practices

. Fundraising M \

. Coalition building and nfarketine/networking 

. Monitoring and evaluaifon \

. Educator’s survey g  \

. Five year planning g  \

• Programmatic, e.g.: g  \
. Personnel g  \
. Israel experien* \
. Synagogue programs \

Issues to consider in^eciding on the most effective a p p V 1ch for organizing include:

 Bridge buijping: Likelihood of fostering collaboratiWi, of enlisting membership ״
in each (^nmittee that is representative of multiple constituencies.

Energising: Whether topic areas are likely to generate exc^ment among potential 
comJnittee participants and stakeholders. \

B^orities: Do the topics represent articulated, or likely, pnfcrity areas of the
^community or the commission. X

3. Devise 

It is lpful to organize task forces to address substa issues and make 
recommendation to the full commission. Once pilot operation. egin, the role of these 

edified to monitor and eva luate projects theY. ave initiated. 

ways of organizing task forces. re some samples: 

• Population grou , e.g.: 
1 - 5: earl. childhood 
6 - 13: ele ntary school age 
14 - 18: high chool/post bar/bat-rnitzv 

• Delivery system, e.g.: 
Day schools 
Supplementary sch 
Informal programs 

• Functional, the classic "Board 
Programs 

- Pilot projects 
- Best practices 

Fundraising 
Coali tion building and 
Monitoring and evalu 
Educator's survey 
Five year planning 

• Programmatic, e.g.: 
Personnel 

Issues to consider in eciding on the most effective app 'tch for organizing include: 

• 

• 

ing: Likelihood of fostering collaborat1 , of enlisting membership 
mittee that is representative of multiple c 

· ing: Whether topic areas are likely to generate exc ment among potential 
ittee participants and stakeholders. 

orities: Do the topics represent articulated, or likely, areas of the 
ommunity or the commission. 

-
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3. Devise task force structure

It is helpful to organize task forces to address substantive 
issues and make recommendations to the full commission. Once 
pilot operations begin, the role of these committees can be 
modified to monitor and evaluate projects they have initiated.

There are several ways of organizing task forces. Here are 
some samples:

* Main thrusts of the recommendations of the Commission
on Jewish Education in North America

* Personnel
* Community mobilization
* Research/self-study
* -XXX■ ds־ PCVd-/

* Delivery systems, e.g.:
* Day schools
* Supplementary schools
* Programs in informal settings

* Functional, the classic "Board of Directors" model,
e.g. :

* Pilot projects
* Best practices
* On the gparls of Jewish education
* Monitoring and evaluation
* Fundraising
* Coalition building and marketing/networking
* Educator's survey
* Five year planning

Issues to consider in deciding on the most effective ap- 
proach for organizing include:

* Bridge building: Likelihood of fostering collaboration,
of enlisting membership in each committee that is represen- 
tative of multiple constiuencies.

* Energizing: Whether topic areas are likely to generate 
among potential committee participants and stakeholders.

* Priorities: Do the topics represent articulated, or
likely, priority areas of the Lead Community Project.

The time and commitment of top lay leaders to serve as 
chairs, and the depth of capable professionals to service the 
task forces are factors to consider in deciding on the number of 
committees.

3. Devise task force structure 

It is helpful to organize task forces to address substantive 
issues and make recommendations to the full commission. Once 
pilot operations begin, the role of these committees can be 
modified to monitor and evaluate projects they have initiated. 

There are several ways of organizing task forces. Here are 
some samples: 

* Main 
on Jewish 

* 
* 
* 
* 

thrusts of the recommendations 
Education in North America 
Personnel 
community mobilization 
Research/self- study 
~'.Is-~I £l'"p--n~c~ 

* Delivery systems, e.g.: 
* Day schools 
* Supplementary schools 
* Programs in informal settings 

of the Commission 

* Functional, the classic II Board of Directors" model, 
e.g. : 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

Pilot projects 
Best pract~ 
On the ~s of Jewish education 
Monitoring and evaluation 
Fundraising 
Coalition building and marketing/networking 
Educator's survey 
Five year planning 

Issues to consider in deciding on the most effective ap
proach for organizing include: 

* Bridge building: Likelihood of fostering collaboration, 
of enlisting membership in each committee that is represen
tative of multiple constiuencies . 

* Energizing: Whether topic areas are likely to generate 
among potential committee participants and stakeholders. 

* Priorities: Do the topics represent articulated, or 
likely, priority areas of the Lead Community Project. 

The time and commitment of top lay leaders to serve as 
chairs, and the depth of capable professionals to service the 
task forces are factors to consider in deciding on the number of 
committees. 



The time and commitment of top lay leaders to serve as chairs, and the depth of capable 
professionals to service the task forces are/factors to consider in deciding on the number of 
committees. /

7
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The time and commitment of top lay IJefders to serve as chairs, and the depth of capable 

~:~:::~::Is to service the task force/r factors to consider in deciding on the number of 
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Mandel Instituteמנדל מכון

Tel. 972-2-617 418:618 728 

Fax: 972-2-619 951

Facsimile Transmission

To:____ Dr. Shulamith Elster____________ Date: January 20. 1992

From: Annette Hochstein_______________  N0 pages: S 1___________

Fax Number:

Dear Shulamith,

This is the second installment of the self-study. I am waiting 
for you to set up the conference call with Jack/Jim. There is 
some urgency to this as we would like the guide to go to the 
communities in early February.

Best regards,

G l U

PS. Please forward to Jack, Jim and Art. Thanks.

Mandel Institute 

Tel. 972-2-617418;618728 

Fax: 972-2-619 951 

Facsimile Transmission 

To: ----=D-.r-=-. _s""h"""u""'la.a:a=m:.:.:1.=-· t=h=-=--=E=l=s-=t=e=r _____ _ 

From: Annette Hochstein 

Fax Number: ------------- --

Dear Shularni th , 

Date: __ J=-=a=n=u=a=r.....:v---=2~0 ......... _19,._9..__2 __ 

No. Pages: --~-· ~------

This is the second installment of the self-study. I am waiting 
for you to set up the conference call with Jack/Jim . There is 
some urgency to this as we would like the guide to go to the 
communities in early February . 

Best regards, 

PS. Please forward to Jack, Jim and Art . Thanks . 



H. SELF-STUDY

Ratiotaale X

G ( \ d  in fo rm ation  is the foundation  o f  good dec is ion  m aking , b r  real life, how ever ,  w e  
are often r e t i r e d  to take action based on incom plete or im perfect know ledge . In p lan n in g  a 
c o m m u n i ty -w ia ^ n i t ia t iv e  on  Jew ish  education, this is especially  tmeT T he  se lf-s tudy  — learn ing  
more about the needs, resources, dynam ics, and aspirations o f  th& com m unity  — there fo re  sh o u ld  
be an iterative p ro c eS t

The first phase is oriented  tow ard  the first year acti-imi plan, w ha t  can be learned that will 
inform decis ions and plans Bar the 1993-94 year. A  b y p r o d u c t  o f  the first phase  se lf  s tudy  is 
a c learer defin ition  o f  w ha t  is rmt know n that impactsjfiri the critical choices. D e linea tion  o f  the 
gaps in inform ation  will help f ^ m e  the second _$nase o f  the self-study, a m ore  th o rough  
investigation w h ich  will then proceed  over the nejtt year and a ha lf  to tw o years.

T he basic  purpose  o f  the self-stucHkis provide a baseline for C o m m iss io n  de l ibera tions  
and estab lishm ent o f  p rogram  priorities. It\ j fo u ld  provide a co m m o n  founda tion  o f  in fo rm ation  
for C om m iss ion  m em bers,  level the p laying  frWd about assum ptions  (w ithout w h ich  par tic ipants  
in the debate are driven  to present opinions a p p e r c e p t i o n s  w ith  the force o f  fact), en ligh ten  
even the m ost kno w led g eab le  insider, a'ftd identify rbe critical issues and choices  the C o m m iss io n  
needs to address. It also: Jr

Identifies ״  unserved  a n d a W e rs e rv e d  needs for JeWish education, as perce ived  by g ro u p s
within the c o m m u n i ty . /

• H e lps  identify  crifical issues, or choices that will n ee ra to  be  addressed.

/  V״ P rov ides  a co m m o n  base o f  inform ation to en ligh ten  dec is ions on critical issues.

C ״ larify a jeas  o f  agreem ent in m oving  tow ard estab lish ing  a sfi&dard o f  ach ie v em en t  
that is acceptab le  w ith in  the com m unity .

ThinM ng about p rog ram s and priorities later in the p rocess  shou ld  be Dmed on  the best  
available iprcormation on educato r  needs and potential users o f  the p rog ram s in Jew teh education .

B O .

II. SELF-STIJDY 

information is the foundation of good decision making. real life, however, we 
· ed to take action based on incomplete or imperfect owledge. In planning a 

community-wi 'nitiative on Jewish education, this is especially tr . The self-study -- learn.ing 
more about the ne , resources, dynamics, and aspirationszf th ommunity -- therefore should 
be an iterative proce . 

The first phase is · ented toward the first year act' n plan, what can be learned that will 
inform decisions and plans the 1993-94 year. Atroduct of the first phase self study is 
a clearer definition of what is known that impacts · n the critical choices. Delineation of the 
gaps in information will help me the second · ase of the self-study, a more thorough 
investigation which will then proce over the n year and a half to two years. 

The basic ournose of the self-stu provide a baseline for Commission deliberations 
and establishment of program priorities. ould provide a common foundation of information 
for Commission members, level the playiqg d about assumptions (without which participants 
in the debate are driven to present opi9f'ons an erceptions with the force of fact), enlighten 
even the most knowledgeable insider, /fld identify critical issues and choices the Commission 
needs to address. It also: / 

• Identifies unserved andiinderserved needs for Je ·sh education, as perceived by groups 
within the commumi 

• Helps identify ,ic~l issues, or choices that will nee o be addressed. 

• Provides a <Jmmon base of information to enlighten deci ns on critical issues. 

• Clarify ails of agreement in moving toward establishing a s 
that is a ptable within the community. 

1 

ng about programs and priorities later in the process should be lJ 
ormation on educator needs and potential users of the programs in Je 
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Elements\of Self-Study

nity will have several  e lem ents :

V. Needs Analysis

cation enterprise in the com m unity ,  inc lud ing  in fo rm ation  

6 vvv\j?ך׳_9  \j u ^

cl<3-skcx. .***'

p ^ - 5 ־ v w ^  i s  • u c W ^ U ^ i r

,,AA^i-^Lo OA^-A-Ox '̂T'VJ v .
A  needs ana lysis  identifies unserved and underserved  needs for Jew ish  education* 3 p

£ * 4 *» י^ י*ף י* י י ו# י י י5י י»» י« ו» י*^* »•■^
(> \v < ;^  an<A r k  (:{*, ־,ץ{ ^ ) ) '  m  i-Ke. l - ^ d  G > m rrv n ^ p נ&ו r v ic C ^

E d u ca to rs ’ S u rv e y : xThe critical im portance o f  personnel in Jew ish  e d u c a t i o n ssmmmmt* 
an ed u ca to rs ’ s u r v e y ^ e  an early  and m ajor com ponen t o f  the needs analysis . Q uality  in fo rm ation  
about this fundam enta l h u m an  resource is invaluable, first fo r  identify ing priorities  for im prov ing  
the profession, and  later fo r  assessing  the im pact o f  com m unity  initiatives. B o x  4 con ta ins  •ideas e>cam pl-QA' 

poss.<פו\«- f a r  areas to cover in a su rvey o f  Jewish education  personnel. A־ ' ^ ׳ ^  C 0n yr* ,ber\3 \r*  j _ cy־\)Vuo״
* U o ״) r \  V i v c U r ' K t • ^  O v e r
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■i

O d s s far areas to cover  in a s u r v e y  r   ..  .   ^
U e f f X  Over pa^V- A V tin׳  iuu s e  rv־£_ a.s  p o s * ,i» le ,  <a״>c c* m p l e 3 b ,׳ e

■J ; e - 5 • '-05. Krv^.lej/ K U ״ , ; ) .  r  ^
*rtrirrrrihmrt

*י יי י
—

* to n *M

Surt. ׳j y  1nN0׳\v ^ _  <>• S c  ifcfVTU'*• c te -s tc^ _H\e -|4>e״ , 
04- Use. svrvO^. C/ov WKel<4 + W  ^ ( rrscarcker c\fe><\e *£• U /׳!־neoc־ »

^tcsAvta ׳nyovr ora iM ake sure to involve  educators  In the aesign  of the survey. Inv o lv in g  peop le  from  the
field will im prove the quality  o f  the data e lem ents selected, help avoid  t im e and resource
consum ing  efforts to obta in  unavailab le  information, help pave the w ay w h e n  it co m es  t im e to
collect data, and  help m obilize  educators  to support the overall objectives  o f  the com m ission .

Sum m ariz ing , the initial th inking about the ed u ca to r’s survey shou ld  take several factors 
into account:

C ategories  o f  Inform ation: W ha t inform ation is desired (see B ox  4).
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\ Elements f Self-Study 

A self udy of Jewish education m a lead co 

(1) 

cation enterprise in the community, including information 

• Student parti 
• Personne 
• Proru resources 
• F' nc1al resources 

~ . Needs Analysis 

[
. ] '1.9~ ~ ~ Y1\,lfO,_ 

~~~~ ~~~ 
d.NJ}. ro.JC.A,;< -~ ~ .- . ~ , ~ -~ I ~k ctcJcc ~ --· 

~ n L-fl ~s~ l s ~ 
. ,~ ~,!.~ l•~-~ tk ~ ..,.J., 

A needs analysis identifies unserved and underserved needs for Jewish education. • 
I b) g.upc ill: I cc I ¥ 

G-,vtl'\ o.ncA. tk C~"+n,,..(i'1 "' thQ.. J...o.J. ~l'l\ .. t\111&i 
Educators' Survev: -< The critical importance of personnel in Jewish education,(I· ; 

an educators' surv~y:$t'an early and major component of the needs analysis. Quality information 
about this fundamental human resource is invaluable, first for identifying priorities for improving 
the profession, and_ later for assessing_ the impa~t of community initiatives. Box 4 contains~ e,xa mp/~ 

~o~,bl~ mi- areas to cover ma survey of Jewish education personnel. A-f.cu.J ~uc.J.-.. CQ,..,...,reJ.-.E'l'\-l\rt .r~vo(,·Q.a 
bite" V "~t~'} 0-Yer ~ P>-s:\:- '-\.._~•~ \-~ s:e r~ c..s pos::i.~b~ Q..,c;c:;a. ~ \€/.), 1b b<." o..,l01 p+ed( 

""~ · f,t.. "--<L"-.d.SI o~ ~""" co""'""""'~e -<_:1• \..os. Pl...-.~tes, M.,"r,.;, \. 
~.1.-'t\~ spc>c, l2 lj f ti h J is,2bz Ith th 1 I pm rift r3z'r3d tsl e d::oll 

i- - ii!!Cl. C:itil me SC I f ' . ;Ji: f . Inc Isl L 'I.Il 
--h I ' 1 . II I j . . I r' . . i . ' ~ - • ii !QC~ 

~ M111.lu. 6V<1:... +er IO'-'c,,\',rt_ 0. s.oc.;: bC\C./\'TI.St 1tf-i-hct . .' o(e..s-151"\ 1 +k 1~p'e)')\.('l\'h-+1•1"1 ,'1~ +.he.. 
o..~v....~~,. c;+- ~e.. Svc-¥~• yw 1"\AV \l~r~ ...- \c\c:e.l~ +,.,:._J, "" e-,,:p,-r\cncc-1 rr.reo.r~r c:\f.ol'\e " ~ !-N_ 

:.-c.r:iM.t.o ,;.. yovr Arei:Make sure to involve educators fn the d'es1gn of the survey. Involvmg people from the • 
fie ld will improve the quality of the data elements selected, help avoid time and resource 
consuming efforts to obtain unavailable information, help pave the way when it comes time to 
collect data, and help mobilize educators to support the overall objectives of the commission. 

Summarizing, the initial thinking about the educator's survey should take several factors 
into account: 

• 
• Categories of Information: What information is desired (see Box 4). 
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II. THE SELF-STUDY

R a t i o n a l e

Good information is the foundation of good decision making. Yet

"very little research on Jewish education is being carried 
out in North America. There is a paucity of data about the 
basic issues and almost no evaluation has been made to 
assess the quality and impact of programs. Because of this, 
decisions are taken without the benefit of clear evidence of 
need, and major resources are invested without sufficient 
monitoring. We do not know what people want to learn and we 
seldom know what works in Jewish education. We do not even 
know much about what students know at different stages in 
their education. There are not enough standardized 
achievement tests. There is not sufficiently accurate 
information on the number of teachers in the system, their 
qualifications and their salaries."

A Time to Act, p. 44

Creating reliable knowledge for decision making about a 
community's educational system is an exciting and long-term 
endeavour. Lead communities can offer leadership in this area 
too, developing means, methods and experience for an ongoing 
process of self-study. That process would yield over time the 
quantitative and qualitative data required by leadership to know 
what exists in the community's Jewish education system, how good 
it is, what people in the community want, what more is needed and 
what works better. Hopefully, the tools developed in lead 
communities will be disseminated for other communities to adopt 
and adapt.

The initial purpose of the self-study is to provide commission 
members with an increasingly solid foundation of information, to 
enlighten even the most knowledgable insider, and to identify the 
critical issues and choices the commission may choose to address. 
It will also help move the community towards establishing 
standards of achievement that the community aspires to.

The self-study process is an ongoing one and one that cannot be 
completed within the first year of the project. It is proposed 
that during the first year of the project the self-study include 
the following 3 elements:

1. A profile of the Jewish education enterprise in the 
community, including the following:

* Participation (absolute and participation rates);
* Inventory of programs, institutions, organizations;
* Program resources;
* Financial resources.
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2. A needs analysis —  to focus during the first year on 
personnel-related issues.

3. A research design for years 2-5, in the course of which 
further in-depth studies night be undertaken and data collection 
completed. This phase might include qualitative elements such as 
achievement measures (what do supplementary school students 
know).

(Add market stuff here)
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com m unity  effort, it m ay  be advisable to convene a special task  force ( i f  such  a task  fo rce  w as  
not built into the o rgan iz ing  fram ew ork)  to oversee this phase o f  work.
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מנדל מכון
I;o r  1 he  A d v a n c e d  S t u d y  and  D e v e l o p m e n t  o f  J e w i s h  E d u c a t i o n

January 20, 1993

Mr. Jack Ukeles 
Mr. Jim Meier 
Ukeles Associates

Dear Jack and Jim,

I have attempted to illustrate by amending a significant part of
the planning guide how one would move from a general planning 
document for Jewish education to one that is specifically 
targeted at the content, the goals, the priorities of the lead 
communities project. I hope that the thrust of change is clear, 
and think that it would be useful if you would take it from there 
and do the same thing for the remaining parts of the document —  
from "client groups" and "institutions" in the needs analysis, to 
"the rationale" (page 18) and the mission statement. You may find 
some of the CIJE's documents, and before that the Commission 
documents, useful for this change. In particular, the document on 
"lead communities at work" and the Commission report may be 
helpful.

I am, of course, available for any further clarification and hope 
that this is useful. We would love to have the document in the 
hands of the community by the end of the month or early in 
February.

Best regards,

Annette

M a n d e l  I n s t i t u t e

22a Hatzl'ira Si. Jerusalem ‘).102 ז. Israel I'el. 02-66S72S: Fax. 02-f>V)lW5 I 1): ס ק פ f1S72S ן טלפו  l>.י I 02 ירושלים א' 22 הצפירה רח׳

i\la nclel Institute 
------- ----------- ----- ---
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Client Groups: With respect to other potential client groups, two important issues should 
be articulated and addressed up-front:

Which sQ^groups should be studiedj/ fpl1. Which ;sftl^groups should be studiedj? j p i A C A J

2. What is the appropriate definition of need? /  y

Targeting: While it would be nice, in theory, to understand the complete quilt of needs 
forJk:«i&h-edHeatroT1 in ׳ thre community, in practice this is not realistic in the time available for 
taking ■action. The first step, therefore is to select j^e key groups, in addition to Jewish education 
p rofession^to  be the focus of research during the first round.

At a minimum, the needs analysis should address the following categories unless they 
previously have been studied.

• Early childhood ^

Ages 5-la ״

• Pjefgt Bar/Bat Mitzvah

/ G i v e n  limited resources, it may make sense to fine tune the targeting still further by 
locking at specific age groups in particular program areas, for example, Israel programs for teens.

Box 5: Targeting

Several criteria can be applied in making decisions about what information or which 
groups to target in the needs analysis. D ’C\ t\ . . ^  *A__ -

• Present knowledge: How much is already known about the topic or the needs 
of the group? Has the issue or group previously been studied? Are there 
significant open questions about what the needs are or how they should be 
addressed?

• Priority: How high a priority is the topic or sub-group with respect to Jewish 
education? Are the needs of this group for Jewish education a major issue or 
concern in the community?

• Feasibility: What resources of tifae^^eflstt^-Hieagj^are needed to answer the
open questions? -  jrjy /  'fy p tM J j ,

qj
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Measures of Need: There are three conceDtual wavs of considering need:
‘,.Luai P^W i- J g Lj. ' 1 f 0

a. "Market:" ; Demand by a defined set of people. 1C
.  “ \
b. "Standard:" Aauobjeefcive measure of how much people require, or, from the 
community perspective, what is needed to realize a set of aspirations.

c. "Receptivity:" What people might respond to, i.e. "buy", but cannot articulate 
because it is not within their past experience.

In designing the needs analysis, you must decide which measure or measures will be most 
useful for each &uhgraup. The criteria for targeting will be helpful in narrowing the measures 
as well. See also Box 6.

Box 6: Selecting the Measure of Need

Here are some other considerations to bear in mind in deciding how to measure need:

• Market measures are most appropriate when the institutions of the community are 
relatively powerless to design incentives or exercise leverage to influence individual 
choices, other than by improving the programs that are offered.

• Conversely, standards will be appropriate when community institutions are in a 
position to offer incentives or exercise leverage, and has a clear and definable stake in the 
outcomes of the service area. The caliber and training of professionals is a case in point.

• It is a major undertaking, and perhaps impossible at this tftne, to define objective 
standards of how m uchje w ish-education one should h av e / Similar individu'als“v?ill״vary 
dramatically in their self-perception of their own need for Jewish, education.

• In a needs analysis it is virtually impossible to "measure" receptivity^ fcn־~־־--ex-a-mple~t©~ 
axharismatte-champron. It is possible to examine programs that have been successful 
elsewhere to expand the vision of decision matters, particularly when it comes time to 
elicit or develop program strategies. In the context of the needs analysis, it is useful to 
ponder more ambitious alternatives when the expressed needs aspire to a low level. ̂
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Measures of Resources: Potential "needs" should be compared to available resources to 
identify areas of unmet need or "gaps". At the most basic level, a profile of educational 
resources should include

data on the numbers of programs, by type, their capacities and actual enrollments 

data on numbers and characteristics of personnel 

utilization of space 

levels of funding, and

anticipated changes (including resources in the pipeline, such as new programs 
being planned or anticipated cutbacks).

Measures of Quality: Ideally, a profile of resources should also incorporate assessments 
of their quality. For example, while a community may appear to have enough supplementary 
school programs, the more crucial issue is how good are they?

The quality of programs is generally measured by assessment of levels of achievement, 
or measures of performance. The task in Jewish education is substantially more difficult because 
of the paucity of satisfactory tests of knowledge or achievement, and the complexity of defining 
a set of generally acceptable standards. For these reasons, in the short run at least it makes sense 
to rely on "surrogate" measures of performance. For example, attendance and longevity/dropout 
statistics can be enlightening as indicators of changes in student performance.

If enrollment or attendance is low, or dropoff at age 13 is high, is it because the 
prospective students are not out there or because the programs are poorly designed or run? 
Information on the quality and effectiveness of programs is important for identifying strengths 
and weaknesses of the existing system, for developing strategies for improvement, and ultimately 
for establishing a baseline against which the impact of future efforts can be measured.

Regardless, the difficultvin measuring quality dictates that in this area especially several 
iterations of study are necessary. Given the imperative to get underway quickly, we would 
encourage you to rely, on existing information on quality and effectiveness, to the extent possible. 
Findings and gaps uncovered ia-pne round define Ahe task for the next round״  ,

—  £V C  & Jl/y
Generally speaking, three types of measures can be used: (1) input, (2) output or

performance, and (3) outcomes. See Box 7 for examples of measures to consider. If you find 
an absence of information on effectiveness - that, in itself, may suggest that critical issues for the 
community will be: How should programs be evaluated and against what criteria? What are
the characteristics of an excellent educational program? Should there be a process for setting 
community standards and "accrediting" programs? Should there be an effort to develop 
community-wide performance indicators and what should they be?
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Box 7: Illustrative Measures of Quality and Effectiveness

• Measures of inputs are generally the easiest to obtain. Examples include: per capita 
expenditures for various age cohorts and programs, teacher/student ratios, average teacher 
salaries, per cent of teachers with advanced degrees, lay involvement, number of teachers 
participating in in-service training, etc. Comparisons can be made to provide perspective 
on where the community stands in relation to other communities and the nation on key 
indicators.

• Examples of output or performance measures include per cent of eligible population 
participating in formal and informal Jewish education by age group, levels of student and 
parent satisfaction, drop out rates pre and post bar(bat) mitzvah, performance on tests of 
Jewish knowledge, etc. Methods of collecting this information include sample surveys, 
questionnaires to program directors, focus groups (for satisfaction), self-studies by schools, 
alumni surveys, data collected by a central body such as the Board of Jewish Education or 
Federation, and information collected in recent Jewish population studies.

• Outcomes are the most difficult to measure. It is useful to articulate what these might 
be, even if the data is not available, because it will be helpful in developing the mission 
statement later on as well as for suggesting lines of future research. Examples of outcome 
measures would be self-definition and commitment to Jewish identity, values and 
practices; evidence of transmission of Jewishness to the next generation; affiliation with 
synagogues, communal organizations, support of Israel and Jewish institutions, etc.

Benchmarks/Tasks

1. Design Needs Analysis

a. Focus: Select the primary_gt oups .to study. ?'•*• ׳6י ׳־׳ ׳־

b. Measures: Decide on the pggiggg&j£ for measuring the need of each group, j

c. Develop Concept Scheme: Layout decisions on design for discussion with
commission.

2. Collect information: on present participation levels. (See Box 8.)

3. Estimate of community need/demand.

4. Gaps [3 minus 2]: A comparison of the market demand for the present programs will
give an estimate of the unmet needs: who are the "unserved" or "underserved" groups
in the community from the point of view of , adult Jewish education?

rr========================--~ 
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Box 8: Methods

Defining Potential M arkets: Four types of information can be used to identify potential 
user groups:

• Available demographic studies and data: enrollment trends, statistics on personnel 
involved in Jewish education and communal affairs (e.g., full-time, part-time, turnover, 
longevity ...), enrollment trends in local day and supplemental school programs (as a 
predictor of future personnel demands).

• Other national and local studies, commission and planning reports: such as the report of 
the Commission on Jewish Education in North America, local reports of task forces on 
Jewish continuity, and strategic planning reports that give insights on trends or external 
forces that will impact on needs. Experience in other cities can be analyzed for possible 
relevance. Opportunities for program modification or expansion will be identified where 
substantial unmet needs are documented and where new revenue opportunities appear to 
exist.

• Discussion or Focus groups: with selected consumer groups (such as day and 
supplementary school educators, synagogue lay leaders, students) to gain insights on 
access barriers as well as desires.

• Questionnaires: attitude surveys of selected sectors of the Jewish community: e.g. 
about student career interests; motivations for participating in specific program; views of 
institutional or program strengths or weaknesses; perceptions of their own needs or desires 
for Jewish education; and past and anticipated involvement in Jewish affairs.

Identify a variety of submarkets. Attempt to estimate the size of each submarket, the 
extent of the need and the competition.

Profile

1. Develop profile of present Jewish education personnel by drawing on the data from 
the educator’s survey.

• Size of key groups of personnel (e.g., day school principals, day school 
teachers, supplementary, early childhood, camps counselors, JCC program staff, 
other informal education personnel) by institution/program

* Skills, expertise and background
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forces that will impact on needs. Experience in other cities can be analyzed for possible 
relevance. Opportunities for program modification or expansion will be identified where 
substantial unmet needs are documented and where new revenue opportunities appear to 
exist. 

• Discussion or Focus groups: with selected consumer groups (such as day and 
supplementary school educators, synagogue lay leaders, students) to gain insights on 
access barriers as well as desires. 

• Questionnaires: attitude surveys of selected sectors of the Jewish community: e.g. 
about student career interests; motivations for participating in specific program; views of 
institutional or program strengths or weaknesses; perceptions of their own needs or desires 
for Jewish education; and past and anticipated involvement in Jewish affairs. 

Identify a variety of submarkets. Attempt to estimate the size of each submarket, the 
extent of the need and the competition. 

Profile 

1. Develop profile of present Jewish education personnel by drawing on the data from 
the educator's survey. 

• Size of key groups of personnel (e.g., day school principals, day school 
teachers, supplementary, early chi ldhood, camps counselors, JCC program staff, 
other informal education personnel) by institution/program 

• Skills, expertise and background 
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2. Develop demographic profile of Jewish education in the community.

• Jewish population characteristics: cohort sizes (e.g., early childhood, school age 
lay leaders, adult education learners, college-age youth, other special groups, like 
mixed married couples)

3. Analyze program capacities and participation rates (formal and informal programs, by 
institution/program)

• Develop a profile of the institutional resources, programs and services presently 
available in the community. Estimate the capacity of these programs if they are 
not being fully utilized. (See Box 9 for information to include in a profile.)

Box 9: Elements of an Institution or Program Profile

• Students:
. Enrollment and graduation trends 
. Age range

• Educators:
. Numbers of full- and part-time 
. areas of expertise.

• Program components:
. Subjects 
. Degree(s) offered 
. Activity duration 
. Methods
. Support resources (e.g. library, training) and services

• Finances
. Cost per unit of service 
. Revenue and expenditure trends
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Deliverables

^ —־־—־ ץ
The end product of the heeds analysis and profile is a report that describes for each 

targeted group:

a. The siz^ of the total potential market.
b. The size of the likely market, "ripest" for Jewish education, f  ( J
c. The characteristics of the parts of that market ripest for Jewish education.

Profile^,of resources including strengths, weaknesses and major gaps
e. factors influencing participation.
f. The most appropriate methods for meeting the needs of this group.
g. Who should provide the Jewish education.
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III. CRITICAL ISSUES

4

Rationale

In charting future directions, any community faces a number of important policy choices:
i.e., critical issues. Early discussions of the planning committee are the first step in identifying 
the critical issues* The needs assessment-and the in depth analysis of program operations through - 
the profile will provide the information needed to sort out and clarify the fundamental decisions.

Deliverables:

• Explicit assumptions

• Formulation of critical issues

• Document summarizing consensus of committee on each critical issue

< lc-p ־

Benchmarks and Methods

1. Assumptions: In designing the best possible system for coordinating and supporting 
Jewish education, there will be several fundamental "givens" (e.g., that the school in a 
congregation is the primary educational vehicle for supplementary education). These 
assumptions should be made explicit to ensure agreement by the commission. 
Assumptions on which there is not consensus may well become "issues" which the 
committee must address. See Box 10 for sample assumptions.

Box 10: Sample Assumptions

1. The primary instrument of supplementary education is the school within a 
congregation.

2. The delivery system needs to offer an opportunity for balance (creative tension) 
between community-wide interests and the interests and perspectives of the 
religious movements (Reform, Conservative, Reconstructionist and Orthodox).

3. Some type of central entity or entities will be needed to support Jewish education 
in the community.
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2. Critical Issues: The important choices faced by the community in defining the purposes, 
overall content, and priorities in Jewish education. The planning committee will attempt 
to reach agreement on what the important questions regarding future investment in Jewish 
education throughout the community.

It may be useful to classify issues in cascading categories that proceed from more 
philosophic (i.e., mission) toward more operational (i.e., programmatic or organizational). (See 
Box 11 for types of issues.)

Box 11: Classification of Issues

1. Mission-level issues — i.e. choices relating to the vision, philosophy and the role of
the community in initiating or supporting the emerging needs.

2. Policy issues — i.e. choices relating to the broad policies relevant to carrying out 
the community’s mission. Some of these choices relate to professional 
development (e.g. the balance between in-service and pre-service training for pre- 
school teachers); recruitment (e.g. the balance between new entrants into the field, 
continuing education, and re-training people from other fields).

3. Standards and Program Issues -  choices relating to the content and level of 
programming in Jewish education.

4. Resource and organization Issues — i.e. choices relating to the internal capacity of 
the community to support mission and policies (e.g. the financial resources, agency 
roles, possible coordinative and integrative mechanisms).
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rv. MISSION OR VISION STATEMENT 

Rationale

The heart of a strategic plan is a mission (or vision) statement, x</hich should project a clear view 
of the aspirations of the community. The mission statement should project a the self-image of 
the community in relation to Jewish education. A good mission statement not only suggests what 
the community wants to accomplish but what it does not seek to accomplish; at the broadest 
level, it identifies whom it seeks to serve and how.

Deliverable

A one paragraph to one page Mission Statement 

Benchmarks and Methods

Because of its importance, and the difficulty of crafting a good one, the mission statement needs 
to be the product of substantial analysis and discussion; it should be prepared in the middle of 
the planning process, not at the beginning.

It should represent the resolution of mission-level critical issues and frame a broad response to 
the needs assessment. Some parts of the mission statement are not likely to be very 
controversial; others might be extremely controversial. It is helpful to identify the major options 
in relation to each critical issue as a framework for the key discussion at which the mission 
statement gets formulated (see illustration in Box 12 below):

Box 12: Illustrative Mission/Options Chart

CRITICAL ISSUES OPTION A OPTION B OPTION C

1.0 Community 
posture on an Israel 
experience for 
young people

Community 
responsibility to 
insure that every 
young person has an 
Israel experience 
opportunity

Joint community- 
congregation-family 
responsibility to 
insure that every 
young person has an 
Israel experience 
opportunity

Community 
responsibility to 
insure that xx% of 
young people have 
an Israel experience 
opportunity

Critical Issue 2.0; 
etc

Option 2.0A Option 2.0B Option 2.0C
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V. SETTING STRATEGIES AND PRIORITIES

Rationale

The purpose of this part of the planning process is to insure that scarce Jewish communal 
resources available to Federation and other communal entities for Jewish education are directed 
to the community’s needs and mission. This is accomplished by: selecting effective strategies or 
policies; setting appropriate priorities.

The policies in the Plan represent resolutions of the critical issues identified above. 
Resolution of an issue need not strictly adhere to the alternatives that were considered when the 
issue was defined. It may combine elements of several choices or be an alternative not 
previously thought of.

Establishing priorities for any community is extremely difficult because of the multiplicity 
of constituencies and their differing values. A particular educational service may be very 
important to one group and unimportant to another. The challenge is to develop an approach in 
which all important views are heard, and then strategies and priorities are developed to insure 
that the community does not scatter its limited resources.

"Priorities" are seen as judgments about relative importance that inform, not only dollar 
allocation decisions in the budgeting process, but also decisions about use of non-fiscal resources 
(such as government relations), and resource development (such as foundation and endowment 
development).

Deliverables

List of policy recommendations for the improvement of Jewish education ״

• Recommended priority rank and desirable sequence for each recommendation

• List of criteria used to select and rank policy recommendations.

Benchmarks and Methods

Good methods of priority analysis inform and support human judgment, but do not try to supplant 
it; formulas or mechanical weighing or scoring methods are typically not useful.

Options are the items that are ranked in priority-setting. In other words, an "option" is something 
that is a potential recipient or user of a commission resource. An options structure is an 
organized, systematic listing of all the possible options. The decision as to what to list as an
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option is an absolutely crucial one; for once that decision is made, it defines what gets ranked 
in priority-setting.

A good structure for priority-setting should help decision makers connect broad concerns with 
specific services or programs — both those that exist as well as those program or services that 
do not, but that reflect community concerns.

There are three sources of criteria relevant to setting priorities among options:

■ Criteria that are suggested by analyses of community needs. Other things being
equal, one would tend to give priority to settings where the total needs are very 
large (e.g. supplementary schools) or where the gap between existing and needed 
services is the largest (e.g. in-service education).

■ Criteria that derive from the Mission Statement

■ Criteria that derive from continental experience in planning for Jewish education

Sample criteria for the selection of effective strategies (policies) and priorities are 
illustrated in Box 13.

Box 13: Sample Criteria for Selecting Strategies and Priorities

• Support professionalization of principals and teachers — including incentives for 
higher levels of education.

• Encourage deeper communal involvement and support of Jewish education. 

Maximize effective utilization of resources (minimize duplication).

• Maximize the opportunity to integrate formal and informal educational techniques 
(e.g., family shabbatonim; camping + study programs; Israel study programs).
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VI. DESIGNING PROGRAMS/PILOT PROJECTS

Expanded, modified, and new programs of course are the most tangible part of the effort 
to improve Jewish education throughout the community. In the context of a lead community, 
they are important not just for the promise they hold to improve the enterprise, but also because 
they can serve as visible demonstrations that help attract larger circles of adherents.

The recent history of Jewish education, as with many other enterprises, contains too many 
instances of programs being thrown at problems out of a sense of frustration or crisis. Here we 
hope to shift the emphasis toward the tried, proven and planned. "Best Practices," a CIJE 
project that is documenting successful programs throughout the continent and organizing them 
in a variety of categories, should be immensely helpful here. "Best Practice" programs are being 
classified in six groupings:

• Supplementary schools
• Early childhood Jewish education
• JCCs
Israel experience ״
• Day schools
• Jewish camping

We envision programs being launched in two stages: first a few pilot projects to energize 
the project; and a subsequent series of programs reflecting the vision and priorities of the 
commission, which may also be phased to reflect funding flows or other factors.

Pilot Projects

A community may wish to launch a small number of pilot programs early in the process 
to gain visibility for its lead community project, to mobilize the community and create a sense 
of excitement, and to test ideas about which it has a reasonably high level of confidence of 
success. Programs selected as pilot should be ones which are likely to be consistent with long 
term directions, or likely to show reasonably dramatic results in a short period of time. Box 14 
contains sample criteria for use in selecting pilot projects.

Selecting pilot projects that address high priority infrastructure needs — namely personnel 
and community mobilization — is another way of helping to ensure the viability of the effort. 
Sample pilot programs are listed in Box 15.
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Box 14: Sample Criteria for Pilot Project Selection

• Improves professional status of teachers, principals, and informal educators 

Promises short-term success and visibility

• Maximizes the opportunity to replicate good results from other communities (e.g.,
via "Best Practices").

• Promotes multi-agency programming and cooperation

« Maximizes parental involvement

• Strengthens congregations

Box 15: Sample Ideas for Pilot Projects

Personnel

• In-service training for educational leadership — school principals and JCC program 
directors.

• In-service training for 2 teachers and 2 informal educators from each institution.

• Summer seminar in Israel for selected educators

Community Mobilization

• Leadership training program for congregational and agency board members.

• A series of public forums on "best practices" and/or the community vision.
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Commission Programs

A  coherent set of programs should evolve from the commission process, reflecting the 
vision, strategies, priorities, and recommendations of the commission. A  refined set of criteria 
for program selection should also naturally evolve from those deliberations.

Program Selection: There are several methods for eliciting and selecting program ideas, 
and working out program implementation details:

• Request for proposal (RFP) process
• Delegate responsibility for specific recommendations to agencies
• Empower task forces as part of commission deliberations.

Box 16 offers suggestions for developing program recommendations which, with some 
modifications, apply to each of the above selection approaches.

Box 16: Steps in Developing Program Recommendations

• Brainstorm program ideas

• Adapt commission criteria for evaluating ideas

Compare with other communities

• Test assumptions: define questions and obtain answers 

Confer with users

• Detail program needs, operations and implementation

» Estimate costs

Set priorities and phasing among program ideas

• Present priorities and justification to Commission
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VH. FINANCIAL RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT

Develop a short-term and a long-term strategy for obtaining funding to support 
Commission initiatives. Obvious potential categories include:

• Annual campaign allocations for local services (either increased amounts or 
reallocations)

• Creation or expansion of a fund for Jewish education 

» Major donors

• Foundations (Jewish oriented, and possibly secular ones also)

Naturally, primary attention will focus on obtaining resources for start-up efforts.

We recommend that fundraising for this effort proceed in a planful way, much like the 
annual campaign:

1. Package most attractive program ideas

. Select the most engaging program ideas to showcase 

. Package or repackage programs to be most appealing

2. Identify potential funders in different categories, e.g.:

. Major donors 

. Medium/large donors 

. Family foundations 

. Community foundations 

. National foundations

3. Match programs to funder interests

4. Identify person/team to make first contact. Consider enlisting Commission members 
for this role.

5. Follow-up, as appropriate.
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VIII. PREPARE FIRST YEAR ACTION PLAN

A. Program/Task
B. Responsibility
C. Cost and funding
D. Timetable
E. Performance Management
F. Program Evaluation
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